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ABSTRACT

'Fictocriticism' refers to writing that performs yet also problematizes the key
manoeuvres of both fiction and criticism. Fictoc¡iticism is a term that has been

taken trp in Australian academic contexts to describe writing that is concemed

with an interplay of writing 'positions' and with the specific or local contexts

that enable the production of these'positions,.

Fictocritical Sentences primarily enacts a fictocritical mapping of local cultural
events. The 'events' are essentially concemed with crime and trauma in Adelaide.
They include the disappearance of the three Beaumont children in 1966, the
'Family'murders of the 1980s, the 'Truro'murders of the L9z0s and the ,reforming,

of 'c¡iminal' and 'neglected' boys cn the Fitzjames, a hulk moored off the
metropolitan coast of Adelaide, during the 1880s. The fictocritical treatment of
these events simulates their unresolved or traumatised condition. Differences

between'invention'and 'explication' matter most at times of personal and public
trauma. A problematic yet important use for the unstable combination of both the
literary and the critical can be found in the mapping of trauma events.

A secondary concem is the relationship between electronic writing (hypertext)
and fictocriticism. The mapping of significant (and virtually uncharted)

Adelaide trauma events and the relationship between fictocriticism and

hypertext is presented in print and hypertext works.

Fictocritical strategies can be used to simulate rather than synthesise the textual
field of a given event. Fictocritical strategies are effective in dealing with
competing truth effects and their desire for mastery. Fictocriticism can be a way of
documenting the textual or discursive field of the local envi¡onment in a way that
encourages the reader/user/listener to negotiate his own path through that
landscape.

hr reviewing my fictocritical work I have come to realise that fictocriticism is
concemed both with producing and destabilising the effect of ,presence,. of equal
importance is the mapping of a particular textual field in such a way that the
play of difference produces a multiplicity of reading positions.
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INTRODUCTI

This introduction discusses my fictocritical writing from 1995 to 2000. It describes
the aims and methods of that writing and attempts critically to assess it. The
fictocritical pieces are discussed in ch¡onological order of production.

The term 'fictocriticism' has been circulati.g it the Australian acad.emy at least
since the late 1980s. In an article published in 1991 ('On Fictocriticism,) Noel King
and stephen Muecke suggest that the origins of ,fictocriticism, (a term they use
interchangeably with the 'parariterary,) could be located in the work of Fred
Jameson (L987) and Rosalind lGauss (1981). Jameson uses the term ,fictocritical,

and Krauss the term 'paraliterary' to describe a writing where the ,stable and
separate bodies of "fiction" and "criticism,, [are] replaced by compor:nds, mergings,
mutations and mistakes' (Muecke and King 13).

Amanda Nettelbeck suggests (along with King and Muecke) that fictocriticism is
yet another 'symptom' of postunodemism. what perhaps differentiates
fictocriticism from simply being postnodem fiction (the example used by Muecke
and King ts White Noise) , or poststructuralist wrifing (Derrida for example) is
that it is an unstable combination of both the literary and the critical. ¡r both
Muecke and King, and Krauss, the fictocritical (or paraliterary) refers to a process
where fiction and criticism become 'part of a single device for the generation of a
new kind of text' (Nettelbeck 4). This 'single device, is described by Nettelbeck as
producing

hybridized writing that moves between the poles of fiction
('invention'/'specuration') and criticism ('deduction'/,exprication), of
subjectivity ('interiority,) and objectivity (,exteriority,). (4)

'Fictocriticism' refers therefore to writing that enacts yet also problematizes the
key manoeuvres of both fiction and criticism.

rn1992 Hodge and McHout suggested that fictocriticism was one possible sftategy
for opening up a positive and self-reflexive politics, meaning the ,truth effect, of
commentaryisopeneduptocritical scrutiny. Hodge and McHoul cite Reød.ing the
country (co-authored by Muecke) as an example of a fictocriticism that
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INTRODUCTION

interrogates its own mode of production and whose self-reflexive politics re_
configures the conventionar relationship between the white acad.emic and
indigenous 'other'.

Muecke has continued to deploy fictocritical practices. Ír No Ro¿d there is an
unstable mix between t¡avel writing, personal anecdote and ,theory,. 

Each gmre is
used as both an object and method of writing:

The becoming of writing is its preparedness to ailow a completely
different medium to infuse the text, to take words which are supposed to
function in one way in one domain, to bonow words f¡om this domain and
let them reproduce and play havoc in a new one. (230)

The aim of this method is to construct new cultural spaces for the subject to inhabit
(231'-2)' As Nettelbeck points out however, self-consciously hybridised writing
practices have always beerr a part of the westem literary tradition. The
fictocritical tum is not then a new form of ,knowing, but rather the move of a
certain form of writing into the academy (6-z). This move into the academy has
besr assisted particularly by Noel King (see also his ,My Life without steve...,
and 'occasional Doubts...') and stephen Muecke. hr terms of the circulation of
'fictocriticism' in academic publications Nettelbeck notes that

Recently established Australian joumals, such as Llrs Reaiew [co_edited
by Muecke], wedge and the erectronica[y circurate d, øntimony, invite
fictocritical submissioru....Longer established Australian joumals such as
southern Reaiew and westerly, arso increasingly provide space for
fictocritical work. (10)

Perhaps the most significant and recent example of the ,visibility, of
fictocriticism in Australia has been the publication of the antholo gy The space
Between: AustrøIian Women Wríting Fictocriticisn. Nettelbeck describes the
collection as being'a series of investigative writings connected by their agonistic
relation to the interpretive gesture' (13). Fictocriticism is therefore a term that
has been taken-up in Aust¡alian academic contexts to describe writing that is
concemed with an interplay of writing 'positions, and with the specific or local
contexts that enable the production of these ,positions,.

This brief review of the circulation and visibility of fictocriticism contextualises
my fictocritical work f¡om 1995 to 2000. The location of each wo¡k is indicated in
brackets after its title. The two audio works are located. in the appendices and are
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INTRODUCTION

also reproduced in print version. The trtemet address of the hypertext work is
given in addition to a map of that work in the appendices.

'Academic Divination' (p. 27) concenìs itself with the proposition that
fictocriticism and hypertext are both technologies that promise to prod.uce a

particular and 'desirable' posbrodem subjectivity. They are both technologies of
the self, and this idea owes mudr to Ian Hunter's work cn critical practice as an

ethics of the self and to Noel King's reading of Hunter's work with respect to
fictocritical practices (see King 1994;Kerr). Ethics here refers to a fonn of 'life
conduct'modelled in the English classroom whereby the student is encouraged

towards oscillating self-expressiveness and self-scrutiny. while engaged in the
process of reading texts students are simultaneously engaged in a process of reading

themselves via the text. (Hunter'Aesthetics' z64-lï; 'Anxieties'6). This has the
primary effect of producing a self which is both critical and expressive, despite

the apparently ideological setting of the classroom. [rdeed Hunter eschews the
idea that 'English' is essentially ar, ideological tool either imparting ,false

consciousness' or delivering liberation ('Anxieties' 12). The important point for

Hunter is that he is not talking about ethics as a 'moral' discipline, but as series of
techniques of self-making, some of which may be in cont¡adiction to the moral code

associated with that ethic (Hunter 'Aesthetics' 368). Indeed Hunter,s work m
ethics, whidr owes much to Foucault, is consistentþ at odds with the notion that
literary criticism has essentially any moral outcome at all. His position is that
English is always about the problematization of self and text within a pastoral

envirorurrent (an environment of scrutiny and encouragement) which may mean

that the subject is led to moral ex[emes, as opposed to moral 'goodness, (Hunter

'Aesthetics' 368). what is problematized is the 'knowing self' of the student

through its interaction with the text within the context of the problematizing

classroom (Hunter 'Aesthetics' 36+5). My reading of Hunter at this stage (L995)

suggested to me that fictocriticism was a technique of writing that deliberately
opened up to the reader this process of ethical self-formation. Secondly, opening

up or exposing writing as an ethical process also opened rry the possibility of
corutructing a positive moral/political/cultural self through a specific procedure

of writing. Or to put it another way, the fictocritical refers not to a new practice of
ethical self-production but to a self-conscious ethical production orientated around.

diverse political or moral ends. As Kerr puts iÇ fictoc¡iticism 'simply pays

attention to and makes visible what is necessarily effaced in the process of writing
the academic essay' (95).
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INTRODUCTION

'Academic Divination' was written in a deliberately provocative numner. It was
the first and last attempt at a confident and assertive academic persona.
Following this essay the style of writing that I adopted consciously absorbed
c¡itical anxiety into its structure and style. The fictocritical genre, it seemed,
demanded that critical ethical work be accepted as a structuring device. An
example of this, and one r:sed in'Academic Divination,, is Barthes, A Looer,s
Discourse, simulating the subjectivity of the love¡. I¡r a sense, Barthes is
documenting the subjectivity of a lover ftom inside, as opposed to representing i t
from the outside. The 'expert'is immersed in the object of study, hence the blurring
of boundaries between critical discourse and its object.

What is obviously at stake in this blurring is the position of the academic expert
and the 'proo( of 'his' mastery ove¡ the ethical process. Another way of
approaching this is to ask if the ethical formation of critical self-hood can take
place in a non-linear textual structure. The kind of subjectivity that Hunter refers
to, for irutance, is one generated in a continuous engagement between the text and
self. The desi¡ed result is, and always will be the ,appearance, of non_fragmented
self that has mastered a certain technique of knowledge. The ,presence, of the
academic expert is an effect of a writing lhat desuibes rather than is the object or
field of inquiry. This point is taken up in 'Academic Divination,. An important
question here is to what extent 'irnmersion, writing is doing the job of the
humanities essay. To what extent can the academic jnstify his position if he is not
doing new intellectual work (analysis, critique, synthesis) on behalf of others, and
in reference to an established body of knowledge? Indeed this is one of the pre_
requisites of the PhD thesis.

It seems that one answer to this question is that the fictocritical writer can supply
the 'field' of inquiry, the units of ranowledge formation, and entice the reader to
'complete' or synthesise this into their own kind of r¡nde¡standing (see Ulmer in
'Grammatology and Hypermedia' for example). In terms of an ethics, the
incomplete or fragmented essay does not document a completed process of self_
making, but documerrb part of the process in the hope that this partiality will
encourage an active or 'writerly' engagement with it. This is one of the points
stressed in 'Academic Divination' conceming both the fictocritical and the
h¡pertextual' The notion that incompletion allows for a kind of ¡iberation of the
reader's understanding is a dominant idea in, for example, Bolter,s reading of
hypertext. However, this indicates a mis-understanding of the ethical process of
self-problematization and seems to be based cn the idea that if a text is
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INTRODUCTION

'completed' by the author then the reader is placed in the position of passive
consumer. In this scenario the reader is also ,oppressed, by the claim of mastery
being made by the author. However, if the critical-aesthetic process describes the
way a text is used by the student to open the self out to moral scrutiny by the
'expert', then the 'empowering' or liberating process (if it can be called that) is not
a property of any particular form of text but of the critical process itself, which
can be enacted on any kind of text. secondly, the exaggerated craims that
surrounded hypertext were possibly due to a mis-reading of Barthes, notion of the
readerly/writerly distinction. some texts may encourage the read.er to write, or to
take active part in the composition of new texts (the writerly text) but the process
of critical self-formation can take place equaily with either the writerly or
readerly text.

'Alien sick' (p. 35), a hypertextual work published on-line by the Electronic
writing Research Ensemble (EWRE) aimed to develop a hypertextual
fictocritical style. The süucture was mod.elled specifically or sue Hampton,s
'soundtracks', a collage of writing about women in publishing which presented
fragments of text interspaced with gaps and authorial silences. The organisation
of the textual field could be read as a kind of documentation of the position of
women in publishing' What attracted me to this work was the enacting of an idea
in the structure of the writing rather than the idea being described and supported
by argumentation. The work could be said to have a position which it
demonst¡ates in a logical manner in the absence of an overarching masterful voice.

'Alien sick' was therefore an attempt to d.ocument a field of researcþ to multiply
and de<entre the presence of the expert and to allow for a writerly experience all
within the space of a hypertextual environment. The work is structu¡ed around
three key words: alien; body; theory. 1995 was a time when fractured narratives
about govemment corupiracies, alien contact and abject mysteries became part of
popular culture via The X Fites. euotations for ,Alien sick, we¡e taken from
sources that contained one, if not more references to the key words and placed in a
relationship with other quotations so that meaning was complicated or made
ambiguous. The structuring principle was one of both continuity and discontinuity.
'Alien Sick'is reproduced here in print form primarily because I think it failed as
a hlpertext work. The text appeared cn screen as a scroll-like document. In other
words it existed cn a single sc¡ollable page, rather than each textual unit
occupying a single page. Hypertext links might move the read.er from paragraph
15 to 3, for example, but the reader remained cn the same scroll. The process of
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INTRODUCTION

hypertext linkage had no'surptise' elements nor did it shift the reader into
another generic register, nor did it 'reward., the reader for their expenditure.
Selecting hypertext links to change the order of the reading experience did not
seem to offer liberation, nor did it seem to overthrow the tyranny of linear
thinking. It seemed that for hypertextual tinkage to be successful there needed to
be some 'pay-of.f' for the reader's invesünent. It takes effort to read ,against the
grain'. It seemed to me that a textual field needed to speak in more d.iverse
registers for the activation of a successful hypertext. I was later to tum to the
'mystorical' methods of Greg urmer to assist with this project.

In summary, 'Alien sick' failed as a hypertextual device yet succeeded (I believe)
in de-centering authorial mastery. 'Alien sick' was not an analysis of ,the alien
phenomena'ir *y orthodox sense, yet it proved that an ambiguous and resonant
textual field could generate or evoke a desire to 'make sense of' complex cultural
phenomena.

'Family Values' (p. 41 and Appendix A) was a radio feature made in collaboration
with Lachlan Colçhoun, free-lance journalist. The feature concemed. itself with
the so-called 'Family' murders. 'Family values, is reproduced here both in print
and or cD. The work is designed to be listened to, rather than read. The print
version is primarily for reference purposes. The print version rurmes speakers and
sources of material used.

'Collaboration' may sometimes be a virtue but in the context of thesis writing I
need to make the point that my collaborator was an expert in his field. I
collaborated with him as does the writer who, for example, consults expert
commentary. Questions of 'authorship'and ,citation, 

can be answered in two ways:
Lachlan colquhoun was coruulted as an expert cn interview technique, the
presmce of 'on-air' commentary and studio production. The initial idea, the
analysis and description of the subject and method of approach and the writing of
the scrþt was my work except where indicated in the print version.

The 'Family'has been described by print and electronic media as an alleged group
of homosexual kille¡s responsible for, but never convicted ol five murders that
occurred in Adelaide from the late 1970s to the early 1980s. Along with the media
texts about the 'Family' is a widespread rumour-mill which perpetuates the
'presence' of the goup. The 'Family' could be described as a homophobic
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INTRODUCTION

fictocritical text a merging of fiction and fact, open ended, unstable, and mobilised
for the preservation of sexual boundaries.

'Family Values' divided the textual field into two major narratives. The first of
these 'explained' the 'Family' in terms of a predatory homosexual power-elite
that had mysteriously evaded the law. The second explanation was that the
'Family' murders were separate incidents linked together by a desperate police
force whose theories were in tum supported by a homo-phobic tabloid press.

Pervading the culfural experience of the 'Family, were feelings of paranoia and
dread. Analysing the textual field it became apparent that it could be explored
using narrative conventions of the crime and horror geffes. The aim here was to
describe the structure of ¡elationships between competing ,Family, narratives, to
evoke their 'lived' texture, not by describing them f¡om the outside, but to
'perform' them as narratives. A further aim was to perform the narratives as

parodies, to create a kind of critical distance for the listener. br other words, we
wanted to play with listener 'immersion' in the narrative and with their
alienation from it. Ambiguiry seemed to be a strong effect of the ,Family, even! so

it seemed fitting that when mapping this event we were to play with ambiguity
as much as possible' An oscillation between fiction and documentary was therefore
of key importance for the feature. For there to be an oscillation that simulated the
object of study however, the relationship between fiction and docummtary needed

tobe ambþous. We needed to fictionalise the real and locate the ¡eal within a

fictional setting. This 'doubling', noted by Ken as a feature of the fictocritical,
was deployed largely to de-stabilise the authority of any narrative argummt or
position (95)' Fictocritical strategies in this case were used to map rather than
synthesise the textual field of a given topic. brdeed fictocritical strategies seemed

most effective in dealing in an even-handed way with competing truth effects, and
their desire for domination.

It is this simulation of the sEucture of the object of study in the writing that we
see in Barthes' A Loaer's Discourse, and sue Hampton,s ,soundt¡acks,. In this
structure we see the withdrawal of the 'masterful, expert. perhaps a bette¡ way to
put this is that the expert's central organising function is de-centred and placed in
the background orgarrising the 'paradigm of possibilities, as ulmer puts it, yet
withdrawing from dosu¡e and linearity ('Grammatology and Hypermedia,). [r
'Ttre object of Post-Criticism' ulmer describes this process as ,textual mime,
which both the writing of Derrida and the post-critical (or ,paraliterary,)

perform (94):
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INTRODUCTION

The implication of textual mime for post-criticism, informing para-
literature as a hybrid of literature and criticism, art and science, is that
knowledge of an object of study may be obtained without conceptualisation
or explanation. Rather, as if following wittgentein,s admonition that
'the meaning is the use', Derrida enacts or performs (mimes) the
compositional structuration of the referent, resulting in another text of the
s¿une 'kind'.'.Post-criticism then functions as an epistemology of
performance - lcrowing as making, producing, doing acting. (94)

The mapping of a cultural event or an intellectual issue by decentring the
authorial voice and linear argumentation can be augmented, at least accord.ing to
Lrlmer, by utilising what he calls the mystorical method. when the writer or
researcher is committed to something other than the metanarrative, with its
associated mastery and objectification of the subject, ulmer zuggests that the
write¡ tum primarily to Barthes'notion of the text to find specific instructions for
proceeding mystorically ('Mystory' 3j.s). I¡r the opening to A Loaer's Discourse
Barthes' outlines the way his book is constructed. It describes the differences
between discursive sites used and their strucfural relationship. Utner summarises
the discourse sites: primary works of language and literature; secondary or
'leamed' texts; texts of popular culture; 'texts, of lived experience (315). He goes m
to note two important points about these texts. The first is that they exist in a
condition of equivalence; their value is the same, as opposed to the orthodox
t¡eatise whereby the uni g expert narrative is given pre-eminence. The second
point is that the texts are chosen for many reasons, some because they enlighten,
some because they seduce, some because they are part of a memory of understanding
(316)' The importance here is that the motivation for the textual inclusion is
likewise not dominated by a strict appeal to orthodoxy. ulmer adds, importantly
I tÌìink, that the mystory must at some point'accede, to the metastory if it is to be
'credited at all, received and counted', but that this acl¡rowledgment may exist
within the confines of the personar anecdote (31g). The notion of the ,figure, of
language is Barthes' insistence that the textual site be ,spoken, in a way whereby
the reader recognises a 'lived experience, within that mode of discourse. The
figures of language must incite a certain emotional memory which ,fills in, the
gaps in the discontinuous and fragmented text (31,6_17).

There is nothing particularly novel about the sites of the mystory or Barthes,
'text'' What is novel or significant is that the text fragments are not stitched
together in an authoritative way. The 'text' or 'mystory, is not given an
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INTRODUCTION

argumentative structure but rather an arbitrary or mechanical one (fragments are

listed alphabetically, for example). 'The paradigmatic axis of language, the
language of selection, we might say, is given predominance over the syntagmatic

axis of combination' (317).we could also say that the paradigmatic axis, with
respect to the 'Family' for instance, are the many kinds of texts that go to make rp
that cultu¡al event. br the mystorical model, the gaps between the textual
fragments remairç unsutured by the academic doctor.

'Family values'was intended as an audio map of the so-called 'Family' murders.

The desi¡e of the producers was to document the various narrative sites and

registers that were linked to the experience of the 'Family'. The aims were

achieved by deploying fictocritical methods of double-voicing, the de-centering of
the expert and of simulating the structural relationship of the field of research.

The experts in this case were Jennifer Byme (television joumalist), Trevor Kipling
(Police Detective in charge of investigations) and Kenton Miller (a spokesperson

from the gay community).

The results indicated that fictocritical methodologies, while supposedly at odds

with orthodox analysis, were an appropriate means of documenting the
relationship between dominant narratives of understanding and of opening new

sPaces for understa¡rding. The lesson leamed here was that fictocritical methods

can replicate the multiplicity of meanings of the object of study when any

particular line of argument, nar¡ative or genre is both enacted in the fult sense and

simultaneously de-centred and made unstable.

The paradigmatic axis of 'Family Values' could have included interviews with
relatives of the victims. We initially chose not to indude such interviews because

we thought it would be too distressing for the people involved. The textual field
was then not inclusive but selective, and one of the priorities of the selection

processes was not to do any harm to those already wounded. As it happened,

'Family values'used the words of Rob Kelvin, the father of cne of the mu¡dered

boys. The words came from a transcribed media interview and court appearance

andwerespokenbyan actor. Secondly, the scenario depicting a normal family at
home for dinner drew on material concerning the Kelvin family. The decision to do

this was probably made easier by the fact that Kelvin's voice was already
'disembodied'. It was not a 'voice' when we came qpüì. it but'writing' which we

took up and read, as we were entitled to, becawe it was already inside the public

realm. The question remains whethe¡ ou¡'reading', by which I refer to the

-a
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INTRODUCTION

performing of Kelvin's 'wliting', was in any way doing harm to someone already
grievously hurt. Directions given to the actor who performed Kelvin's 1ines (as

well as the lines of the police) were always to be 'more fake'. Agaitt here is the
'doubling' imperative of fictocriticism, whereby the real is de-stabilised through

fictional means. My point is that the 'fiction' of fictocriticism is a styie of working

which destabilises, alienates or undermines the 'reality' effect of non-fiction

texts. This would include transcripts of the victim's families. The ultimate aim is

to complicate meaning. Hurt may well have been done to Kelvin and his family,
although ncne was intended. Hurt was always potentially there once control of

Kelvin's words left him: once voice was tumed into text and became a part of the

paradigmatic axis of the textual field.

'Greetinp from Adelaide' (<http//ensemble.va.com.au/tableau/simon/> and

Appendix B). The following is the commission 'brief' supplied by the EWRE to

each writer for the Tableau project (a project specific to the Lrtemet):

Tableau's premise is the city: Adelaide. As place, time, tense, sense. It's
the 'about' of writing oneself autobiographically, through the physical

stratas of city, and it's especially 'about' how to write that to/for
someone/ as audience /reader, elsewhere. The project is aimed at a ,new

monumentality'(see Gregory ulmer), both personal and communal which
creates different routes through individual memory and through

collective cultural memory.

The project, as a'new monumentality', is founded or the relations between

the local and the global (these relations are 'settings' for self and

community) between the particular and the general, and between private
and public, in terms of subject/subjectivity/subjection (eg, the limitations
and potentials of one's own locale, and its availability as material for re-

working).

The organising principle for this collage-work - a type of writing which
is interdisciplinary, both in terms of written gmres and

visual/performative practices - is invention, the continual discoveries of

narrative, myth and pleasure. And the changing configurations of

technology, institution, geography and behaviour.

In response to the Tableau brief I created the hypertext 'Greetings from Adelaide'.
My intention was to fulfil the key elements of the brief while working cn the
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INTRODUCTION

'Beaumont case'. The 'case' involves the disappearance of three young children,

apparently abducted f¡om an Adelaide zuburban beach (Glenelg) in January 1966.

The children have never been found, despite extensive searches, and in particular,
a long ruming and very public 'psychic' seardr, that concluded in 1996. Media

attention to The Beaunonts has also been extensive, and has beerr the primary
source of information and nar¡ative framing for most people. The Beaumonts were

significant not only to Adelaide people, but to a wide Australian audience. The

Beaumonts' disappearance marked public space as a place of danger and

instability. It opened up for the citizens of Adelaide the notion that public space

was inhabited by something other than a folksy 'community'. It indicated a

failure of policing and of surveillance, and that there was something in the social

order that was highly resistant to these powers. The Beaumonts are the children
who never grew up, and who have never died. Like peter pan, they resist

adulthood. The Beaumonts are complex figures of an imaginary and real

childhood. For many, they occupy a Eoubling space between the real and the
imaginary, of both personal and social identity. The Beaumonts are the space

where the personal and the social co-exist. They are for many a first experience of

being afratd, of feeling that they may not be protected, that they are vuhrerable

and that they belong to a social group 'children' who share this danger. The

Beaumont disappearance was an experience where the personat and the social

blur¡ed. This experience was particularly powerful for children at the time (I was

one of them);'that could have been me'.

I wanted to documsrt this textual field through the application of
fictocritical/hypertextual means. It was a field of personal and public 'feelings'.

It was a field of loss, fear and memories. It was a field where the real blurred

with the imaginary. Structurally, the Beaumont disappeara.nce is not a resolved

narrative. At the centre of the texts conceming the Beaumont disappearance is

loss-the absence of ¡esolution. There is therefore a stuctu¡e of fragments that
links personal experience with public trauma, and which has at its centre a loss of

the referent.

The similarities between the Tableau briel the fictocriticism I was working

with, and the structu¡e and feeling of the Beaumont disappearance were

serendipitous. The elect¡onic environment, with its hypertext links, its decentred

network of textual fragments, seemed to work well with these other elements.

Indeed the notion of a 'new monumentaliV' G form of remembering that was
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electronic, post-colonial, interactive) seemed absolutely appropriate to the
Beaumont disappearance and to its structural'feeling'.

'Greetings from Adelaide' loosely followed the mystorical method for choosing

the textual sites. Popular texts concerning the Beaumont disappearance were taken

from contemporaqy print media. Popular texts refer here also to photographs

taken at the time which appeared in the print media. other images were shot at
Glenelg and concemed myself acting or performing a search, in the style of a mid-
1960s cop. The impetus for this'performance'came from the idea, already pursued

in previous work, that when the position of expert is de-stabitised and de-centred

the 'expert' becomes part of the textual field. The subject and the object of study

become interchangeable. Secondly, following the mystorical method, the expert's

subjectivity is of equivalent value to any subjectivity present within a non-

hierarchical lcrowledge system, or research field. Placing myself in the field of

research, or at least the image of myself as someone located within that time and

place, seemed a logical extension of the fictocritical/mystorical methodology.

Lastly, these perforrnances/ more than any other aspect of the worþ enacted the
'doubling' gesture mmtioned above as a significant feature of fictocriticism. It
simulated the past, enacted the 'reality' of the research journey, and played with
the uncanniness of destabilised space and time.

The 'expert' commentary in 'G¡eetings from Adelaide' is taken firstry from

Barthes' Camera Lucida and secondly is a series of ¡eflexive pieces written by

myself. The Barthes' material is a commentary cn'reading' photographs and my

material is a reflection on a writing that enacts or performs 'loss'. The third major

writing site is that of the anecdotal. Here there are reflections of personal

experiences with 'death' 'Ioss' and 'fear'.

The structural relationship between the textual fragments is one of sameness and

difference. Each page of the hypertext has two alternate paths or links that can

be activated. Each textual site (in the mystorical sense) can be followed to its end,

or it can be used as a link to another textual site. Úr this way I attempt to
demonstrate the interrelationship between the personal and the public and the
local and the global.

'Greetinp from Adelaide' is ari attempt at conshrrcting an electronic mcrnument

utilising mystorical and fictocritical methods. The main dissatisfaction I feel
with the project is the way that the mystorical anecdotes seem to be more of an
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indulgence than a source of 'enlightenment'. The anecdotes possibly represent a

mis-reading of ulmer's method, and that of Barthes'. The anecdotes are about

how I came to know, or had an experience of 'loss', death' and 'fear,. What is not

addressed here is why it is important to others to lrrow about 'my' experiences of
these key terrs, and why or how these experiences shed light cn the Beaumont

disappearance in general. They are anecdotes about how knowledge or ideas come

to us and yet they seem somehow to be confessions, waiting to be acknowledged or

taken into the 'true'. Here is an abandonment of the academic's duty; to do

intellectual work for others. The personal anecdote is too close to confession to be

left dis-connected from the integrating'mastery' of academic work. It requires too

mudr of the reader-too mudr pastoral care, 'healing' and absolution. The r¡n-

integrated anecdotal left my work from that point on.

My response to the success or otherwise of the project is docummted in two

essays: 'Naive and Sentimental Writing, (p. 58) and ,Nostalgic

Momerrb' (p. 61) both published in 1998. Both these essays zuggest a dis-

enchanünent with electronic writing. The main source of this dis-enchantnent was

my mis-reading of the elect¡onic environment and its unique features.

Theorists of the electronic envi¡onment (Lanham; Bolter; Landow) stress the

convergence of postnodem theory, modernist experimental aesthetics and the

fundamental qualities of hypertextuality. These similarities are mentioned in
'Academic Divination' a¡rd refer mainly to structural features such as the de-

centred, interactive network. Here was the realisation of postrnodem theory and

avant-garde modemist practice. what more could we want? The reality is that
hypertextuality is indeed the realisation of these print-theories and practices but

hypertextuality is not the realisation of the unique qualities of the electronic

medium, which are animatiory sound conversation and play. The sites or the

Internet that most effectively utilise its capacities are 'chat-rooms' and 'games'.

In other words, sites that produce writing as an artefact of interaction. The de-

centred network of interactivity is an already given within the textual space of
print in terms of a reading experience. 'Interactivif', h the sense of a writerly
composition of hypertext documenb is closer to ordinary reading than to

'conversation' or 'play', which demands a constant re-working of inter-subjective

relationships. Hypertextuality promised to liberate the reader from the tyranny

of the author and linearity, and yet its greatest gift is probably to liberate writers

from the tyranny of electronic hysteria and to re-awaken an r:nderstanding of the
galaxy of reading and writing practices offered in print technology.
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[r terms of my own fictocritical practice, 'Nostalgic Moments, represented. a new
way of working. In this piece I wanted to play with the notion of simultaneity and
difference, the 'double-voicing' of fictocriticism which sometimes manifests itself
as the doubling or overlapping of the fictional and the ,actual, (as was attempted
in'Family values'). The method of 'Nostalgic Momenb, is that of the collage,
defined as the intentional intemrption of the linearity and 'presence' of writing by
an 'other' writing (ulmer 'object' 8g). ulmer suggesb that the ,undecidable

reading effect, oscillating between presence and absence, of collage, is at the heart
of both the paraliterary and the desconstructive moves of Derrida (sg). In
'Nostalgic Moments'I wanted to enact, in print form, a de-centred narrative about
electronic writing, my experience with it and theories that have informed its
production. Collage suggests a process that condensed the de-centering impetus of
fictocriticism. In other words, collage suggested a way of refining the structural
relationship between different discursive sites whereby the gaps between them
occur at the micro level of the syntagmatic axis. Here the method is a process of
working simultaneously with parataxis and linearity, developing a tension

between the two of them so as to force different texts into a productive
relationship.

'Loving Writing' (p. 65) is a work that enacts a fictocritical resporse to the Tru¡o
murders'which took place in the late 1920s in Adelaide. seven women were
murdered in the space of two months. James Miller was convicted of 6 of the Z

murders. His accomplice, Christopher Worrell, was killed in a ca¡ accident before
the trial. Jarnes Miller, writing from jail, and largely it seerns in an effort to
exonerate himself, produced the book Don't CaII Me Kitter. Miller,s argummt in
the book is that he merely 'assisted' his lover wor¡ell and did not actually
mu¡der any of the girls. Anne-Marie Mykyta was the mothe¡ of one of the
murdered girls and wrote about her experiences in the book lf,s a Inng way to
Truro.'Loving Writing' also contains fragments from A Loaer's Discourse that sit
painfully and awkwardly with the other material. It is as if this section pushes

the limit of 'taste', both in terms of the combined subject matter (serial mu¡der and
love) but also in the sense that the structu¡e between these textual fragments, the
way they are \ ¡oven together, does not explicitly resolve the discomfort of the
limits of writing. There is a perverse structuration in this section but also, in the
virtual absence of resolutiory there is space given for the reader to construct an
informed personal resPorìse to this horror. All three texts a¡e concemed. with
biography at the limits of experience and the limits of sense making.
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'Loving writing' retumed to the methodologies employed in 'Alien sick, while
continuing to work on the mystory. h this case however, it is not so much ,my, story
but'their'stories. Personal narrative, life story, autobiography, whichever term
one drooses to use, dominates 'Loving writing'. Both Mykyta and Miller write
stories about personal loss, grief, death and suffering. They share the ,feeling, of
love and affection. They are both stories about gaining lcrowledge through
personal experience. As sudr they resonate with the personal/anecdotal site of
the mystory. The expert or disciplinary text conrcs from Barthes' reflections m
love, affection and loss. Popular discourse comes from local contemporary print
media. 'Loving writing' plays with conventions of primary and secondary text
relationships. The orthodory of commentary is to contextualise and make sense of
the primary text by locating it within the argument. To do this the primary text is
always 'f¡amed' by the secondary text. This is the process of mastery; texts become

the objecb of a critical performance. I¡r a typically fictocritical manoeuvre,

'Loving writing' plays with that process and performance in its ordering of the
texts, placing scare quotes around the categories 'primary' and 'second,ary,,'expett'

and'personal'. The effect of this is to alienate the anticipated order of sense-

making, and subsequently to subvert a conventional or orthodox understanding of
'Miller' 'Mykyta' 'Barthes' and in general the textual field of the 'Truro murd.ers.,

'Loving writing'was intended as a method of telling the two stories (of Mykyta
and Miller) but also as a way of telling more, of making those texts expand m
their possible meanings, to complicate their relationship and, in so doing opening

up 'Truro' to a series of multiple readings.

The idea of 'opening up' the texts to multipte readings may at first seem a perverse

approach to such a difficult subject. I believe that there are justifications for such

a process. It seems that one of 'problems'the'killer' in this case (Miller/worreil)
suffers from is an inabitity to read in a multiple way. The kille¡ reads in a

singular way, the same way, all the time. The killer also suffers from a

compuJsion to 'master' whatever it is that disturbs his reading orthodoxy. The
killer struggles with multiplicity and difference and the end result is often a 'bad,
writing, a writing that annihilates difference. The victim m the other hand is
forcibly written into a crime story. They have been corporeally located and made

the Subject of a disturbing discourse. By writing a linear first person narrative the
victim re-constructs themselves within an orderly and understandable discou¡se of
which they are the author. The¡e is a moral dilemma here for the fictocritical
writer if we allow that text a¡rd flesh can become enmeshed. If destabilising
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'presence'is an aim of fictocriticism then the fictocritical method in this instance

n:ns the risk of un-doing the 'healing' work the autobiographical narrative
perfonns for its author. If the aim of a certain fictocriticism is to map the
discursive field of an event, then one of the main focuses of that map mwt be the
way narrative is deployed to produce a certain reading of the other in the service
of the performance of self-presence, or indeed of wring as healing. The un-doing
and inte¡ruption of Mykyta's nar¡ative is really the eruption of the otherness that
her original narrative is at pains to control. The fictocritical collage of texts
involves opening up to the reader the constuction of 'presence, which Mykyta,s
text performs. Instead of reading these 'eruptions' as sigru of a moral insensitivity
we can read them as being the necessary other without which Mykyta's text could

not be produced. What keeps the victim and the killer in their place are s¡uctures

of reading and writing. My point is that the killer and victim are also textual
effects which are liable to transformation through fictocritical means. The¡e is a
moral desire being acted-out here, and this is possibly the strongest force in
'Loving writing'. The desire is that by 'doing violence' to the orthodoxies of
victim, killer and expert, the text may in some way liberate these subjecb f¡om a
singular form of reading and writing.

The unorthodox presentation of 'Loving writing' makes visible the cutting and
pasting Processes involved in its composifion. The aim here was to docummt the
process of compositiorç to lay bare the process, but also to mime the cutting and

stitching that both the Miller and Mykyta text enact.

'Refonning the Boy' (p. 96 and Appendix C), a radio feature made in collaboration
with Lachlan Colquhor:n is reproduced here both in print and or CD. As with
'Family values', the print version is primarily for refe¡ence purposes. The print
copy of 'Reforming the Boy' rumes the voices in the way they were referred to
during the production of the feature. 'Reforming the Boy'is designed to be listened
to rather than read. 'Collabo¡ation' in this project was conducted along the same

lines as in 'Family Values'.

'Reforming the Boy' concenìs itself with contemporary a¡rd late 19th century
reformatory practices in Adelaide. The feature concenEates m the late j.9th

century reformatory tr'ulk Fitzjømes artd its contemporary equivalent, Cavan
training centre. The reformatory hulk Fitzjømes was a reforrratory ship housing
'criminal' and 'neglected' boys. It was moored off the metropolitan coast of
Adelaide, South Australia, during the L880s. up to sixty boys at a time would be
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cn board, serving sentences that ranged from a few months to five years. Texts
conceming the hulk are drawn from state archival sources and from
contemporaneous newspaper reports. The 19th century texts are performed by
actors and the character rutmes of the actors are indicated in the print script. At
Cavan interviews were conducted with three bo¡æ and the manager. Additional
interviews with two boys who had served in detention cenEes were conducted in
sydney because 'Reforming the Boy' refers to the reformatory ship ,vemon,,

operating at the same time as the hulk but located in sydney Harbour. Lastly,
interviews were conducted with an archivist at State Records, South Australia,
and an info¡mation officer at the south Australian Migration Museum.

The primary aim of 'Reforming the Boy' was to play with the gaps between past
and present reformatory practices and subjectivities. The desire was to make the
past 'speak'and to ask some critical questions about the ,progress, of contemporary
reforrratory practices. with reference to the boys or board the hulk, the aim was
not to 'represent' their presence in the sense of having actors ,pretend, to be them,
but to open-up a historical space or 'stage' where the contemporary voices of boys
could speak'in place'of the past. This seems a way of acknowledglng the past as
'voiceless'while at the same time allowing it to speak in the present. This desire
to let the past speak through silence and through the present is perhaps the most
successful aspect of the 'Reforming the Boy,, playing with the effect of time
through texfual structure and sound locations.

Perhaps the least successful aspect of 'Refo¡ming the Boy, is when the past is
simply pasÇ when it is 'acted-out' or represented., when it is not complicated by 

"r,enmeshing with the present' The point here is that past injustices, rrc matter how
bad or how fascinating, are most engaging when somehow seeming to be a part of
the present, or that 'the past' re-appea¡s in an uncanny way. It is this urcanny re-
aPPearance of past practices that is most important to a critique or analyses of
present day reformatory practices. The fictocritical lesson is that critique is not
the exclusive property of the well-wrought argumen! but also emelges in the
oscillation between boundaries.

'The hulk' (p. 104) was initially a project whereby research done for ,Reforming

the Boy'could be utilised for an extended piece of writing. The main suþect of the
hulk is sentencing. This term ¡efers both to past and present sentencin& of boys
incarcerated by the state, and sentencing in terms of a writing practice. The central
proposition of historical narrative is that history is accessible through its
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narrating' The narrative in this sense is a transparent tool for accessing the past.
The posbnodem critique of this is of course that what we 'access' is not a real, non-

linguistic entity, but language itself. The past, as a non-linguistic entity, can,t be

Iorown through language. we can simulate the presence of the past through
historical narrative, but that is all. Writing that aclnowledges that it simulates

a presence/ that a 'real' presence is not within its grasp, is, if the postnodem

position is granted, a more accurate or intellectually honest form of writing. The

same point could be made about any 'presence' promised to r:s by writing. The

'presence' of the Subject in autobiography could also be described as the simulated

effect of presence that we, through cultural conventions of reading, come to believe

as real being. ;The hulk' could perfonn fictocriticism as long as the ,emptiness, of
historical characters, their condition of simulated being, their culturally
dependent existence, could be touched upon and opened up to the reader. This style
of writing, often referred to as pastiche (Jameson L985) aspires to a wholeness

without 'depth'. It is a depthless, shimmering surface of textuality that parts of
'The hulk' aspire to, acknowledgmg presence as a simulation of the sentence.

At other moments'The hulk' narrative is fragmented, dispersing the Subject of
sentencing over incommensurate locations in time and place. Fragmentation here
refe¡s to a violence done to the conventional sentence. Fragmentation allows for
play at the borders of sense making, and of a proper history of the subject.

Fragmentation performs at the limit of sentencing.

Another issue is the concept of fictocriticism as a mapping of a textual field, event

or experience. The story of the hulk Fitzjømes commonly evokes amazed responses

in those who knew nothing of it. This I suggest is an experience of the uncanny. The
hulk Fitzjames is both culturally familiar (it belonp to the convict history of
Australia) yet appears where it is least expected, in a supposedly convict-free

location (Adelaide). It is this appearance of what is familiar in an unexpected

place, in a place where it is 'meant' to be impossible, that evokes a sense of
disorientation about the identity of Adelaide (about its 'presence,). The uncarìny

effect allows for phantasies to inhabit the disrupted space of ,presence,. These

typically are phantasies that belong to the gothic genÌe: entrapment, dread,
darkness, sexual excess and monsters. The existence of the hulk Fitzjømes,I would
argue, is closely entwined with the uncanny effect a¡rd with the ci¡culation of
ho¡ror stories. The presence of the uncanny, part of the textual field of the hulk,
could therefore be documented through the use of gothic effects.
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Sentencing, the depthless Suþect of writing and the presence of the unc¿mny are
the primary focuses for both the structure and content of 'The hulk,. The presence

of the contemporary and historical Subject is both fixed and made unstable: it is
threatened with fragmentation, dispersar and disappearance, yet it is also
'present' as in biography and 'creative' fiction, with their incumbent author
effects.

In reviewing my fictocritical work I have come to realise that fictocriticism is
concemed both with producing and destabilising the effect of ,presence,. of equal
importance is the mapping of a particular textual field in such a way that the
play of difference produces a multiplicity of reading positions. Differences

between'invention' and 'explication' matter most at times of personal and public
trauma. A problematic yet important use for the unstable combination of both the
literary and the critical can be found in the mapping of trauma events.
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what hypertext and fictocriticism have in commor is this: they decide qpcn a
model of cognition or subjectivity and then use this model as the stuctu¡e for
organising what are variously described as textual fragments, nodes, units or lexia.
They share an emphasis qt non-Iinear systems, a re-figuring of the relationship
between ¡eader-writer and text, the significance of agency, and of the contingent
quality of any reading, writing, and hence text. Hypertext theorists and
practitioners (especially the 'boosters') commonly use these terms to describe the
strr¡cture of elect¡onic writing space: 'navigation,; ,exploration,; 'equality';
'freedom'; 'collaboration'. Fictoc¡iticism uses the foltowing terms to describe the
sEuctu¡e of its space: 'hybúdity'; 'negofiation,; ,nragmentation,; ,self-

coruciousness'; 'biegraphical'; 'non-hierarchical'. Botþ I would suggest, are about
simulating the activity of cognition (or subjectivity) by activating these terms in
their respective models. Hypertext predominantly is about simulating cognition
(or human intelligence) and in many ways this can be attributed to its
technological inheritance, which also weds it to the search for models of
artificial intelligence. It is also targely driven by American techno-capital and it
seerns to me that it is modellitg u particularly American position of the ideal
subject (hence the use of the terms above). As ulmer pub it, ,the ,,twin peaks,, of
American ideology - realism and individualism - are built into the computing
machine' ("p.,). Fictocriticism is largely drawing upon posünodem models of
subjectivity, which maintain that the contemporaqy subject is a temporal
configuration of textual fragments. Hence'writing, the postmodem text is a form of
self compositiory and the text (see Barthes) is read as an a¡tefact of subjectivity
which reads (and writes) subjectivity.

Hypertext and fictocriticism both legitimate their textual stuctu¡es by proposing
that they offe¡ methods or technologies for simulating an original, be it cognition
or subjectivity. h other words, both technologies seem to have as their goal the
reproduction and multiplication of simulated self-hood. Indeed they co'ld be
described as doning technologies. And why? possibly because the self as
technological simulation fits well into the market of hyperreal commod.ity
exchange. In other words, both hypertext and fictocriticism offer methods for
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consbucting a saleable commodity: a self that is a ,non-hierarchical, ,hybrid, of
'self-conscious''fragments', one that can 'explore' and 'negotiate, 'freely, in the
information market. If in the near future pedagogy becomes the management of
information then both hypertext and fictocriticism are well placed to produce the
managers of the future.

Fictocriticism can be described as the way in which pedagogical methods have
put into practice the theories of posünodemism. Fictocriticism is technically
speaking not only a theory but also a methodology or structure which involves
doing the postmodem'talk'and'walk'. Embraced by educational institutions as a
pedagogical style, it indicates yet another re-working of the terms ,theory, 

and
'practice', this time with a view to a negotiated or contingent settlement between
rhetorical and subject positions. The¡e are also limits to this writing and they can

be found in the logic of the discourse in which one is located. So fictocriticism is
also a place of ambiguities in terms of the 'margin' and ,centre,, ,subjecf and

'object' of rliscourse. For example, a traditional thesis would locate divination
within a larger analysis of cultural self-formation, whereas fictocriticism would
¡ead with divination, utilising it as a structu¡e to stage an act of criticism. This is
one reading of the notion of a 'criticism without an argument'. This also invites the
notion that fictocriticism is possibly a kind of contamination or pollution of
rational academic writing 'matter out of place'. Fictocriticism may therefore be

an experiment with academic ecology: asking how far writing/reading can gp

before it begins to contaminate and pollute the discursive regime in which i t
operates. Fictocriticism is also a method which engages with the distinction
between lite¡ature and theory; self and Other; text and corporeal body;individual
and community; work and ptay; and last but not least, flesh and elect¡icity. The
re-working of these terms in a practical sense within the academy seems to be a
historical inevitability. This has important implications for the futu¡e of that
instifutiorç its workers, and its relation to the broader community.

Central to cu¡rent theorising of the fictocritical is Barthes' A Looer's Discourse.

The introduction claims that the text is not a metalanguage of love but a
performance of a'primary language' (3). Although he makes this claim, it must be

said that the principle of organising the text is a kind of metalanguage, and it is
the metalanguage about subjectivity and its relation to language. The particular
subject is the lover, who Barthes makes a number of general statements about in
orde¡ to constrrct a model of that general subject, the lover. what is the lover?
The lover is an assemblage of fragments of discourse because that,s the way it is:
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'the lover in fact, cannot keep his mind from racing, taking nern¡ measu¡es and

plotting against himself. His discourse exists only in outbursts of language, which
occu¡ at the whim of trivial, of aleatory ci¡cumstances'(3). Hence because the
'original' lover is composed out of momentary outbursb that owe rrcr allegiance to
any overall thesis, so too is the text organised along 'arbitrary, and non-linear

lines: 'the figures are non-slmtagmatic, non-narrative' (z). Again: 'the lover

speaks in bundles of sentences but does not integrate these sentences or a higher
level, into a work; his is a horizontal discourse: rp transcendence, no d.eliverance,

rp novel...' (7). Hence the fragments or figures, 'cannot b classified: organised,

hierarchized, arranged with a view to an end (a settlement)' (7). so the
organising principle could be described as that of imitatiory impersonation and

simulation.

Barthes' makes certain claims about the way the original lover's subjectivity is
strrctured, and then imitates this language structure in the structure of the text,
hence simulating the subjectivity of the love¡. He models a certain subjectivity

and then simulates it in a discursive performance.

So the lover is the subject of the text, or the text is the subject/lover. If the text
wele an analysis of 'the lover', it could not take or those qualities of subjectivity

which it desires. or at least I think that is Barthes' position when he says: ,the

description of the lover's discourse has been replaced by its simulatiory and to that

discourse has beert restored its fundamental persorç the I, in order to stage an

utterance, not an analysis' (3). An authentic staging seems to be the goal. perhaps

what we have here is a desire for naturalistic theatre: the most life-like te-

creation of 'someone speaking within himself' (3). In its drive towards naturalism

it seems to be a strangely pre-modern kind of theatre. Strange because its notion of

subjectivity is definitely pos[nodem.

The structure of the relationship between discursive fragments (non-Iinear, arbitrary,
non-hie¡archical) the studied absence (or conditional presence) of a meta-theory, the
text as subject ('I'), the centrality of subjective utterance, are all important feafures of
this text, and have been noted by a number of writers as components of the fictocritical,

indeed as necessary components of it (see fuÐ. I would suggest however, that these

are necessary componenb when a general (posÍnodem) theory of subjectivity is
extrapolated from the 'real' and used as a model for the textual simulation of
subjectivity. If Barthes' text is used as an exemplar for fictocriticism, such a
fictocriticism will be bound to a naturalistic representation of the real or the original,
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even though this original, and the very legitimacy of the notion of the original, does

not supposedly exist. In other words it will be resurrecting the notion of the original in
its simulation of postmodem subjectivity.

I want to pose some questions. How would, going cn Barthes' model, ,An

Academic's Discourse'be structured? Is there a general relationship between the

subject and their discourse, and if so, can it be modelled? If it can be modelled, it
may be possible to simulate the subjectivity of the academic. And here I think I
am entering into the area of artificial intelligence. But isn't this already the

'reality' of academia? Isn't writing the process of following a model of subjectivity

constructiory so that the w¡iter is in effect impersonating the original, or in fact

actually the illusory presence of the original in the model? Or is it that the
pedagogical process is actually a naturalistic theatre, where the nature of the

performance is largely determined by the dominant theory of subjectivity. In other

words, we are perhaps entering into a period (and the fictocritical is a part of

this) where the academic/student are searching for ways to reproduce (simulate)

your standard fragmented postrnodem self? I'm going to repeat that: the urge to

write fictocritically within the academy is the urge to simulate the model of

postuiodem subjectivity, just as Barthes' text is driven by the urge to simulate his

model of the lover.

It seems to me that the fictocritical (however described) is a self<onscious collage

of genre fragments, which posits subjectivity as being a presence and process of its
textual landscape. Subjectivity in this sense is constituted in the activity of

mapping a relationship between fragments, but likewise, the meaning of the

landscape is in some way determined by this subjective agency. [r this description

there is both a humanist notion of subjectivity and a poshodern one.

What the fictocritical can do is to model ttre actiaity of aesthetic self formation.

It gives examples of how to... In a sense it simulates this process. On the other

hand, the fictocritical is also a representation of the process - ïn exampte of

another's self formation. If the fictocritical is an assemblage, it is a dead

assemblage, one that has been completed to be read-off. In other words, the final
fictocritical artefact denies the reader the kind of agency which it valorises.

Although the fictocritical invites readers to take a Barthe's-like pleasu¡e in the

text, it seems that it is really inviting them to witress someone else's pleasure.

How to deal with this?
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one suggestion is to utilise information technology, and specifically hypertext,
where the reader is able to compose a multiplicity of relationships between

fragments within the simulated space of the computer. A computer-fictocritical

space could be both a method and an artefact of the process of constructing

discourse and the process of self-formation. hr this sense it functions as a

poshnoderm pedagogy.

Hypertext has been described as a ne\ / stage in reading and writing, which
incorporates mudr of print technology and re'configures it: it brings in the scroll,
the icon; foobrotes and glosses are not'marginalised'but treated as 'equal players,
in the hypertext field. Changes in the relationship between reader and writer are

considered to be of most significance, The reader of hypertext can compose almost
innumerable corurections between topical units (fragments, nodes). The reader in
this sense writes with the tex! they 'perform the text', while the author is the
one who supplies the topical units and possible connections (15S). h Ulmer's terms

the author constructs the paradigm within which the reader consbucts a meaning
(see below)' The text that is read is therefore transitorp provisional, quasi-

unique. The reader is therefore also the author. br this sense the conventional

difference between reader-author-text begins to blur. It is the product of a

combination of reader, text and author. Bolter suggests that the change in these

relationships is brought about by the change in technolog!, but these changes

have also been anticipated by authors working cn and with print technology;

Barthes, Derrida etc. (164). Bolter acknowledges the power of their predictions

yet suggesb that electronic writing (EW) moves beyond them. Their experiments

with language construction are useful for EW, but are also constrained by the fact
that they derive from critiques of the language or print technotogy. In other
words, they cease to be useful as critiques of EW because they have been

incorporated as methodologies or techniques in this new medium (L66). The same

perhaps could be said of fictocriticism. Here is Ulmer's version of an electronic a

'criticism without the argument':

the schola¡ does not provide a specific line of argument, an enunciation, but
cons[ucb the whole paradigm of possibilities, the set of statements,

leaving the act of utte¡ance, specific selections and combinations, to the
reader/user. or rather, the scholar's 'argument' exists at the level of the
ideology/theory directing the system of the paradigm, determining the
boundaries of the inclusion/exclusion. (npn)
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So perhaps hypertext is an electric fictocriticism which holds out the promise of
constant self-composition. Or perhaps electric fictocriticism is a form of artificial
intelligence? 'For artificial intelligence specialists the mind is nothing other than
a self-activating text' (Bolter 1S4). AI is generally modelled or the strqcture of
cognition, but not, as far as I know, on the süuctu¡e of human subjectivity. perhaps

it gets down to a difference between imitation and simulatiory to a question of who
activates the text.

The merger of mind and machine, anticipated in science fiction and the gothic
tale, the goal of AI research, is also anarogous to the merging of subjectivity with
those critical technologies which are deployed to construct it, and the merging of
analysis and its Other in the fictocritical. Indeed this merging is also one of
honor, the apocallpse and the cyborg. Perhaps the electric fictocritical is a form
of abject artificial intelligence?

And while discussing electric subjectivity are we referring to a sfructure of
language that is only set in circuits (as the text of computer technology is) or a
dynamic structure that is also located inside flesh? The point I want to make is to
ask whether artificial intelligence is the same as artificial subjectivity (AS), and
what part the body plays in this difference.

Academic writing, when figured as a performance, describes the action of
'building' a character through critical-aesthetic work (Hunter). This process,

according to Foucault, takes place in the presence, ,o¡ virtual presence, of a subject

who wiüresses þdges etc. in the manner of the confessional (61). If the hyper-
textual or fictocritical field is an accurate simulation of pedagogy, it will need to
allow for a relatively uncontrollable and 'arbitrary, judgement to occupy the space

of self formation. Of course another side of this coin is sadism and. masochism,
where, in the competitive market of ideas, attempts are made to kill-off, and
inflict pain m another written self. These are all rhetorical markers of the
discourse in which academic writing operates, and as such, are necessary to any
interactivity within a 'user unfriendly' elect¡ic fictocriticism. This implies that
any performative act will need to negotiate and accommodate the electronic Othe¡
to its methodology and constructed self. The end result is to open out academic self-
formation to'incommensurate' practices.

I would add that in academic performance, impersonation, imitation, and
simulation are all methods of self construction which are employed to measure the
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self against other written selves. writing within the academy is in large part an
imitation of those styles that have preceded it. If the self can be constructed it can
also be deconstructed, dispersed and deferred. The self without boundaries is
really the non-self, and it is one that is always hatmting acad.emic writing, where
error is analogous to death.

so in academic writing there are some ,tendencies, present which I would
summarise as being a series of anxieties about death, power, and imitation. These
anxieties have been traditionally addressed, or ,solve d', by the deployment of
originality, sequential logic, an appeal to universality. and more recently by an
actual admission or confession of critical anxiety (see King). Both the fictocritical
and hypertext are examples of this move towards a strucfure of anxiety, as
opposed to perhaps, a r{isseurs. cn anxiety. They are both ,good, pos[nod.em
citizens. They both share an'accommodating, accommodation towards quotation,
reconciliation, hybridisation, fragments, borowed ideas, self<onsciousness,
ambiguities, performance, provisional form, plurality, productive dialogue. They
sha¡e a mutual disavowal towards authorial authority, accumulative argument,
objectivity, unive¡sal authority, humanist tradition, linear coherence, repression.
so, in sales-speak, fictocriticism and hypertext are an accommodation and a
celebration of a negotiation between geme fragments.

Given what I have said already, I could characterise electric fictocriticism as a
technology that, in promising transgression or liberatiory soothes acad.emic and
market anxieties about death, power and imitation. put another way, ít is a way
for academic writing to claim that it is still alive, powerful and original by
embracing the signs of its own demise. And that's Ok according to Baudrillard who
claims that the destiny of theory is to predict its own demise - and that is to
become what it is not (98). The destiny of the poshnodem pedagogue may rikewise
be predicted in the technology of artificial subjectivity.

When theory becomes what it is not (and here we ¡etum to the love¡,s subjectivity,
to the total simulation of cognition) the theorist also disappears, and this
situation can only be averted when the theorist re.configures what it is that
theory is not. To 'have a life' a critical practice must also have a death, and
fictocritical practice is a literary critic struggling with death, þt as the ,concept

of the autho¡ is never more alive than when it is pronounced. dead, (Burke z).
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Academic divination is not a mysticism, but the mi¡ror of the logic of cause and
effect' Figured as a performance practice it partially addresses the existence of
non-linear time within the assemblage of the pedagogical,scene,.
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L. what manner of man is this, or what marìner of creature is it in the
semblance of man? I feel the dread of this horrible place overpowering me; I am in
fear - in awful fear - and there is no escape for me; I am encompassed about with
terrors that I dare not think of...

2. He's looking down at me. He's got a rurer in his hand. Has a tip of silver.
Toudres me. I see pictures (Iong pause). I see pictures of the world þt blowing rp
when he touches my head with this thing (weeps).

3. Looking implies that the object viewed covers and uncovers itself, that it
disappears at every instant, for looking involves a kind of oscillation. These

images however, are not caught in a game of emergence and disappearance. The
body is already there without even the faintest glimmer of a possible absence, in a
state of radical disillusion; the state of pure presence.

4. shuddering at the memory, Kelly says that out of nowhere a tall, black
figure began moving towards them.'I had expected to see a human being but this
was not human - its shape was all wrong,' she says. 'I was overr,rzhelmed by the
most horrifying fear. The creature's eyes seemed to tum to a red fire., Suddenly

there were many more creatures, a mass of glowing red eyes gliding across the field
towards them.'I was transfixed. Their power or energy was unfathomable. Then I
felt a whoomph in my stomach and I was cn the gound, winded. I couldn,t see. I
heard my husband scre¿un; "Let go of me." I heard a clear male voice respond: ,,we

mean you no harm." My husband said: "why did you hit Kelly then?,, and the
thing said: "I wouldn't harm her. After all, I am her father.,, I heard a chuckle
and I thought, this is evil. I threw up, and began sobbing. The next thing I lorew I
was sitting in the car.'

5. These are the couplinp which make Man and woman so problematic,
subverting the structu¡e of desire, the force imagined to generate language and
gender, a¡rd so subverting the structure and modes of reproduction of Western
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identity, of nafure and culture, of mirror and eye, slave and master, body and mind.
'We' did not originally choose to be cyborgs.

6. I felt embarrassed to have been so cryptic...but I wanted a record of some

sort...if I had told the reporters that alleged visitors were in any way involved, it
seemed to me that there was a probability that my credibility would be
destroyed.

7 ' The suþect is named by being tagged or branded cn its surface creating a

particular kind of 'depth-body' or interiority, a physic layer the subject identifies
as its (disembodied) core. subjects thus produced a¡e not simply the imposed
results of alierç coercive forces; the body is intemally lived, experienced and acted
upon by the subject and the social collectivity...the subject is ma¡ked as a series of
(potential) messages from/ o1 the (social) Other.

8. They're wearing blue uniforms. Dark blue uniforms. They,re sort of grey.
They look like they haven't been out in the s¡r in ten years. sort of
grey. smell funrry too. Like a bumed match head. Just totalty expressionless
faces...this has to be a d¡eam, because the dog is sleeping like the dead. why do
you feed adog?

9 ' Then, almost three months later to the day, her questions were answered..

Once again the couple were driving an the same stretch of road to their friend,s
house, when a gut-wrendring dread swept over Kelly. [r a flash, vivid. memories
came flooding back.

1'0' On the TV monitor, rigid on a laboratory slab, is a childlike creature whose
bigbald head is pear-shaped, nose and ea¡s tiny, and mouth a lipless slit...Each
hand and foot has six digits...one of the tfuee mm in white bio-hazard suits,
gloves and visored hoods makes a scalpel incision in the top of the creature,s chest
and draws the blade down its thorax and abdomen. He cub to the top of the chest
and the skin is peeled away to reveal the main body cavity. A dark blood-like
substance oozes. Fleshy organs are removed and placed in surgical trays. one
spherical organ in the stomach resembles nothing in the human anatomy. Next,
dark, flimsy lenses are plucked with tweezers from the creafure,s eyes, revealing
pupils. The skull is sawn operL a ,brain, removed.
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11. Biological, anatomical, physiological and neuro-physiological processes

cannot be automatically attributed a natural status. It is not clear that what is
biological is necessarily natural...The raw materials themselves are not,pure, in
so far as culture, social and psychological factors intervene to give them their
manifest forms.

12' I can't wait to get home, to wash, wash. scrub, ssub. The formalin must

have crystallised in my nostrils because I smell it all the time. I've stopped eating
corned beef. The colour reminds me too much of the cadaver. One night I vomited

after dinner when I ¡ealised I hadn't been scrupulotu enougþ to lift bits of flesh
from under my finger nails. I ate an infinitesimal bit of him and I spewed months

and months of dissection.I find it difficult to touch food with my hands. I'm never

sure if my hands are clean enough...I pretended not to hear when asked if I would
wo¡k some more onTom-Dick-Harry.I made up mymind that'he'was anrr.

L3. The foreigner is within us. And when we flee from or struggle against the
foreigner, we are fighting our oÌ\,n unconscious - that 'improper, facet of our

impossible 'own and proper.' Delicately, analytically, Freud does not speak of
foreigners: he teaches us how to detect foreignness in ourselves. That is perhaps

the only way not to hor:nd it outside of us. After Stoic cosmopolitanism, after
religious universalist integratiory Freud brinp r.rs the courage to call ourselves

disintegrated in order not to integrate foreigners and even less so to hqnt them
down,but rather to welcome them to that trncanny strangeness, which is as much

thei¡s as ours.

18. The human shape I can get now, almost with ease, so that it is lithe and

graceful, or thick and strong; but often there is trouble with the hands and claws -
painful things that I dare not shape too freely...These creatures of mine seemed

strange and uncanny to you as you began to observe them, but to me, jwt after I make

them, they seem to be indisputable human beings. It's aftent¡ards, as I observe

them, that the persuasion fades. First one animal trait, then another, creeps to

the surface and stares out at me...But I will conquer yet. Each time I dip a creatu¡e

into a bath of buming pain, I say, this time I will bum out all the animal, this
time I will make a rational creature of my own.

1'4. suddenly I felt a hand on my shoulder, and heard the countt voice saying

to me 'good morning.' I started, for it amazed me that I had not seen him, since the
reflection of the glass covered the whole roorn behind me...Having answered the
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cor¡nls salutations, I tumed to the glass again...The whole roorn behind me was
displayed; but there was no sign of a m¿ul in it, except myself.

15. In the widespread paralysis of the collective or social imaginary, to which
'nothing occurs'(Karl Kraus) when confronted with the ambitious program of
fantasising an economic system or the scale of the globe itsell the olde¡ motif of
conspiracy knows a fresh lease of life, as a narrative structure capable of reuniting
the minimal basic components: a potentially infinite network, along with a

plausible explanation of its invisibility.

76' still shaken from the experience, they decided to try to forget about it and
go to bed. But when Kelly went to the bathroom she was shocked to find she was
bleeding menstrually, even though she had finished her period the week before.
she also discovered a small triangular sc¿ìr Gr her abdomen. Kelly,s bleeding
continued for th¡ee weeks and she was finally hospitalised with an infection in
her uterus. A pregnancy test proved negative.

17. The conguest of space constitutes...an irreversible th¡eshold which effects
the loss of te¡restrial coordinates and referentiality. Reality, as an internally
coherent and limited universe, begins to haemorrhage when its limits are
stretched to infinity. The conquest of space, following the conçest of the planet,
promotes either the de-realising of human space, or the reversion of it into a

simulated hyperreality.

20. The arrry investigated and next morning whisked away debris of a crashed
flyi^g object and - vow some witresses - alien bodies...civilians who saw the
clean-up say they were swom to secrecy.

1'9. For Haraway, qborg does not necessarily name the tragic confusion of
identities that follows cn scientific hubris. or the contrary, it may name the
condition of freedom f¡om the illegitimate categories of hature, (race, gender,
species, kingdom) - a freedom that can only emerge with the destruction of those
rationalities and of the mythologies of essential unity.

27' Listen, baby, r've been coping with this for so many years. I larow this
invasion gets in. As soon as you get close to something important, that,s when you
feel this invasiory and that's the way you lcrow something,s there. I,ve felt
myself just marched up like a puppy to go and do something that wot¡ld get me
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insulted or humiliated. I was not in control. Then the ultimate dream I had, I saw

my body walking out of the room -this is in chicago - bent cn some deadly

errand, and I'm just up on the ceiling sort of fading out, with no power at all. That's

the ultimate hor¡or of possession. There a¡e all degrees of possession. It happens

all the time. What you have to do is confront the possession.

22. In the following days, Kelly t¡ied to discuss the issue with her husband, but

although he agreed that he had seerr a uFo and remembered smelling vomit

during the drive home, he doesn't agree that they blacked out, or that any time

was unaccounted for, or that they met aliens. The couple begat to fight constantly

- he was determined to forget the experience, which teft Kelly traumatised,

depressed and af¡aid of going insane.

23. Medicine is built up on examples and experience; so is my theory.
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FAMILY VALUES - transcript

Detective: Beginning vision quest for client. I'm seeing a pleasant day in
Adelaide, 1972. By the Rive¡ Torrens. A light breeze. Birds calling. The sourd of

children playrng. water n:nning and dud<s quacking. úr the background a clock

striking towards 1L. The sound of crickets. An owl. Water flowing faster. The wind

blowing harder. Everything's fine down by the river. until night comes. Footsteps

cn the grass and cn gravel. 'Gidday, mate, do you er, give it or take it?' - a

struggle near-bye, coming closer, disturbed voices - 'neither'. And then mer

appear from nowhere or the ¡iver bank. A body flies out from amonpt them.

Splash. únto the water. And then a fist in the face. Bone breaking. Confusion.

splash. The men are laughing. Those in the water are panicking, are gasping, are

splashing around. 'Don't panic!' Panting for breath, one of the men emerges from

the water, dripping, confused, scared. Screaming: 'he's drowning!' Those footsteps

retum. Running. The men ¡etum: 'yor æ save your mate!' Splashing again.

Swimming. Panting. The owl. The wind. Water rushing and taking over

everything. Voices floating away from the water and towards the city. Mediated.

Abodyof a rurn found drowned by police last night was that of law lecturer Dr.

George Duncan. It is believed that Dr. Duncan was a homosexual. Adelaide police

are investigating. End vision, 1972.

Kenton Miller: The myth of the so-called 'Family' is really important because of

the myths it shows us that society is willing to hold about us, as gay people. It,s

also really important to unde¡stand Adelaide gay mm, I think, who carry a
greater degree of self oppressiorç than our interstate counter-parts, because we've

been weighed down with this mythology. we've been told we're killers. we've
been told we're horrible. And it's noticeable, it's noticeable that we carry that
extra layer of belief that we're willing to believe bad things about ourselves, and

we're willing to trust our gay brothers just that little bit less. We've been taught to

mistrust each other. So I think it's important for understanding us, to see that
that's a part that all gay mer in Adelaide gew up with, and have had put into

1¡S.
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Detective: A city in traum4 plagued by mystery and death. At police Head
Quarters curiosity has turned to deep concem. Monitoring the air, police hear
disturbing clues.

cop L: sir, were picking up some strange fransmissions. I think you should listen.
Cop 2: Ok sorç calm down and let me have it.
Alien: Transmission one eight nine three to planet uranus from earth.
Transmission includes sexual examination of abducted human subject. Male youth.
Examination conducted by the sex doctors. Sexual data and intemal details taken
over L4 day period. stimulation of subject to produce orgasm and so on. subject
showed signs of pain and grief. Follows audio record of examinations and death.
List items:

L. Abduction and storage.

2. Examination and body probing.

3. Death and disposal.

4. Culture infiltration and identity simulation.

Detective: vision quest number three. Entering into r.9g3. I,m seeing a home.
Distressed figure of male, weeping, isorated, roaming through home. I hear the
disembodied voices coming from outside. The sounds of children playing. Gone.
somehow being evoked by the sad man. I p deeper into and crose to his heart.
Feel the pain. There is something terrible here. Also I see there are joumalists,
photographers, questions...wait...he's speaking. This is the father of one of the
murdered boys. He's saying this:

People say New Guinea is a primitive counhy, well they are not child
killers up there. children are a treasured part of the community. They are
safe. They are not safe in Aderaide any more. when porice say the
figurers here are no worse than anywhere else, they þt show how bad
things are all over. But it seems more terrible here somehow. Maybe
because Adelaide is small it seems worse. Maybe we trust our neighbours
too much. we think we know the people we pass in the street. But some of
them we don't. (Adaertiser 26July 19g3:1)

I follow this man's pain and its spread into the community and watch it spread a
pall of uncertainty about the identity of the place we inhabit. I see the city with
his eyes, inhabited by something alien. when the family is very disturbed, when
it's upset, it starts to see aliens everywhere. End, L9g3.

Miller: People certainly felt nervous, but I heard just as many false accusations of
'watch out for him dear, I've heard he's a member of the ,,Family,,, or the gay
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scene/ as I did out in the straight communify as well. It meant that it was a handy
myth for those people who hadn't dealt with their intemalised homo-phobia, as

well. One of the u¡fortunate side effects of feeling bad about yourself as a gay

person/ is that you can sometimes tum around and attack other gay people as easy

targets. we're trained to tum against ourselves, in some of the ways in which
we're brought up.So there were a fair few gay people who did believe in the

story, who were wamed about the story, or þt who didn't have a critical
discourse around the stories appearing in the mainstream press. Where else were

the stories coming f¡om? Nobody interrupted it. It was ever¡rr,rrhere. So there was

fear that even the people that we knew might be these so-called killers

Jennifer Byrne: A young man walks home, perhaps a bit drunk, perhaps just naive.

Transvestite: Hi!

Boy: How are you?

Transvestite: How you going?

Byrne: He's lured into a car, and never sem alive again. That's the terrible
pattern behind Adelaide's macabre thrill killings. ('The Family')

Miller: Key to the case is that ro healthy yourg heterosexual man would

willingly get into car with an elderly gay man or any man that he didn't larow.

Therefore there must have been a garrg, he must have been forced in there against

his will. lots of the case around Kelvin was around establishing his healthy,
normal, heterosexual credentials, so that he must have been coerced into it. And so

we're presented with a series of facts about his involvement in football teams, and

you name it.

The first lqrown mention of it, if you chase back for mentions of that name the
'Family' in the media, you'll trace back to an episode of 60 Minutes, with an

interview with Detective Sergeant Trevor Kipling, who's actually questioned

around a series of five murders, that he linked where no one else had. The 60

Minutes crew allegedly interviewed him for some two hours before he finally
answered one of their questions by saying 'yes I suppose you could call them some

sort of family', and they apparently already had the graphic already made r.p

forTV that said 'The Family', sothey were quite keen cnreferring to it bythat
n¿une/ at that point. The name caught cn so mudr that many years later when we

pointed that out to the press, they found it quite hard to believe that the name

hadn't existed for longer.
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Detective: vision quest number five. I'm moving across the night sky. Below are a
hundred church roofs, and I fly towards them, and down their dusty sides, and I
slip inside the earth and travel don¡n beneath the church floors, and go deep

inside the cor¡idors of Jesus, or, whoever he is.

At the bottom there was a darþ tunner-like passage, through which came

a deathly, sickly odour, the odour of old earth newly tumed. As I went

through he passage the smell grew croser and heavier. At last I pulled
open a heavy door that stood ajar, and found myself in an old ruined

chapel, which had evidently been used as a graveyard...I went d.own even

into the vaults, where the dim light struggled, although to do so was

dread to my very soul... [I saw] fragments of old coffins and piles of dust...

[and there] in one of the great boxes, of which there were fifty in all, cn a

pile of newly dug earth, lay the count!...I saw the d.ead eyes, and... dead
though they were, such a look of hate...that I fled from the place, and

leaving the count's room by the window, crawled...up the castle wall.
(Stoker 47-48)

Did I say castle? What did I just see? A vision of beneath the city. An evil lurking
tmderground. A figure of fear. Forbidden. Not natural. Lrfectious. End church
vision.

Miller: As a gay man I was afraid, and certainry advised by other gay meru not to
speak out about stuff opposing the 'Family' because there was a fear that we

would be seen to be defending our friends, or coming from the ü/rmg place. I was

advised by a couple of senior joumalists, who happened to be gay merì, though not
'out' in the¡e work place, that even though my facts were completely credible and

could be backed up, I should give it to a heterosexual reporter to release or any
hete¡osexual person because it would have rp creditability coming from a gay
man. So there was lots of fear of how we were being perceived. If we criticised the
'Family' we looked like we were just defending ourselves and coming f¡om a

hopeless position. And certainly fear played an incredibly important part in
terms of how we as the gay population felt in Adelaide, as direct response of
stories in the press, because every story in the press led to more bashings and
violence at beats, and other places where gay men could be found.

Detective: Night-time in winter. A small provinciar city. cosy inside. Time for
the family dinner. Outside a wild storm.

Mother: To the table, time to eat. Go get your father.

Daughter: It's scary outside...
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son: scary?! That's teddy-bear stuff. I'm going out amongst it in half an hour...
Daughter: You're going to meet those friends of yours...

Mother; Enoughf The table. Where,s your father?

Detective: Enter the father, fifty-ish, running to plump, in a cardigan. He
embraces his daughter and sets to carve the meat.

Father: Who's hungry? How,s my big growing boy?

son: starving. I could eat a horse. I'm going out. I got to gulp it and run.
Daughter: what's new? Always running off. why do you go out in weather like
this?

Mother: It's trouble if you ask me. Sor¡ stay in with us.

Son: Oh no way. Listen to it out there. (Colquhoun)

Detective: Re-entering 1983. Floating above a dark scme. The Adelaide hills. A
body found and being discussed. Coldness. D*p. Police gather with reporters.
The scene is dissected. stories are formulated. voices of mer talking about a
conspiracy drift upwards towards the stars, and then their summation:
Marks have been discovered about the anus of the body, but forensic examinations
have failed to find what may have catued them. Similar circumstances link the
murders, since 7979, of four teenage boys. If the youths were forcibly abducted it is
likely at least two people have been involved in their murders and that it could
involve a homosexual gang. (Adoertiser 26 July 19g3:L)

I'm seeing Adelaide...homosexual...fear. End 19g3.

Kipling: You can't get much lower in rife than these peopre are.

Byme: After nine years on the case, Detective Trevo¡ Kipling is sti¡1 horrified by
the insanity of the killings, the brutality of the killers.
Byme: Do you think of them as mad?

Kipling: They've got to be pretty sick.

Byme: Crazy? Psychopaths?

Kipling: Must be. ('The Family,)

Miller: The myth of the so-called 'Family, certainly succeeded in driving gays
underground again, in creating mistrust between w and in our friendship networks,
and it was an added benefit for the conservatives who supported the mythology of
the 'Family', that this occurred. It certainly gave then an excuse. people bashed
us and said'you bloody "Fa¡,:úry'murderers', /you gang of "Family,,,, etcetera. It,s
just the excuse, those people will bash us, they,ll look for an excuse for their
prejudice.
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Detective: Bring back storm sot¡rrd effects, this time with slight electric static

noise. Silence at the table, a tableau of family. Fou¡ at table. Secular communion

Then big storm noise.

Father: There's been nouble out. Heard about it qr the radio in the shed. And

talking at the pub and dub. No place out there for a lad like you. Not safe any

more/ even in a city like this.

Mother: No saying what could happen. Night like this, people like that.

Son: Ah look! I'm just going to the bus-stop to meet some friends! Can't a kid have

any fun in this town!

Daughter: The bus-stop! What a night out.

Son: Feel like a walk? Don't like it in here.

Mother: Enough! sorç we just want to protect you. You've read the papers. About

what's happening.

Son: Never happen to me. one in a million. Same chance as meeting aliens or

something. C'mon Mum, Dad. Let me go out. I said I'd meet them at seven and then

go up the shops.

Mother: On a night like this. Will you be warm, dry...

Son: YesMum.

Father: I don't like it but...

Detective: Big thundering storm noise outside the window sounds as if the house

has just been hit by lightning. Family jumps, keeps eating, finishes dinner.

Son: There. Finished! Can I go?

Mother: You will be ca¡eful...

Father: And home by nine, or else this is the last time.

Son: Yeah, yeah. I'll see you later. Bye!

Mother, Father, Daughter: Bye.

Detective: Sound of kitchen door closing. More strange storm sounds from outside.

The other three members look at each other and the mother clears up her son's

plate. (Colquhoun)

Detective: vision q¡rest number four. Again the same father, remembering at a

trial, recalling a moment of truth about his son, a moment of deciding about a real

sexuality. 1990. Feeling a memory of a sexuality in the cou¡t-room of the city,
hearing:

I can remember ns walking across the University Bridge cnce and telling
him about the Duncan drowning. And I can remember telling him that
people have rights which should not be intruded upon He never argued

back against rrre. (Adaertis* 7 April L990: 1)
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Alien: Two: rectal examination. Youth bound to machine. Discharge. Blood canal.
Drainage. Connection with male sex centre. Stimulating. Non species reproduction.
Location of repression found in brain muscle. Brain connection discharge. Flesh
comes apart from knife with ease. open wound. Emotional pulsation. Memory and
trauma. Powerful emanations. Sparks. Blood. Screaming. Sad. wound reserved for
future penetration. Damp. wet. subject awake and re-sedated. Dreams about

alien.

Miller: I think that what you had were a series of murders that Kipling tried to
link together. And in the first instance that was his theory. I then think that he
spoke to the media about that and the media sensed a very juicy story, and that
what they did was give him lots of media space. Kipling became a media star. It
meant that when t}:re Sunday Mail got hold of it and coruide¡ed that this was
something that was going to sell papers, and had already sold papers, that they
did a series of stories on it. And it grew and it grew. They extended the conspiracy
theory. You suddenly had something that was supporting everything. It said look
at these gays they've got links, they've got highly placed people. we,ll be able
to bring them down' It re-enforced so much that people wanted to believe that was
negative about the gay community. That it grew off of that energy.

Detective: I'm reading a camp horror novel. I'm at the 19g4 ,Adelaide Festival of
Arts'-'writer's week'. wine. warm sun. And here, the international connection.

The w¡iter that makes it official. A hor¡or novel city thinks author Rushdie,

composing another story:

Now I begin to understand Adelaide. Adelaide's the ideal setting for a
stephen King novel, or a horror film. Those films are always set in sleepy,

conservative towns. Sleepy conservative towns are where these things
happen' Exorcisms, omens, shinings, poltergeists. Now I begin to
understand Adelaide. Adelaide's the ideal setting...Adelaide is
Amytyville, or salem, and things here go bump in the night. (Rushdie

231)

I leave the writing tent, and the soon to be haunted writer. End 19g4.

Mille¡: You don't believe in the 'Family' just because you believe homosexuals are
bad. There are nurny people in Adelaide who have good friends who are
homosexuals, who think that homosexuals are good, who still believe in the
'Famíly' becawe it's quite a separate myth that they've been taught by the
media - a construct that's been offered to them, that they,ll look at and they,ll
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say, 'look at this dreadful gang of homosexuals'. And so for lots of people, they
consider there might still be this gang out there, even though they've got a bunch

oÍ gay friends that they lnow wouldn't ever be like that. So I think that we not

only need to have people more accepting of homosexuality, we need to directly
name that myth, deconstruct it, and say to people, 'listen, you were sold a crock of
lies.'

Byme: Five yor:ng mør picked up, sexually assaulted then brutally killed. For

years there's been n¡rnours that a gang was involved, a well organised ring of

homosexuals known as the'Family', at least some of them having high positions

in the Adelaide community. ('The Family')

Miller: Dark and evil things happen here. People kill other people. There are

fire bombs. There are murders. There are those things everywhere. The truth is
that Adelaide has always tried to say that we're a nice place and tried to retain

its niceness, long into the 20th century, long past other places admitted that
maybe they weren't as nice they wanted to be. And so you get that tension between

the construct of Adelaide as a really nice place, and a place that those evil things

happen. so what do you do? Do you say to people we don't get murders here. or do

youæ up in arms and say this is really terrible. It's an awful thing. So if we,ve

had a murder he¡e it can only be the result of a major deviation, that the rest of æ

have nothing to do with. And so we'll construct this evil killer gang. And you end

up with the most bizane stories, that try and explain away the things that are

actually, unfortunateLy, a part of life.

Byme: How many other people do you think that gang of men attacked?

Kipling: Dozens. Because you lcrow they've been operating for years. since L979

that we know about, through to 83, and I would say every weekend someone would

have been picked up.I'm sure they've laughed at us, and think they,ve got away
with it. I'm quite sure.

Byme: Do these people know that they are suspects?

Kipling: Oh yes. Clearly. They've been told. ('The Family')

Miller: some people just believe that gays aren't right, so for those people it's just

urmg that gays have rights, and anything that proves that it's not right to be

Bay, and the 'Family' fed right into this mythology that, because we

decriminalised homosexuality in South Australia these people believed it was

ok to become killers. Take away their rights and you'll stop them from killing. So
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of cou¡se people wanted to believe in that conspiracy. The decriminalisation of
homosexuality in South Australia was directly a backlash against the murder of
Duncan, and so it was appealing to that large percentage that believed that you

shouldn't discriminate against homosexuals. However, what it gave the gay

community was a great number of rights, and far less people felt that we gay
people should have those rights. There r¡¡as a backlash against us, and part of

that backlash was the 'Family'. I don't conside¡ that a conspiracy theory, I
consider that an historical fact.

Detective: At police Head Quarters the alien intention has become clear.

Alien: Fou¡: alien infiltration and identity simulation. Abduction followed by
alien copy of human. Infiltration of politics and judiciary. Judges, court officials,
bureaucrats, political advisers, lawyers, and politici¿uìs are being infected, ready

to take-over on corunand. Sexual bodies controlled by alien desire. Absence of real
self' Wiring of wet circuits with images. Photographic identity. Postrnodem.

lndistinguishable. Happiness. Sadness. Compassion. Intelligence. All successfully

copied and reproduced for conspiracy. Alien bodies placed in positions of power

are undermining reality. Ready for alien invasion.

Cop L: What does it all mean?

Cop 2: It's a full scale take-over son. They want total cont¡ol and they want r:s out

of the way. It's horrible. It's the end of our species. Red alert! Contact the media!

Warn the city! Red alert!

Byme: Trying to make sense of five senseless killings has sorely tested Adelaide
police, especially as they are now convinced they lnow who is actually in the
gang. It has up to nine members, many of them prominent, even eminent Adelaide
citizens. Police have some evidence, but they are still searching fo¡ that one

witness who will clinch the case.

Kipling: They live together, work together, play together, plot together.

Byme: Do you hope the pressure will break them?

Kipling: If we can keep pressure up at the right time, and the right place and the
right areas, sure, that helps to break up the happy family doesn,t it.
Byme: Do you think of it as a happy family?

Kipling: Well they are at the moment. ('The Family,)
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Miller and Detective: certainly with the so called ,Family, stories the gay
community doesn't benefit, and young msr don,t benefit, families don,t benefit
because they start worrying about their childrery the police don't benefit in terms
that they don't get to solve the crimes because there unsolvable unde¡ that
coruhrrct. The 'Family' won't ever be found, nor will the killers of any of the
unsolved murde¡s be found for as long as the 'Family,s, pursued because the
'Family' doesn't exist; you're nmdng up a blind alrey, you,re not going to get a
result, you're not going to get those murders solved.

I'll just get down off my soapbox now, sorÐ/...
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NAIVE AND SENTIMENTAL WRITING

h the foreground, the Beaumont childrery Jane, Amna and Grant, vanished in
surunerbythebeach, !966.Last seen in the company of a tall num cnletty Road,

Glenelg, South Australia.

They are what we were; they are what we should become again. we were natural
like them and oru cultu¡e should lead r:s back to nature along the path of reason

and freedom. Th"y are therefore, at the same time a representation of our lost
childhood, which remains eternally most precious to us and thus they fill r:s with
a certain sadness. At the same time they are representations of our highest
perfection in the ideal, so that they transport us into a state of elevated emotion.

The naive is simplicity and naturatress that elevates us morallly. That allows l¡s

to become ashamed of our a¡tiface. It is a condition of oneness with nature, and is
lost to us as we depart our childhood.l

When we are h"ppy and free

We do whatever we want

There's no wor¡ies

We go to the beach in summer

Where has that gone?

Dear Mum and Dad, we had a really beautiful lunch today. we had a turkey, and

a lot of vegetables. They tasted really nice. The man is feeding us really well. The

man took us to see The Sound of Music yesterday. Little Grant fell asleep in i t
though. He could not understand it....The man said that I had better stop now, so I
will. Grant and Amna send you thei¡ love.

Love Jane, Amna and Grant.2

We sense a particular kind of politics emerging from sentimental writing, about us,

about bringing us to light. There is a principle here that can be restored., a unity
that can be patched up. We sense the psychic manoeuvres of Gerard Croiset, the
Dutch clairvoyant imported to find us, trying to transform ow grief in the
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contemplation of etemal, universal values: community, decmcy, safety. Mouming
an ideal past, desiring its retum, this is bad writing for difference. It is a politics
of writing with a never ending sadness, with us, the children who never grow up/
who live near Never-land. Naive and sentimental, idealising a lost unity, this is
the writing of a politics which promises one nation. Trying to reach back towards
r¡s, your children, sentimentally, to mend the ¡ent in communal identity. The
psychic is seeing what's not there - a romantic inscription cn the streets of
Glenelg. Do you believe we can come back this way? we sense disturbed time, the
chronically depressed have @ur their exhumatiory our resting place is
uncovered. Restoring hope and taking with them an entire population, they really
want a sentimental spectacle: the unified city.

Maybe tomorrow the sun will shine

We could feel safe and f¡ee

Happy and united as one.

I'm affecting a naive writing so that you may feel a lost presence here. I,m sending
this letter some years afte¡ the vanishing event. I,m affecting a naive tone,

slmtax, vocabulary that will allow you to believe in an origin point. Something
like 'really beautiful' and 'really nice' are excesses of sentiment which originate
in the naive. or the naive originates in there deplo¡rment, ar the page. you will
follow this writing and it will lead you nowhere, for the sake of the affect, that
there is an origin in flesh and blood that pulsates with life, and I'm affecting this
flesh with words that originate in an aesthetic style, a philosophical position
about the child. And this writing has its faults, it does not maintain the presence

of an origin in particular.It may come from another,s flesh, which makes it crawl
like the maggots of a mawkish writing.

The world is fragmented and cruel

No more caring for each other

Where is the golden time

When we all were one?

I write with and towa¡ds the moving object. I sense the retum of romantic writing,
allowing a writing to be moved. In this yielding there is a communicatiory of
gr it & of receiving, of coming closer and leaming the way of the object. Believing
that an open ended stmcture is an enabling and ennobling machine. Of gathering
the yield. Taking it up, gently, ptayfully, yielding, grving up the writing and
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gathering also a self that has been given over. Liberation narrative, this promise

still motivati^g a re-cycled 60s generation. perhaps by doing loving worþ kind
work, and so there, in this form of writing we may find a loving self developing in
the act of writing. I used ulmer's mystorical methods.s I plundered personal,
expert, mass media writing about the Beaumonts. A romantic pedagogy, founded in
German aestheticism, at the prospect of yielding to this, I come here to you. I
made a hypertextual past that included me, that recognised my presence in these
events.4 The object speaks to those connected, to those already threaded and
drawn, to those drawn by love or whatever moves you. To write myself in without
decency is a cruel act, a vain hoax. I was never there, of course. when the subject

follows gently its orn¡n glving over, without some tra¡uformation toward.s the
moral good, that is bad writing with the past. Using a tragedy for self-promotion.
Giving, allowing, yielding, descriptions of a writing that has at both ends,

naively, a unity of sentiment and style.

Notes

1 Fredrich schiller. 1795.on the Naiae and sentimental in Literature.

Trans. Helen watanabe-o'Kelly. Manchester: carcanet New press
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1' I'm sittinr by a pond, remembering loving poshnodem research writing. There

are lilies or the water. writing not unified in terms of a logical argument

progression. Across the grassy area, ducks and children are playing. It's touching,

the old old style, the love of criticism for its object. There's a slight breeze in the

trees. Recalling the fragmented style: opaque; embodied; de-centred; urÈ

motivated. It's so quiet there, as if the city had passed on. The old old aims of

originality, of being disembodied, faint and dank. I visit the hot house. It remains

within a single-discipline. There at the back is another pond. There the new old

takes cn the aesthetic mode of modernity - collage. Everything is sleepy with
heat, even the gold-fish. I have never not been here. The¡e's a lotus flower,

opening and stretching itself. Recalling the aims of an ouünoded technology,

writing performing its object. The succulent is breathing moist air. Its structures

immersed. I bend down and see tiny red flowers. Remembering not moving to a

condition of complete or final lnowing. It's exploding slowly. Entertaining,

pleasurable, stimulating. I'm falling into minute ter¡itories. I become too small, as

if I we¡e never alive, and am reluctant to p cn writing, with the other adults,

who'te so gigantic. An immersion of the essay in and out of understanding. A chain

of reasoning follows a chain of ponds, beside a nature ensemble. Always

cont¡adictory in terms of its aims,

2. I want to look back at 'Greetings from Adelaide', and I want to think about

nostalgia along the way. or every to think longingly about an outdated

technolory, which my work has become, and so to fall into the grip of a nostalgia.

I may write with a longing for connectiory the desire for desire, for that future re-

union with a never existing utopia, where authenticity and transcendence are both

present and everywhere. Like electronic writing that is old before it could ever be

new. The fetishizing of an ouünoded technology, perhaps it's a mode of a critical
self-reflection, a writing that cannot be purely modem. And here I'm referring to

the old postmodern, and its settlement with a certain writing loss.

3. Nostalgia is a sadness without an object, a sadness that of necessity is

inauthentic because it does not take part in lived experience. The writing enters
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the space of the other only at the mom€nt when entry is abandoned. when the
desire to enter into is renounced an opening appears in the space of that desire,s
absence. Nostalgia, like any form of narrative, is always ideological: the past it
seeks has never existed except in narrative, and hence, always absent, that past
continually reproducing itself as a felt lack. And it is into this space that the
other flows. As if invited, it moves into you, moving your writing. Hence the law ,I

cannot penetrate'. And this mysterious entry, occasioned by a passive receiving,
you do this for another. It is a gifÇ given by making nothing happen. Hostile to
history and its invisible origins, and yet longng for an impossibly pure context of
lived experience at a place of origin, nostargia wears a distinctly utopian face, a
face that tums toward a future past, a past that has only ideological reality.
Effacing identity in the presence of what has gone before. The remembered thing,
the time without time, the cuddly one. The point of desire which the nostalgic
seeks is in fact the absence that is the very generating machine of desire...these
things, they reach into you, and you with their emanations, resonating, becoming
past. Rmouncing grrin& emanating past and present at the appearance of
writing..'the realisation of re-union imagined by the nostalgic is a narrative
utopia that worls only by vi¡tue of its partiality, its lack of fixity and closure:
nostalgia is the desire for desire.

4. Fetishizing an ouEnoded technology, I'm picturing myself or the electronic
screerL like a vain star, exhausted, faintly emanating the old posünodem. I,m
simulating a personal history. what is it that will be done away witþ along
with this photograph which yellows, fades, and will some day be thrown out, if
not by me...at least when I die? I'm picturing myself in the past giving homage to
discipline writing' It may be practiced in diverse ways, whe¡e the issue for use¡s

becomes, cn the one hand, the attachment of appropriate feelings toward their
own histories, products and capabilities, and on the other hand., their detachment
from-and active resistance to - disempowering conditions of postcolonial life.
Not only'life' (this was alive, this posed in front of the leru), but also, sometimes

- how to put it? - love. Digital, pathetic, interactive. In front of the only
photograph in which I find my mother and father together, this couple who I
Inow loved each other, I realise: it is love-as-treasure which is going to
disappear forever; for once I am gone, rìo one will any longer be able to testify to
this: nothing will remain but an indiffe¡ent nature. The rupture from present
conduct permitted by this social action of extension towards sources opens subjects

to creative reconfiguration: nostalgic practice invites self-problematization.
Picturing emotional redundancy, writing unconvincing hyperbole, trite and vapid.
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This is a lace¡ation so intense, so intolerable, that alone against his century
Michelet conceived of History as love,s protest: to perpetuate not only life but also
what he called, in his vocabulary so ouhoded today, the Good, Justice, unity.
Although nostalgia may be a machine of knowredge, it,s still a yeaming for
something lost.

5. He was talking about old telephones I think, recalling a writing of many genres,
resonating from one to the other, distinct and yet inhabiting a similar space. Any
way, he said that nostalgia was the fetishizing of outnoded technology. To be in
many places at one time and above all to be linked to something larger. A special
kind of love, being fixed and fixated upon an object. lnformation technology, it,s
moving so fast that electronic writing is always out of d.ate, out of time, always
being made to be a past technology. This is a w¡iting towards an emotional
engagement with what has moved us, what has past and is passing through us. To
be nostalgic. To be in a state of longing. These words, they seem to me to be well
suited to a time of recovery, that has suffe¡ed so much tearing, cutting and
destruction. Io.ang for something that has passed to reappear, so that we can
revel in an a¡rived utopia. These corurectioru, they are an opening to each other.
The utopian realisation of postnodem theory embodied in certain technorogies.
writing like a dy.g star performing, from the 60s. orbroded theory fetishized
and realised in an ever redundant technology. hr a shadow, even. Ad.mitting a
depressiory an unde¡standing gap. The promises of poshodem theory have become
so mudr banality. Placing myself into this field, as a researcher, it includes a
certain commentary, explication, argumentatiory basically critical elucidation
through formal argument. so sentimental and naive. Touching, pitiable, affecting,
tender, exciting pity or sympathetic sadness, inviting scom because of
shortcomings. It would arways be this way, with nostalgic writing. Alr this is
writing that sees itself and its or,r¡n immersion in what it is not and what it has
always been.

6' And the love affair with posftnodem research writing, taking this to the
elecf¡onic screen. I'm at the Art Galrery. There,s an exhibition taking place, of
su¡real and Dada objects, remembering that this was so new and promising:
opaquei embodied; de-cenbed; un-motivated. Behind a glass borç there are two
puppets, Dada dolls made from tin and old paint and bits of trash. Network
writing, writing which can be entered at any point, which can be reversed, and
which doesn't lose out fo¡ this. They have strings and sticks attached. An
oscillation between different discursive styles and goals. There is something
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terrible here. A linkage, network and interactivity consfrqcted in terms of a
movement between parallel sfructures of writing. As if these things are dead.
Now, with it, a¡-rd totally interactive. As if they are rotten and stinking and
should be buried. I'm not hostile to them, just appalled. As if I we¡e looking at a
corpse. The more the better therefore, and the less the worse off you are. The
cadaver is just so quiet, so full of what has departed it. And these links, so similar
to making significant choices, so non-human, as if becoming someone else. Then I
¡emembered that interactivity is a technology for making us free. what has
departed from these toys is their maker. I fert so strongly the departed Dada
spirit. Falling victim here to the kind of capitalist ideology. That had fled the
co{pse. That equates freedom with shopping. That this puppet could not move
again. I felt the disappearance of creative people, in other words, of vanity,
fashiory individualism, banality and adolescence. Their passing or had left this
thing behind, that would not be animate. Its machines ¿*e corpses of ou¡
creativity. I felt the passing of an art. I felt at one with the passing of time and
the fatality of a¡t. viewed as a whole I was sick with nostalgia for the present.

Notes

Paragraph 2 and3 includes quotes from page 23 of:

susan stewart. on Longing: Narratioes of the Miniature, the Gigantic, the

Souaenir, the Collection. Baltimore: John Hopkins IJp,1gg4.

Paragraph 4 contains quotes from pages 77 and93 of:
Debbora Battaglia. 'on Practical Nostalgia: self-prospecting Among urban

Trobrianderc'. Rhetorics of setf-Mnking. Ed.. Debbo¡a Battaglia. Berkeley:
University of California press, l99S. Z7-96.

Paragraph 4 also contains quotes from page 94 of:

Roland Barthes. camera Lucida: Reftections on photography. (1,9g0) Trans
Richa¡d Howard. New york Hill and Wang, 19gL.

Paragraphs 3 and 5 contain quotes from 'Greetings from Adelaide,.
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That became this book and I make no apology for
assisdng James William Miller to tell his s¡de oid-¡eïnrro
srory excepr to the relatives and Êiends of dre seven dead
girlsfor fanning of old ashes ofgrief but neither I, nor Miller,
are the first to be resoonsible.forghe¡¡gr, | 9-upRose, willwe

- .- be the lr"..i'
(Wordiey 139)

on the bed and stared at che ceiling. I lay there and read
one Georgette Heyer novel after anocher, barrered old copies

=::+savedJióã-rom my teenage years, and wept as one heroine afrer
another ran away fr<¡m home. I lay on the bed and waited for
thc phone to ring. Each time ir sounded, I caughr it before the
sccond ring and waired, brea
ncvcr Julie

(Mykyta 9)

.Ho;vwer,l,hen I firsr r-ld.Miller's wridnp I

? - Historica[y, the dlscourse of absence is car¡ied onby the rüoman: Woman is sedentary, Man nuots, ¡ãur-

Huso ue)æ; Woman is faithf¡¡l (she waits), man is fickle (he
sarls away, he o ses). It is 1Vomau who gives shape to
absence, elaborates its fiction, for she has ú'e t" ;;-r;;
she weaves and she sings; the Spinning Songs erpress Uoth
immobitity (by rhe hr¡o of the tVheel) *ã 

"Ur.o". 
(i",

away, rhythns of travel, sea surges, cavalcades). '- 
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- (Wordtey 189)

--€fis-h-rl a pad in her room somewhere - a wriring pad
which is like a diary. She wrires everyrhing she feels in

ic in letter form, bur she never scnds them. This was one of
thcm but she senr ir. It will reessure.you in a lot of things.
I firmly bclieve thar she is alrighr. I can't possibly believe
orherwise and so therefore it is somerhing like a premonirion
and that she is all right . . .

I can't write anymore but I love you. AndJulie does too.
I know.

All my love to both you and Daddy

Tania X X X

t 5 eçiË;
(Mykyta 9-10)
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", 
6nt sight is rlways spotcn in tüe past tcnsc: it

tively create a strokb.óf luck: this scene has all the mag-
nificence of an accident: f cannot get over having had thiq
good forhrne: to meet what matches my desirè; or to have
taken this huge risk: instantly to submit to a¡ untcnown

, image (and the enti¡e reconstructed scene fi¡uctions like

[ :he sumptuous monrage of an ignorance).
J--l¡-: conversarion (¿DF 194)

(\diller 22)

7t Tbere
tion is called:
one else) that
endowed with a beginning (love at ûrst sight) and an end
(suicide, abandonmeut, disa-fiectiou, withdrawal, tnonas-
tery, travel, etc.). Yet the initial scene during which I was
¡avished is merely recoustitutedl. it is after the fact. I re-
construct ¿ l¡'¿rrrn¿lis image which I experience in the
preseut but which I conjugate (which I speak) in the past:

Ie le vís, ie rougís, ie pôIis à sa vue.
Un trouble s'éIeva dans mon ânte éperdue.
f saw hirn, blushed, tr¡rued pale when our eyes Eet.
Confi¡sion seized my bewildered soul.

€æEl:-
t^crNE: Phèd¡e-
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mailbox r¡
opened thr
le¡ters in rr
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the osher-
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down the n Racinc

I think
anyone b,
shown th,
orme..

About
she's just
licveJulie
is not goir
only knor

(LDF 793)
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Court said. the
g the rressage j.¡

rvhy thj.s

away.
l (LDF'.t)4)

d.

out

ì "':.- - -

A-Et i !or!oglaphy canpaigler a!¿ rvorld. thorit y o¡ the
elfects

f r'':urr r I; I I l''i"i,rcic:¡.i

of ¡or::ography oD society Dr.
eed.ed. a,ssista¡ce i¡ u¡èerste¡
book. fÎ He coulè have s¡rett

public !
Miie¡'s
particular thilg ha,s soci¡,1 sÍguificalce the¡ I thi¡k it
wouLd. be a tj't Eor al¡oDSibIe...Dr. Court,

co¡lies of MiIIe¡'s bo o
ectu¡er hs.s
.to;¡¿æ.eA--irc look st

QanatysesJthe u¡d.e
Èffito have s

¡I E thoughts !reseDte¿..
oE,e s erlous

t rirould b e

cou.nentary o!, each segment ol
tb. ex¡ertise i¡ ¡rsychological_
Reailers ¡eed.eè èirection i¡

Nj.lter's rvrit ings Èy peop),e
a¡ê social rvelf¡.re f ieId.s..
assessi:rg Nilrer's w¡itilgs. there \ï8,s a rialger i¡ alrorvirg
the ¡ub).ie to take a.'voyeuristic vj.en'whe¡ read.j.lg e.bout
the horrors of the Î¡uro case. . .given ar: und.erstand.ing of
the D.a!'s situatio¡ a¡è ¿,ttitud.e s ¡r)tne reaèer coulè gair
alr iasigb.t i¡t o the tyles of persèl af f ect eê by social
i¡fluences like Mille¡ a¡d.'lforreII. Ee believed. the MilIer
book coulè be tres,ted. as a sociall/ inportalt d.oeume¡t if
j.t !?as baLa¡ceè by professio¡al o¡i¡io¡.

îhe I{ervs Nareh L5 r-?84 p. 2

' tF.Éb'A-4-ll¡-É.-ddcl--hÊÉ¡ €¡.ìS- - !H.C I{Ê
said dlac earlicr he h¡d strared a cell widr dre poofor, Bob, and
dlar Bob lrsd triÊd forcing scx onhirs by drrcaarring to lrerrr¡
his modrcr if Chris did notcoopqatÊ. To mc, it soundcd jr:st
like Bob and I Êlt úat a doubt erisæd in Chris's mind es far as

I uas corrcroc<i
I promised him.úat he would ha'¡e no worrÈs; t¡at I

ç6"1.1 nclrrr urË ô¡eats c force on hi¡n-
Thcn right out of dre bh¡c Chds si4 "I ama pslrchopadric

lcills". (Miller 24)

/\/
-Like the Argonaut renewing his ship durin*e its-voyage with-

ciut changing its name, the subject in love will perfornr a long rask
through the course of one and the same exctanration, gradually
dialecticizing the original demand rhough withour ever di¡lrn:ing rhe
incan<Iescence of its initial address, considering that tlìe very task
of love and of language is to give to one and the sante phrase
inflections which will be forever new, thereby creatin-u an unheard-
of speech in which the sign's form is repeate<.! but never is síg-
niñed; in which the speaker and the lover finally triunrph over the
dreadful reduc¡ion which langua-ee (and psychoanalyric science)
transmit to all our affects. ,n n 1a a\
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Y gazc wn rhe page with its news of friends ¡nd
gossip, lcttcrs wrirten aåd sdll ro bc wrirrcn. ro a poem on thc
bottom of page five
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ool.

fKe-n",
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th-f is , re*ra.€,,

t{^a"t $-, èS nO_w, iS

(lvlykyta 12-13) i' . '-.

vers
to b
a¡è
a¡d.
a¡d.
anè
to h

isto¡rher vorrerr- rr'as a ¡lsychopetü with a¡ extremeion of a ¡orver:3ul a¡d. è.og""or-,s shaèorv sid e. . .Ve ¡eed.e 8w€'re there I're Beo¡lre i¡ our eonmunity rvho ca.n us eabuse others i¡ the liea.ishr-y crever !ìray tgo¡¡erI used.ebuseù Milte¡ a¡è hi.s victiu,s..-the bonèage me.teriar_
xr or¡ography anprified. his rvilliegness to use a¡å abuseex¡Ioit other !eo_¡Ie...i.t rïas ; .trigger 

u.echa¡is¡r,is bizarre eharact e¡ chalges. . .
(The News MarcJrH 19&l p.l ancl4)
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¡¡cxr I lncs.
llhcnm y heart flinched as I reed rhe

I was walking down rhe Main Norrh Rd rhe orher nighc andthis blokc sropped and asked if I wanced to go for a ride, I
was in a mood so I wenr. We parked, had a few jays buc all
his advances I put en end ro. Ir was strange in a way because
hc said rhac somcrhing was bothering me, noc superficial bucrcally bo rhering me. Ir freaked me ouc because he was righrHljrop ped me off ac che rop of Sevench Ave near S cephensJ'cc. I even gor our of going our with him or saying 'no' by
lusr saving rhac I would do the unsocia ble thing and kepcrcpcaring ic to all his questions. He drove away. I wes tn-
crcdulous. (l don'r kno w if rhac's the righc usage of rhar wordbur I likc it. (Mykyta 14-15)

llj.LIe¡ energeè as a ou.¡lliaat e¡è d.epend.ent ! e¡s rIDEf or exploitat Ío¡ t y a ¡rsycb.o¡ath like.tto¡reII lecause ofhj's background. oÍ petty c¡i¡.e a¡d, i¡stitutio¡aIiseå Iivi¡ ErMi.11e¡ lackeè the ¡roraL itt egrity t o sta¡è a ga5.as tevi]-. . .It li,as c].as s5.c ¡lrisoa ueltality to.t u¡Il 8,!r8. y t aad.just ig:rore sou.et hirg rvb,ieh he è5.at ¡ot u¡d.erst¿¡d. o ¡ rvithrvhich he d.i¿ ¡ot rvish to beco¡.e i¡volved.. NiIte¡ app eare d.to be a elessi.c ca s e oÍ a d.e¡enilent personal j.ty er od.e d. bythe sub-culture ol reforu.atory, Brison a¡d. ¡etty c ¡ir.j.¡¿1act ivit y.

?he Jfe rys 14 Ma¡ch 1984 B. I e¡d. 4
the lerrer wnters in our family.Igora
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If I receive thc tender gesture within thc ñeld of
demand, I am fulfillcd: is this gesture not a kind of
mi¡aculous crystaili-ation of prcsencc? But if I rcccivc it
(aad this ca' bc simuttaneous) nithi! the field of dcsire, I
am disturbed: tenderness, by rights, is uot. exchsive,
hence I Eust admit tnáiiUat I receivg otbers rcceive as
well (sometimes f am eveu afordcd the spectacle of this).
lVhere you are tender, you spcak your plural.

ur¡¡úcær

dett¡t. tcU,tbdt

(LDF?24-225)

(lvfiller 25)
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jol.., but tlrca it changed and *,e d;áed to
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and me

the cell he wo\ld ¡lk abor¡r hÈ good dmcs in fu*HH
and also about dre nor so tofrpy pcriods of his psa FIc rcld
g¡c how much he would like to have known hi: real Ëdrcr. FIc

six ycars old whcr¡ his modrer rnerricd hi" r.p

His mo'drc¡ Cfuis lowd dccplv.

had b€c¡r
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, (Aduertiser Ma¡ch 17 l9g4 p. lZ)
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a!¿ sEashe¿ the sièe of the car a¡d.
ro t-

À- eII eD d. e sEid. hon, I

I reacb.ed. for a bee¡ bo
th¡eEte¡ed hin
rvould.n't hurt

a^ùorry
D.g that

ttle
rvit h
youf o¡ the r-rorl

becg.use of a
'llorre 1I had
she haè beco¡¡.e
to te a father
but I tolè hiu.
soEetiu.es felt

EO.\rI i¡ his hee

t a¡ot
he e¡teù t

nd. t olil

(lvfiller 2126)

he bla¡k Berioês
I¡ouis e said.
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rry hiFsalter he lou¡ù

u"o. .L_lØhris so rva¡t ed.

witb, ¡ to
!reg
a¡è

guilt beca it appeared. ¡orr that'lgorreIIbelieved. she rîas b.is only rue love. .. she haè visi.t ed

it just ouI

llorreIl'
¡e¡.eu.be¡
hj.s lat e

s grarre i¡ rece rs¡ a¡ù becEne
erha h ej ect ion night

t
if I had o co¡t¡oI
have h"pp e¡ e d. . . .

Ihe I(ews Ma¡ Lt 1984 !. L-z
-¡: ; r'

protect lne a¡ù the baby,
wo¡k out...louise seiè she
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in, then alI
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After
their ust';i play on thc swings and thc roundabout, they always
wanred ro climb the slipperyJip laddcr'all by themsclves'. As
I wrire those words, I can remember distinctly the consrricrion
ol the hcarr ¿s I warched them climb. But I only said, 'Hold
on tighr.' I prerended to rhem thac climbing laddcrs w¿s the
kind of thing that lirtle girls could expect to do, and thar girls
could be adventurous as long as they were sensible. I foughr
the impulse to keep them locked away from harm, because I
fclt thac in the long run the greater harm was in making them
rfraid of life. I still believe that. but oh, it is a bitter draughr'

.l
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(Myk¡a 2ti

I
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I aE rvritiag to exrress Ey d.5.sgust ¿¡d. ob j ect ior at îheFews for prirtirg the Milrer story. r refuse to read. or
2{"k at Bictures of these Eurd.erers, they are engraved.

(tÐÍeTeE i¡ to.y mj.¡d.. I co¡èenn Ðj,F.^ ÌrorèIey f or ss,yi¡g that
\S3ilter h¿s ¿. rj.ght to be heart(ljeLL¡ he h¿è his right at

Nr_ hiu triar ¡ and. H,as f ou¡d. guirty)Yon, t o D.y rai:rd., he has asfÅ- Inarly right s es the girls he was i¡st¡uu.e¡te. I Í¡ heI¡ling t omu u feel_ by printÍ:rg his story, that peo¡rIe neeàto ¿ of his crines, I believe you a¡e gravely
mi you realry thi¡k thet ¡eopre are s o shalrorvth rget the d'etails a¡d. ho¡¡or of his triar?
Ìf eve¡.

P. J. I'.
Ihe Fews

G¡een
March 16 198+ I.2I
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By wecping, f want to impress soneone, to bring

press¡rre to bca¡ upoD, soncoae (,.I-ook what you have
douc to Ec"). It can btsas is com-only thc caso-tlie
othcr whoo ouc thrs constraiss to assrrwrc lig spmmisc¡¿-
tion or his inseusibility quite openly; but it caa also be

it, because, by weeping, I iuter_
locutor who receives the . of my
bod¡ not that of my speec ? One
tea¡ will s:ry Eore tha¡ alt of theo-"
¡rcHullrf: .I-ab d¿t Ttõr'4,r\- (¿DF lg2)
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Scåubcn

So is
well, in

Miller's srory,
irs fashion, as

I ¡dcil
s¡Í&'f,S¡x'

as brual as it is, dre horror thar it is, as
bízar¡e as ir Ls. also a love sroryl

(Miller 25-26)

(lVordley t9t)
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I wnße this ac the r¡ble in the diningroom five days bcforc
thc trial It is three ye3rs since Julic hung up thc phone that
Friday night - in anocher world - and I relive rhose rhrce

t

years, dcn of my presenr knowledgc.
For sh dead indeeå. My bcautiful g-irl
did no er a rreÈ in a lonely paddocË _murde d is the newspaper pìcture of a\young , :r body, wrapped in a plasric bag.

(lvfykþ 2a)

I

t

And yet: the closer I come to the work, the deeper I descend
into writing; I approach it.s unendurable depth; a desert is revealed;
there occurs-fatal, lacerating-a kind of loss of sympath,-: I no
longer feel myself to be svnpathelic (ro orhers, to myself). It is at
this point of contact between the writing and the work that the ha¡d
truth appears to me: I atn no longer a chilt!. Or else. is it the as-
cesis of pleasure which I am discovering? ßBßn

(/;'c;¡t;^)
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extre,cts f¡o¡r üirrer's book...reeE rvitheran¡res which Eay rverr cause eve! rucifer hi¡¡.serf to beEore tb'a¡ e¡vious. Maay rvirr d.ebate Mirler's so-carred.resso!,s ror ¡ot i¡f oru.i¡g o¡ yo¡relr a.f t e¡ the f i¡st¡rurèer - Íotrvithstanèing Milre¡'s grossry èistort eè conce¡tof 'lovet fo= hi.s houosenre,r cou.!g.¡io¡ rgorrerr, uirre¡,sad.¡riüted. aèe¡lt!ress i¡ lyilg has i.¡¿eLibre con¡otatio¡s or
s erf -su¡viv¿1. .å.t the colrcrusio¡ of the sy¡o!sis. . . thereitt r- submit, a no¡ar èuty which ought to be i¡lpre¡ae¡teèrvithout èeray- the youlg ¡eo¡ì-e - o...- ¡ext geaerationshoulè ¡ot be encouraged' to wond.er, far ress acce¡t, thath'omos exua,L i'vorveme¡t s a¡e the eoiorlary of rove. Theseed.s 8.te be5.lg ¡urtu¡ed. i¡ UilIe¡, s book. . .

Jetf D.
Ibe Fetvs

Rayu.ond..
Ma¡ch 16 f98+ p.ZL

End, on February z, rqrcf"t afrer the sa.,.r*.1iOYrîJ
II. I was to become one in a family of six children. In drose
early days we lived in Vinrace Srreet and with some other kids
in the area I seemed to be forever stealing, like toys at Coles in
Rundle Street, long before I was old enough to go to school. I
remember drat my motler would drop me off at a
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\. (tv{iller 13)
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And through my mind wcnc thc song rhat Mum uscd to sing
to mc when I was litrlc, uncil I cricd - and bcgged hcr ro sing
it again.

My dcar don't you know. how a long cime ago,
Two poor lirtle children, whosc n¡mes I don'r know,
Wcre taken away, gri a brighc summer's day,
And lcft in thc wóotls, I've hcard people say.

And whcn it was night. so sad was their plighr,
For chc sun it wenr down. and thc moon gave no lighc.
Thcy sobbed and thcy sighed, and they birrerly cricd,
And thc poor lirtle childrcn, rhey laid down and died.

#

ly read.i.ug the 'story' oÍ the .b,ilIe¡, d.escrib.ing therirar¡ e d. ¡o.i¡d. of a cha¡isu.at .

¡usl horv "".v it is to be 1"""::l:T"r""--t' 
"t "lîî:rrr.";'ï;:,ca'' get out of ny contror'. r thi¡k parents rvho ce!sor and.forbid' their chirè¡en fro¡. rea.'ag this i.¡fornation a.refaililg to protect an. ad.vise their chirè¡en or the dar:gersi¡ our society, ¡lart icuì-ar)-y a¡ou¡d. Â.e raid.e. sonething asn'o¡bi.d' a¡d' horrific as this should. not be kept i¡ the d.a¡kbut shorvn up for rvh'at it is, for the security a¡d. !eace o-fni¡d. of alL youtsgst ers.

lurley
Ms.rch 19 19 S+ p . 45

(Mykyta 30-31)

_ -_. At
I were forever playing

Mis s C ..A-.
lhe Ilevs

('

I met a friend for lunch in the Universiry bis¡ro, and an
acquaincance paused at the rable.

'What's rhe marrer wirh you? you look very grim'

-I.t's 1ny daughter; she's been missing for forry days now.'
She laughed: 'She'll be resurrecred in the deserr.i she said
lightly, rnd passed on. I lookcd at Annie, and covered my face
with my hands end wept. How could this experien.., íhi'.h
was so all-<onsuming to me, tour
I lived behind flass, in a worl
who moved and spoke in a so

(Miller 1,3-74)
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PY--s9{9191lls-: .

(lvlykyta 34-35)
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One night, a m¡n we knew sl ighrly r:ng:nd asked for somc-thing ofJulie's. He had discovercd ¿ wonderful clairvo yanr andwanced to consult him on our behalf Mosr ofJulic' s things hadbeen washed and puc away, and hcr really personal rhings wercwich her, buc I searched our somcthing and gave ir to him'She is alive,' he said exeicedl Y on the phone nexr night'There will bc a lecer wichin the monrh.'I thanked him and hungâp. I fclr a strange , almosr painful,elacion. Now focus shifted from thc phone ro che lerrer-bo.r,and rhe momenc of realiry each day was the momenc when Iheld rhe lerrers . . the momenc before Iooking ar rhem.

I
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(Miller 19)
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t It rst . -. -- .---l -- ,.
t as if one enrers anocher dimension of dme, a long pause

out of dme and space while the sysrem ¿bsorbs the new fact,
and then a shuddering rc-srarr as thc nexr breath is drawn and
thc body re-asserts its righc to life. Thc body gocs on living,
dragging breath in and our, bur the spirir srruggles to escape,
ro scek solitude and painless isolarion. And rhis is madness, I
suPpose, if thc spirir cannor find irs way back to the rocky,
echoing cave of the mind- lt is very tempring to let go.

(Mykyta 4a)

(Myk¡a +3¡
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(N{iller 42-43) 
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I clrd not ceII my motner ot rhese dreems; they would have
tlistrcssed hcr coo much. I bcgan to dre¡m of my f¡cher roo,
¡¡rd rhe rwo losses merged into onc unbearable burden ofguilc-
I don't know why I rcacred in ¡his wa y. I had always done my
bcsc for my children, and we had all seemed to be re¡sonablv
closc. Bur I could noc work out whar could have happened
Other people seemed sure, espcciall y the police; bur I coutd noc
¡ccep( their answers: drugs. boys, or religion. Nothing held
truc againsr whar I knew ofJulie. and yer. whar did I know?
There was a world our rhcre of which I had known noching,
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5 May
My lunch break ar Torrcns and boy, ¡m I cxhausted. Thcsc
three turorials have been really hard work and I do nor feel
likc facing anocher one. I feel as if I'vc donc a rorrcn job,
especially wirh the lasr group, and I should jusr go and rcsiqn

,l

cg!l

or shoor myself. Perhaps I'll look back on this laccr and laugh

- but et the momenr I can't envisage it
That terrible dream I had on Monday nighr is scill very

much wirh mc- I can't remember the details, buc I was living
wirh Mum and she told mc to kill mvself becausc I was.iuåL-
a toral$r_agte-of-rlng,! (Nrykyta 55_56)

I collec¡ed the paper onc morning, in thar scill opalescenr
hush of early day - 26 April 1978. A man had bcen out picking
mushrooms thc previous day, and stumbled across what he
first thoughc was a cow's foor lying near some scrub in a

deserted paddock near Truro. t didn't even know where chac.

was. Later he began to worry, and wenr back. Hc found t\
scattcred remains of a tcenage girl, wcaring jeans and a green
cardiean . . -

-¿--
(N{YkYta 62)

I
Each can ñlI in this code to his own

the figurc there, the site (thehistory; rich or
cþmpartEent)
were an amorous
Now the
Topic is half coded,

(LDF 5)

for it. It is as if there

6gure was a site (toPos).

a'Topic be somewhat efnpty: a
(or projec-

þtive coded)-
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. I sawJulic fall ¡o dre ground and from where I nas sandine i
aÞout 70 prds distance in dre dark, I thoughr Chris rnigh; ihave kneed her in dre stomach-

My immediate d.roughr uas that he was saangling her wid.r
â rope.

I ra¡r back to dre car by which time Chris nas sirting on hcr
stomach.

(Mykyta 62-631

I rook rhc paper in to lrush. .yes. I know,'hc said..lc was
on thc ncws l¡sr night-'

'Why didn't you rell me?'
'You wcrc aslccp. And anyway chey don.r know..
I waited rill ninc o'clock, then rang the Missing persons

Burcau.'l jusr wantcd to remind you ch., my daughcer is srill
missing.'

Thc voice ac rhe orher end of rhe phone was ry. 
.Mrs

lv|r.t v,i. wc. ¡re very aw¡re thac your åaughrer is sffiissing.
Wc'vc had hcr file out. but rhis girl couìd nor be Julie. I.åsorry .'

I hung up, noc sure whecher ro be rclieved or noc- An enor-
mous weariness hune

inÞ'"i"";, r, #åT:'i,ä',l:*ï ï'ï::;ïîir;:::r* Ibe found only by accidenr. 
J

(Miller 63)

I insist, reject all f¡aining, repeat thc same actions;

by literature.

'.r1 AF
(LDF 177)

L

Yes, I r.¿as aÊaid:nd yes I '¡lalkd back or¡¡¿rds where I had
hands to my face,
"Plcase God, don't
over and ovrr and

;:äyi.g
'Ac Ê¡s;t t r¡¡as afraid ro morre bu¡ [ knew drar ineviably I

mu¡tt
Chris r¡as in rhe fronr sear.

krow but I did noc drink so. Julie was *ill fully dodred but
dead in a ctr on lq¡r in my narne.

- YS,- again I dro'¡e to Tn¡ro widr a füend who I not only
lovà bur rl¡ho uras my life.

(Miller 63)
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(N{iller 64)

,;\ r, l- ^lan

, 
-What obstrucB amorous writing is thc'illusion of expressivity: as a writer, or assuming mysclf to

be one, I contiuue to fool myself as to the eflects of lan-
guage: f do not know that the word "sufiering" expresscs
no sufiering and thaÇ consequeatly, to use it is not only to
corìñunicatc nothing but evcn, and iomediatety, to
arnoy, to irritate (not to meutiou the absurdity). Some-
one would have to teach me that one cannot write without
buryiog

.-þ1ck).r
"sincerity" (always the Orpheus myth: not to turn

(LDF e8)

I real the arricle quickly. 'Look whar he's done,' I said ro
Irush.'l said "Shc was a fasridious child", and he's wrirren
"She was a good girl".'He makes me sound like a prude.'

'Whar does it matrer whar we sound likc.' said Irush wearily.
'as long as ir does some good.'

(Nfykyta 68)

E

G.çar David
F¡icdrich

A romantic painting shows a heap o[ icy debris in a polar r ¡light; no man, no object inhabits this desolate space; but ¡

for this very reason, provided I am suftering an amorous
sadness, this void requires thar I ñiug myielf into it; I .,/ '
project myself there as a tiny figure, seated ou a block of ,/
ice, abandoned forever. "I'm cold," the lover says, ..let's ì. r'

go back"; but there is no road, no way, the boat is '-.... .

wrecked. There is a coldness particular to the lover, the
chilliness of the child (or of any young animal) thar ueeds ( Wf
EaterDal s'arnth. 

-J 
l";

(rDF l3s) tF

FltEDr¡cr¡: Thc Wreck ol thc -Hopc.,,
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_Ncxt d-¡y I go( a pnonc c¡ll trom Marlcne Kcnny. rhc morhcr
of onc of the othcr girls who wcrc missing.

'l'nr sorry co borhcr you,'she s¡id in a sofr. ncrvous voicc.
'but I jusr had ro ring. Vhat you said in thc papcr abour kccping
a phoco jusc to bc surc she rcally jíd cxisr . . . thrr's how I tccl-.
I've goc Tania's phoro nexr ro t$e bêd too.'

'Tania? Thac's srrange, my detghccr is callcd Tania roo, my
other dauehter, thar is.'

a

r ßyky,t" oll

The.following. nighr Ac Qrrlst
ounsclræ: at dre Jcrcrniah's suip dub

suggEÍ¡on $æ tound
j,rst off Rundle lvlall

dlinbng ôar since rridrer Joan norJoyce þd o¡er becn to a
saip it would girrc ürcrn a la"dl Ac 6rst it 'ras all girls
saipirg dren a guy cem€ outand saippd which really got
our girls one of dre
girh nzs to a dc¡elict
who loo world. We
smiled whe¡r Chris sid he had probably bean waiting ar dre
dær to be the firsr inside to çt d're bcst scat which É¡e
dcrelict did havc. By Ére ti¡nc wc lcft I had bcen drinking
hcavily and ncar or¡¡ fht I asked Jæn to srop her car. I
vomiæd in dre saeermodoningdlÂtI'd ualk home. But Chris
wouldn't leave me. I '¡¡as sick agin and qæ walked home
toged'rer.

',:,.'::::
:.1::.. :J-.

,,' t. ilr
' ¡'¡ ,.: rP
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Ne<r day uras Sunday and we sayed in thc flar plavine úe
records r¡¡e'd borrowed from r'on. .ts 'lookd 

", ölro
srerchcd our on the lor.urge floor so loppy and ar ease I
droqhc mate, how could you errcr hurt ànyone ler alone kjll
thcml 

(N{iller 64-6s)

€ I look for signs, but of what? rilhat is the objcct of

my ¡eading? Is it: an I loved (am I loved no longeç am l
still toved)? Is it my future that I am trying to rea4

deciphering in what is insctibed ¡[s anns¡¡1çeneut of what

will happen to me, according to a method wbich combines

paleography a¡rd m"nticism? fsn't it rather, all thingp con-

sidered that I remain srspeudcd on this question, whosc

aaswer I tiretessly seek iu the other's face: lllut am I
worth? $DFZI4)

--:"'::
He introduced himself and the cemera-men, greeting

n the
:rew,¡

I

I

we werc old friends, then tricd to reassure us while the orhc'rs

seß up the lighrs and the big foil umbrellas that were reflectors'

It was all so much easier than I would ever have expecred; we

could ignore the lighrs, and thc man crawling around on
floor dirccring the camcra from one to the otheç this man
a friend, genuinely concerned et our loss, and our reaction
ir. Ve spoke ahout the empciness of life when one member
a family is suddenly and inexplicably missing, we spoke of
sgeEch. of thc we felt ro

wa of our fears . .

try to kcep going, try fo often
I feel as if I am screaming inside, and no one can hear me.'

''We'll cut it therc,' he said. I looked up, and lhere were tears

in his eves.' (Mykyt" 70-71)
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Thc rcfrain in my hcad spccdcd up;suddenly I was aware of mysclf, standing thcre, looking downat a figurc on rhe floor. And rhis figurc wasscreaming-agrc¡r
cry of anguish rhat c¡mc from thc vcry roots of lifc. Slowly,I becamc awarc was mc: that I was scrcaming, and thar

thar¡ir
thcrÉI was standing thinking: 'Thac scrcam is wrirten inroGreek tragcd y. So, people do scrcam I ike thar,'in genrlc won-der. Thcn thc momcnt passcd, andJohn and ping were holdingme, and dragging me our of rhe sraffroom, ind I had my hands

forced inro my mouth ro srop rhat terrible noise..

(Mykyta 80-91)

Nov¡li¡

* fn rcality, ¡t is unir"'portant that I have no likeli- j

hood of beiag really ful6lled (I am quite willing for this to i

be the case). Only the will to
ible, before Dre. By this will
myself thc utopia of a subject
this subject already. This sub
in the sovereign Good is as i'sa¡c as to berieve in thc i

Sovercign Evil:

&
(Fulûllmcut Ecsas æ rbolitim ol ÍDhcltitanccs: '. . .
Joy has no necd of heirs'or of childrca-foy wants itsc[
wa¡ts ctcruiç thc repctitioa of the sane rhingp, wìaldts

ever¡hÍug to remafo eternally the sa¡!f,-" Thc f¡¡lñlled i
lover h¿s uo ueed to write, to transoit, to reproduce.) - ì

(rDF ss_s6)

Nictacbo
I

. Theday $s so¡f ¡¡gnt wnen rlæ pok Sylvia's body down
Ëre trac8 at I nrro, carrying hcr out, lcaving dre blenkct in úe
crr.

She uas noc bound: ar kzs;c, noc the¡r-
Perlraps shc hed Ér bAq.

I



E-
The amorous text (scarccly a tcxt at all) consists of littlc
uarcissistrs, psychological paltrincsscs; it is without
grandeur: or its grandcru (but who, socíally, is present to
ackaowledge it?) is to bc unable to reach any grandeur,
not even that of ..crì¡ss

materialisrn-" It is then the rinpos-
¡¡'åle momeat whcn þ ohccnc c-n Eally coi¡cide with
afrrmation, with ttiç/-zrncr, the limit of language (any
utterable obscenity as such can no longer bc the tast
gree of the obscene: uttering it, even through ihe wink of
figrre, I myself am alredy rcotpcrated, socialized).

--.*..:__ (LDF t7s) xÈ

'urho 
co,rtd bc dlc mæsincaba¡rd considcrae i.rso.,Ilrad iì

errer k¡ot*r¡- ' - --- :

. Qrcc he wcnt to Qreca E¡¡zabedr }iocpial for a phyjq¡ i
chcck-up and he FÍ rrc down as his ncrì of ¡d¡- 

- 
:. 

-

de.
on

rh

/ (tvfilt er 77-75)

deacl

-

thr
bac
she
not .

Con¡

As Narrative (Novel, passion), lovc is a story
.which is accomplished, in thc sacred sense of the word: it
'ts à progratn which must be completcd. For mg on tåe
contraty, rhis s¡sry has already taken place; for what is
event is exclusively the deligbt of which I have beeu the
objcct and whosc aftcreficcg I repeat (a¡d fail to

tr¡nrzcrc: TtnCsolVecæ¡. (LDF93_94)co

ancl wtret

7

f
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rr over ¡nd ovcr again. .Vhac

e who don'r know us. All rhis
ch-hiking . . . but wc weren'r

talk to reporrers for fear thar t
a wild and irresoonsiþ

I out, the publiciry.w¿

I nerable; any gaze, ñó
I blow.

--.-
(lvfyk¡a 9t-92)

(Mr¡kyta 96)

Thc search is long and rarely rcwarding.
It involves travclling far along rhe parh;
The parh ¡har leads from being ro self.
Thac is from che image ro the objcct-

Down thc deep and dark canyons of my mind.
Along the shallow pools of no purpose.
Up thc slope of knowledgc
Amounred since rime's beginning.
In thc brighr empry place is the soul of my body.
The cncrgy wirhin brings moods, sadness and confusion;
Ic acts without rcsrrainr.
And rhus I cxplatn mysclf.

(Mykyta 9a)

do rhe poeffy reading in the park now,
I think rhar should be quirc effecrive-,
,' I said. .She ¡nd Tania ofrcn wenr ro

's rhe advanragc ofliving in S¡ percrs:
ry, and so on, are like exrcnsions of

'Lec me read rhe poerry', bur I didn,c.

Vlcld

Deborah

'It should go ió air nexr Thursday; I hope yod Eänìiatch it..

ilii;t 
assumed thar now rhc nced uras pesr, thcy would not

(Mykyta 0s¡

7 6 ÞH'"''-'+r



coun¡c is thc whccl out of gear: langaage snowballs, with-
out any tactical thought of reality. I scck to harm mysclf, I
expel mysclf from my paradisc, busily provoking within

(¿DF 80)

A spccific force impels my language toward the
harm I may do to myself: thc motor system of my dis-

c '0

-=./

Io hcr book '1ds A Iãry Vey o Tn¡¡o" ro F'hich I
¡ef:ned i¡ thc p¡cfscÊ of AÈ boolc,'ùf¡!. AnDÈtvfsic
Mykya recf,bìrer dsca-d¡imi¡lg dr¡t in Corrr I d.qi.d callins
th.q' "rag¡'1 'Bud: s¡id rhe si.sc in the bæk "you could d
he fdt drat uaf'.

How unong-tr¡t ç'es only I loorr.
Mrs Mykya rcporr¡ drar onc wimess seid in cor¡n drar I

"forced" her h somc w:ry to luve inærcou¡sc widì Chris.
I recollcct the wimcss said "encouraged" but whc¡her

"errcourzged" or 'fortedt', neidrcr is correc¿
For me, Chris Worrell uas the best lookingguy you could

ever sce.
I dìinJ< ir was rhe same wirh so many girls.
Whe¡r hc dicd he was 23 years old.
Bur right up ed he could be no

older tha¡¡ iE,
If itrc'y h¡d of tre çunkiesr

young guys in drey reñrsc hirn?

- Thar is er¡e¡r forgeaing his abiüry to somchow compel
thcm.

He was so atracdrre to thern-
[n my wildcst dreams I could not imâgine any "forcc" or

"encourägcrncrrC' bcing reqritid by, or for, Chris Worrell rc
get his 'ray widr mæt girls.

As Chris would have said "No way."
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(Nfiller 80)

When I look ¿t the poetry f was writing then, I feel rhar

,- -l was going insane.
I I was obsessed with imagcs of decay; I could nor ear: the

smell of meat sickcned me; it was like eating my daughrer's
body; and even vegetables scemed to be rortcn in my mouth.
I tried to block our the world with alcohol and Valium and
romantic novcls whcie everything always ends happily; but thc
world crepr back. and I lay awake for long hours in the night;,- . awake or asleep, I exisced in a nightmarc.

(lvfykyta 86¡

I
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doesn't happen urder belongs in sleazy
newspapers, so wec sunday afternoon.
My mìnd was ns. and disLclief..

(Mykyta 103)

The s t ory of horv
becane
make s

e nbroj-l e

'soD

with rvh.ich
i¡to thei-¡

'trv5.lighl ?,ote'
reporters...lut
e.II rvho have r
ra¡d.om reigl
coulô be rele

te's
MilIer, inarr
nost horrific

this
smalI

p¡ar e:rt t o
otaIIf,
MiIIer

allorì/

Jau.e s
i¡ the

ViI aE t Lme
nur

only allowed
it concealed.

chillirlg r d.5-ng. I the Eo¡e chilling because
of Sam'sce! :-o d.eath takes place using ou¡

city a.S a baekd.ro¡r . re¡t s rviII b e shocked. by the eas e
this pair Ieiued. to have ch¡.¡med. young lvome¡
car - s,t J, a¡è d.ay- f or a oEe u,ay trip t o

Tru¡o. . .MitIer's rra' rat ive akes the read.er through a

o d.ee.tb perpetrat llorrelL end.
t eè any ðay if young \roE.e! a¡d. Il'e¡

thenselves to becone targets.

îb.e Éevvs Narch L2 19 84 !. 27

Larer wc wenr our to do our shopping, and walked 
".ourrilNorwood in a kind of d¿ze. I don'r know where Marko was:

I think thar che mother of one of his friends ar school had come
co get him. Irush and I did noc speak; we jusr held hands and
walked very close ro each ocher. In the afrernoon we wenr ro
bed, and made love wirh quiet dcsperarion. Ir seemed wrong
and biner thac we were alive endJulie was dcad, had been dead
for so long. I rhoughr of her body,'curlcd up under â rr€c', ¡
and wondered whac had happened ro her beforc shc reachcd /
thac state of peacc. It is a long way to Truro. )

I read the newspaper reporr, especially Perer's accounr of rhe-
finding ofher body, over and over again. k was the only realiry.

- - .L^-. -^.- .- -L.
(Mykyta 10s)

\

d. the Ea¡¡uscr

- Somchow I walked through the days ¿t school, smiling,
working, staring into space if I allowed my concentration to
lapse. I tried to avoid talking ro people, becausc I felt thac ir
would be wrong to expose rhese people to the intensity of my
feeling , as ifl had some loathsome disease, and was
amon

veneer to k

of the city k¡orr¡ t o police a
t e s ingle u.E¿er curÌ eI1t

that t

d.s?d'- "-t (Mykyta 108)

¡¡

?

t
.1

at me! My child wai murdered. Throw your filth ar me.'Ofren,
it all seemed so unreal that I could not believe that I had ever
had a child, let ¿lone ¿llowed her ro dic- Mostly I just wanted
to be dead, though never wirh the same certainry of achieving
it as on that dark night when Connie ¡nd Vicki were found-.
The essc¡rcê of rriy being was.simply nor presenr in thc shell
that walked and t¿lkcd and had i!.tçupr of tea;.it ranged out
in loirely paddocks where grim-faieå men conrinued their
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My dcar M¡rlcne [l wroce]'

I havejust leernt that your daughter, Tania, has been found'

and I iantcd to lct you know that I am thinking of you and

your familY.
Both or,t. btigh,, bcautiful girls! Is it any consolation to

know that o¡r iqirh in them is now jusrified' that they did

nor run aryíy frorn us? Noc yer, I rhink, but it will be
someday.

MY love to You tll' 
Ar,rr.-rrri.

Next to rhe report on the search \Aras an arricle headlined:
voRRELL vAs 'KIND. GENTLE'. A girl who had been a friend of
Worrell's for many years said: 'Vith me, he was a really genrle,
warm, happy-go-lucky, sensirive person. He had a loc of
friends, male and female. He was ourgoing ¿nd madc friends
easilY" 

(Mykyta 1to-111) -
I

V¡ronlc¡

- ._-n A,o"y-ãr'or_f
lnænclcÉl to show movies toremployees in which næ,¡,c¡enorinæresred- I

On Tuesday, rhc body of Deborah Lemb was found in a
wood and cormgated-iron 'tomb'. The hands ¡nd feet were
bound wirh rhin, nylon rope, and a pair of pantyhosc was
st¡etched tighrly ar leasr six rimes around the jiw.

Of all the seven bodies found in rhc Truro invesrigacion
none has shown as srarkly indicarions of che violenie ap-
parendy used on the vicrims . . -

(Jnder rhe skeleron police found a small yellow plastic
badge, showing nro kissing children wirhin a hearc. Ii bore
¡he words: 'God's only law is love' . . .

çl

i1

'rt

al-

(Mykyta 111)
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Bnr¡o
B€ttr¡h.iñ

,odro¡oEr

lF

e and it r¡as not until drcy trad
did I discover drat DebbË roo

\ü?hy, I kepr asking myself, why, and udry and wåy?

(ìr,filler E8)

l.w.

.? The amorous catasEophe may be close to \ilhar
has been called, in the psychotic domain, aD, ä,temc
situatíon, "a sitr¡ation experienced by the subject as ir-
rcmediably bor¡¡d to destroy hin"; the image is drawu

¡!Î¡8utrrx: Thc Empty Fo¡tns.

f¡om what occr¡tred at Dachau Is it not indeccnt to co¡n-
pare the situation of a lovc-sick subject to that of an i¡-
matc of Dachau? C¡¡ oue of the Eost uniñaginabte in-
suls of History be compared with a tivia[ childish,
sophisticated, obscure i¡cident ocorning to a comfortable
subject who is merely the victim of his owu Image-repcr-
toire? Yet thesc two situatioas have this in com.mou: tåey
are, literally, panic situations: situatious without r+
maindcr, without retur¡: I have projectcd nysctf into the
other witË such power that whea I ¡n without the other I
calaot recovcr Eyself, rcgain mysclf: I am losÇ forever.

t rc cln pl¡y on cV-."...#::ïiJü1x,3.

9 June

\_ _. ycar. I find rhis very hard to bear.

tnræs likg ü,: t\ ot mU-Ye
t -L^-.tJ -l-- L---L---

B 0 FE^ "-'

My daughcer's voice is calling from rhe grave - excepc,
of course, thac she has no grave, and may nor have ior
monchs.'We have been told thas rhere is no quesrion of a
funeral undl afcer rhe trial, which will be some rime next

greve - ex
and may noc havr
¡cre ¡s no quesrion
vill be some rimc

-t

(LDF 48-49)

çr,ty!¡a rtg) i
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And this too is my deughcer,
rhis wirhered thing
that lay beneerh rhc trec
and the dissector's knife,
hcr sccrcts probcd,
hcr innóc.eár life rcvealed
as merel$ inrfocenc.

I will nôíhave hard-handcd men
disturb thosc bones again.

'Hard-handcd men . . . hard-hearred men . . .', my mind
was full of anger, and black wings of thoughr rhat dipped and
lurched across my vision, obscuring the world. My heåà roared

,

wich sound¿'

The siren jerkcd me b
st¡fïioom. n

look terriblc.' I
'...andhes¿id"
'Well, so it is,'

I didn't think d bor
'The she's b

does her any lr
night I rang my r

,c-jhJé!lE-&*l

(lvfykyta 133)

puts lt. .e,
¡trcu! a¡rv.
b his mÂi;

. ÞU"d, dcath through road accl.
dcDLs. death tl¡Ìough old age. . ..'

\Ã/or¡ell
sLsed ¡bou
etou vtth
hl¡¡t

a

'l won'r be ¿t school romorrow,'l told my sn¡denrs. .I'm going
co my daughrer's wedding.' They looked as me blankfyl.f,ri
sorry, I mcan I'm going to her funeral.'

k was a misrake I made often, in thoughr and conversarion.
There were similariries, bur this *.s . poo. parody of thejoyous
occ¡sion her wedding would have been. ih. flo*.., ie'col_ :

lccted from the suburban florist in the early morning had no ;

ribbons or decorations; the morher of the'bride'wo-re brack,.. ,

(,4duertiser N{arci t21994 p.Z)

(Mykyta 133)

MyKyTA: THE RELAT¡VES and FRTENDS of the late ¡ulrET HELEN
MyKyr¿t are adviscd that her Funeral service will bc hcld on
Friday 20July, at 9.30 e.m. Thgfamily wishcs to establish
a memorial scholarship for giftål children, and friends ere
invited to contribute to this. Thosè who wish ro send flowers
are askcd to send only posies of violets.

(Mykyta 128)
Pa I 1 ÞT^''' '
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. --. I found ot¡t dr¡t Chrir rryould bc budd
at 2 p:n- Vc lcamcd æcdy.whcre drc gra'æ uns srd widr

ueasr¡red.

and Debbie t¡¡ould sdll be alive if I t¡ad not elked drem into
day aftcr as we

thcphotograph
with É¡e din óat would soon cover Ct'sis ntaldng sr¡re drat it
urould not be visiblc from above when drery lorvced his cofñn
to his final resdng place.

Wirå my arm in tre sling I'ras havtng difñorlry dimbing
out of Érc gnræ and from nearby Amdia called on a couple of
lads to come and asslst me-

---

(Ivfilier 9o)

4-

All lovers young, all lovers musr
Consign to thee, and come ro dusc

No exorciser harm thee!
Nor no wirchcrafr charm thee!
Ghost unlaid forbear thee!
Nothing ill come neer thec!

Quiet consummacion have!
And renowned be thy grave!

to 50me

risks is

(Myk'¡ta 13Ç137)

noces on a piece of paper, but with a blind look he rhrust rhe
paper in his pocket, and with his eycs rurned down inco rhe
grave spoke of his fcelings for the firsr time. He had nor becn
able to carry rhe coffin, he said, for as he lifted ir, he fek the
weight of a lirdc girl on his shoulders arJohn Marrin.s Pageanr
Thar was the weighr he wanred !o remember And he spoke
of the pain, rhe selfldoubr, rhe questioning of the years wc had
Jusr sPcnt. No one can blame us as much as we blame oursetves,
hc said. I do
kepc our child

not know how, but we should have

do noc want to stifle our

I

chem to be loving and trusring; bur now,
is not to be trusred, and we were wrong

Finally, he said, the death of children is
bear, becausc we bury noc only them, we

(Mykyta 137)

.t' (Adaertis¿rMarcÏ 177994 P'2)

82ryr1'l-:
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¡( a: g v/hat any lover cannot
Fnnçoi¡

W¡b¡ gntnt without laceration, is to sacriñce a little of his

Image-repertoire, and to Íulsure thereby, through his lan-

guage, the assumption of a little rcality. All I might pro-

duce, at best, is a writing of thc Image'repcrtoirc; and for

pr Nço¡:¡ w¡r¡¡.: 'No gnc ri:cr to tir' to it

" Uiuã"t h¡r io¡c-i$crtoirq ¡¡d ¡t ù¡n3
in l¡n¡uræ i¡ com4¡ìacd o fi¡nctioo

that I would have to renourcr thc Imagc-rcpertoire of
writing-would have to let myself be subjugated by my
language, submit to the injustices (thc insuls) it will not
fail to inflict upon the double Imagc of the lover a¡d of his

(LDF 9*e9)

¡

Ii
tt
ù
a1

g

¡ä As I told Anìelia, I rcally bcli6/Ed drar for hÈ sekc if nor
minc hc v¡as bctrr sff,1a,1.T' (N.tiller 99)

To you boch,
We would like to cxPress our deepest sympathy during

your time of great sorrow. As parents, your agony has bee.n

í.ry -rr.h on o,t. minds ever since we heard of Julie's
disappearance.

It'ii so very hard co know jusr what to s¿y ¡t ¿ timc like

this but we really feel glad thatJulie has been found and you

can now go ahe"d wirh your lives knowing that she is safe

from any furrher harm-
We pray thar rime.witl heal your grief and sorrow'

(MYkt'ta 140)

88Ét' ?oì

l
I
I

I

ì r_f

(¿DF 101)
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"rù(/orrell, Christopher Robin.

Chris, willalurap be
remembered by me, mare.
What comes afur deadr I can

FIoæ, as I päy tt. mecr again." ;

Ufè ødrour him was likc an ernpty ssr. 
ì

(lvfilier 100-i01) r
I

Í
.!d4

To k¡ow that oue does not write for the other, to

k¡ow that thcsc things I a.or going to write will never cause

me to be loved by the one I lovc (thc othcr), to know that

writing compcnsatæ for nothing, sublimates nothing, that

it is preciscty there where you üe not-this is thc beein-

ning of vniting. (LDF 100)

Silenr now is Julier,
her bubbling sPeech,

her relícence

and aII her new won knoutledge

spilled.
Sílent now, our Juliet -
AII her earlY Promisc,
nilled.

(Mykyta 1s5-156)

:.

!,
ii

l¡
L

l:
t!
lt
lr

Te.rt of bliss: the text that imposes a state of loss, the text
that discomforts (perhaps to the point of a cerrain
boredom), unsettles the reader's historical, cultural, psy-
chological assumptions, the consistency of his tastes,

values, memories, þrings to a crisis his relation with
language. eT 74)

man ivho caused her death. I had dccidcd to attend, panly out
of a fceling that I had to face the wholc issue, and look; as it
wcrc, on the face ofDcath himself, and partly because my mind
was so full of the matter that I might as well be there and hear

the mlth, rather than stay away and build it up in my imegi-
could be worse than ferys,I thought.I

(Mykyta 19_0:161.)
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I thoughr of my daughrer. her gry. cour¡geous m¡nncr. hcr
scnsirivity. her silences, her streak of stubborrurc.ss. and I
chought: 'Did you seek our your own dcerh? Did you go will-
ingly into rhat car, as Millcr says you did? Did you submir to

bcing tied up as if it were a game? Vere you surpriscd by death,

at the last moment?' But I could only see a lirtle girl who kcpt
on trying until she masrercd cach aspect of the physical world,
who could climb our of her cot when Tania was still trapped

insidé hers, who fell a dozen times but sdll got up and tried

again, who could ride a bike bcfore Tania could, whose knees

were always scarred and bloody. And I thoughr of my grown
girl, tied, in the back sear of a car speeding through the night,
and I saw her face set, and her cyes bright with unshed tears,

her body tense so that they would not know how frightencd
she was . . . lc is a long way lo Truro-

(ì,fykyta 169-17 0).

{,
___ __-\_ ,,-_!.-r^^- i ' '-) .

L Whence, perhaps-. a means o[ evaluating the rvorks of
our modernity: their value would proceed lrom rheir
duplicity. By which it must be understood that rhe,v always
have trvo edses. The subversive edge may seem privileged
because it is the edse o[ violence; but it is not violence
rvhich affects pleasure, nor is it destruction which interests
it; what pleasure wants is the site of a loss, the seam, the
cut, the deflation, the disso[ve which seizes the subject in
the midst of, bliss

: ill. (PT 7)

vÅY]

'Whar was her full name?' she asked.
I told hcr, and she wro(e it down on a piecc of papcr:

JULIET HELEN MYKYT,{

(N{-vkyta 170)

This is not something unfortunate that happcned rwo years

ago; this is something that could happen tonight, tomo¡row

- fo you.
Every time you go out elone at night you ¿re at risk.
Evcry time you get into a sranger's cer, you put your life

in his hands.

- I don't want you to be hun, or frightened for one moment.
' Eu.ry timè f hcar of a girl raped or injured, my daughter

dies in my heart again.
ButJulic is not just a part of my life . . . she is also a part

,t '.

Jr
;-¡. i
âllri¡

f'
¡lr

F

t
of yours... 

..

85
(Mykyta 71T11'4)
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I lay on rhc bed and rcad che book I had boughc, running I

my hend down my own body as I read the c¡se hisrorics. t h¡d
heen comforring mysclf wirh the theory thar my m¡sery must

habits I had developed, bur
I wenc down to rhe bathroom
date and my weighc on rhe
ir:3.12-79 - 14,2.1 felt sick

(M¡'k¡a tZS¡

'And whar of me?' I
on che paper.

'Ah,'said rhe woman,
always lack confidence.'

asked suddenly, anct wrore my nãme

'you have no six in your tifc: you will

(lvfi'kyta 171)

*

II ¡

(lvlykyta 175) <a

As I worked, I planned rhis book, which I -
rcferred to as the-,¡føIid Jttumal - l saw ir as thc map of a journcy,
which I had by some miraclc survivcd; I hoped char my accounr
of rhe journey mighr hclp somconc elsc.

The Jounal was Val's idea- I had been ro see her and com_
plained thar I felt really weighed down by the pressure of rrying
to fund che scholarship rhac we wanced es ¿ mimoriat forlu[eì

'I almosr wish I'd never decided to do ir.'
'Why don't you write a book?'
'I couldn'r concenrrare on a book. Besides, The Witch was

n¡rned down by Angus and Roberrson.'
'I don't mean that kind of book. Here, I want you to read

this.'
She gave me e copy oî LíJeIínes, by Lynnc Caine, rhe woman

who wrote Widou after her hr¡sband died-
Next day, I rang her.
'I see what you mean. I rhink I could do that.'
I wcnt into rhe dining-room - rhe room with the dark brown

walls which had becn Juliet's - and began to wrire-

î
?

I

I

(Mykyta 179-t9o)- -. 
,Ll1r,ry;*86"-J



the te,rt ¡s made in such a way that ,¡anecnd: drawn trom texts anrl from beings who are loyctl r is wrirrcn so thar (always)al one nìontcnt o r ano¡hcr and providcd only thar hc agrccs to rcad it, the'am¡r-rous" rca<Jer wíll fall upon a signifi e r, an interlude, ¡t turn of thoughnharhinr. And rhat is all the essay ist seeks: the essay .floats," 
as Barthes says; rt turns

plc'ases

ccu.sclessly, waitinr' for Jhe r.eadcr to 'fall'.: scducccll

-...-..-rr_æt.

â (Bensmala 69) i
:l

Chrísto¡
cenûed arti¡ude ccvers depe

aI

Later, in his unsworn srâßemenr, Miller said thar Julie hadsaid, 'yóu ain'c for rcal,' and this was a headline in rhe N'er¿sAnd my family. who had acccprcd rha¡ she had been rapcd,
assaulred and murdcrcd, drew a collecrive line. .The men tsobviously lying,' snapped my morher viciousl y, Julier would
never say "ain'r".' She wouldn.r have, eiiher. bur ic is funnyto see, in each case, rhe onc de¡ail , ofren quire
the mind fixes as being too horrible ro bear rhJudy, ir was

¡ the reporr rhar Alan's face had been gna y rats. i

(Mykyta 191)

mc
an

rut
ial

From my diary: 13 February 1980
I fecl very ill today. I woke up just afrer 5 a_m. and wan_

dered abour waiting for the paper to arrive. I feel so wrenched
out of my normal frame of exisrence thar I had to check my
reality. I wanted ro read the report of yesrerday's hearing,
even though I had been rhere, and even rhough nothing can
really bc said in the paper. But there ir was: Mrs Anne-Marie
Mykyca, in black shirr over cre?m slacks, sar in the body of
tlre court . erc- So I am real; and ali this is real . . .

- s.õ¡ ¡¡E 5 ¡J:¡Cêltt
ùre s€rvlce_

thlnk that
cockv. se[.

''"',ii F-tr!
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So ic was over. and I felt only a greal sedness. ,

-.. (tr,f1*1ta199)

ti
.!

e. lvfy work
there is only
: language:
e chosen lan--

course, to detest ar the same time: altogether
mistrusting it; but my methods of approach, de-
eing zrpressed all around me an¿l wlnt e.rerciset!

is panicular fascinations on me, coultl change, thar is to say: to rry
one's hand at something [s?ssa.r'erl, to please, thar is to tr"ntforrn ón.-
self, to abandon oneself: ir is as if one always loved rhe s¡¡me person.
b_ut kept trying out new erorics wirh rhat person. (-Responses.i inTrl
Quel 47, lû\

(Barthes quoted in Bensmara 82)

tust- -Tñ-ê røt CluË'øctääl'úãÀ a happi go luiky,'äy coiric,
friendly, coruidctarc, sinccre, an urtcrly appcaling humane
and bcaudful young ma¡r who any peren( would bc proud to
tïïåf[oud 

ro'h.r. him as rn, dc¡res. fric¡rd.
Soren years aftcr his deadr I 6nd ú¡ar I srill love him.

-_\

I lleiic for Tn¡ro should bc poinæd at :rny onev
Ëaidcr¡lâr pcrson thcn I fcd it shor¡ld be poinæd ac me.

Chris had no concol over his mæds and I lq¡a¡, drar he

book, and I have learned that the hum¿n spirit can sun¡ive
anYthing ,as togg "r people.will admir that !çjs happctu¡lg

If I have hurt anyone, I am sorry. I have tried ro tell thc
rruth, but it can only be the truth as I saw it.

'But it wasn't like rhar,' you may say in proresr. And I can
only answer: 'Well, ir was for me.'

And you: if you are a parent, or a child, if you have loved,
if you have looked ar Death, or fearcd his shadow, if you have
wept in the night for the one who does nor comc, rhen hear
mc. For I spcak to you

la

I

1-.ì;ì
m¡¡st have had a scriorx Þ'roblc¡¡r and I should have done
something posirive about ir ro.hclp hj¡n afler the Êrsr mu¡de:
and I do not mein by hclping him to dlspcc of the body.
Somehow I should have madc sr¡¡e rhar drc pcr=on I loved
more tlnn ¡rnyone etse reccived medical acenrion. but I did
notthr:s I 1nuS, aclal_FllL _ \

r , (ìvliller 164)
L'

I have, indeed, found . -."rrrri of peace in wricing this E - --.-

I
I

Ii
t
.¡
ll
¿

I
(Mykyta 200-201)
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REFORMING THE BOY - transcripr

Joumalist I went aboard the hulk at nighÇ 2.30 pm. qr the 29th of September.

Dead calm. Reported myself to acting superintendent at the gûgway. Stated that
I wished to take evidence respecting the condition of the vessel, as I was

apprehensive as to her seaworthjness during the equinoctial gales. Visited boys

who were then engaged between decks reading, drawing, playing draughts.
Perfect order was being maintained. (Commission 2g0)

cavan Manager: This is where they arrive. It's called a ,sally port,. It,s a

medieval term. Somebody told me it's about ships, ports that ships sally forth
and into from. Anyway, a car drives in, the boyt dropped off, and then they,re
brought through into a unit.

simon Robb: can you tell us something (a bit) about your background and how it is
that you came to be here?

Boy 3: When I first started doing crime?

Robb: Yeah.

Boy 3: I first started doing crime when I was about 14,Ls.And the first thing I done
was a house break. Done that and I stopped doing crime for a while, and then I
started mixing with some f¡iends and they started like stealing cars and that. Just
asking me to steal cars and that. yeah I just started from there.

Robb: what was happening when...did you get caught doing any of these crimes?

Boy 3: Yeah the first housebreak I done I got caught. They came home, and yeah.
Then I didn't get caught for a while and then I just got caught for a few cars.

Boy 4:. There was no pulpose to us being in there at all. I mean the only thing that
most kids in there wanted to do was just keep cn escaping. you lanow, get their
freedom bacþ because half of them were in there for the same reason as me. And
being placed in there makes you feel like you,re the one that,s done something
wron& not the parents.

Journalist Passing ove¡ the great bed of silt, which had been placed amidships as

ballast, I proceeded to a spot indicated by the superintendent qr the bluff of the
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starboard bow. Examined the place. Water was running in as fast as it would from

a two-inch tap. A sensational discovery. Mr. Thompson took out his knife to try
the soundness of the timbers. The blade went straight through the wood showing

it to be thoroughly rotten. Nearer amidships found two more leaks th¡ough which
water trickled into the hold. As the vessel rolled and lurched the timbers creaked

dolefully. with the water trickling through the leaks, the situation seemed

rather dismal. (Adelaide Obseraer 24May L88a p.7)

Manager: This is the school. This is the library. The school is run by the Education

Department. They employ the teachers, they send the teachers here, and the

school goes every day, as a normal school does with school lessons.

Education office¡: ok so you're a bad lot. You're here for stealing. Perhaps you've

only been stealing because you're terribly terribly poor. Some of you boys we're

going to move on. we're going to send you to a ship. Have you ever heard the

expression'hulk'? Ok, it's an old English expressi . What hulks were, were

prisons, floating prisons. They were ships that were tumed into prisons. This was

an old idea. This was another one of the culfure, the value, the attitudes that the
first migrants had brought over: 'let's put them cn this ship'. It used to be a

quarantine ship, out at Largs Bay. Well, they sent, oh, fifty boys at a time could

be housed in this ship. And they went in age f¡om 8 to 16.

Boy 5: They want to go arrest people, you know, lock 'em up, and they,re not going

to teach them anything. All you're going to leam is how to be more of a criminal -
better ways to do things. It's ridiculous. I think they shouldn't go and put all these

people in this gaol, you're paFng thousands tax payers dollars per person. It's
ridiculous, why not with all that money they spend throwing people in gaol try
and find out the problem and fix it. It's stupid just to druck someone...it's like a

bad dog, he keeps urinating on your carpet so you are just going to chuck him in the
room and lock him up? That's going to teach him not to u¡inate qr the carpet? you

got to get to the source and you got to find out - well he's doing it because of this
and he doesn't know a¡rd I've got to teach him. That's one thing the govemment's

not willing to do. They just want to make you invisible by throwi.g you behind a

wall.

Schoolchild: If you were poor a poor family you wouldn't be free at all would you?

Education Officer: No. I think that is really understanding the essence of this
problem. Poverty deprives you of your freedom
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Boy 5: I remember one time, all we wanted was little cubes for the toilet, becawe

they stunk. obviously they got washed every day but they still stunk, because ne
one's got any self pride or anything - just piss or the üough.instead of the floor.
They wouldn't even give r:s them, because, they said people were eating them. I
actually asked them, I said 'you mean people actually take it out of the trough

and eat it'? and they said 'yeah'. we didn't even have toilet seats. when I went

to school that's when I went to the toilet because they had the cleanest facilities
in the place.

Journalist on Tuesday the lads were told the next day would be a public holiday,
and they would be free to errjoy themselves. The reasorìs why special honour was

to be paid to the day was impressed upon their minds, and they went to bed tired
with their work, and anticipating a pleasant hotiday. But at 6.30 am. they had
to go to the pumps, and they were hard at it until L1.15 pm. At 3 o'clock they had
to man the pumps again, and were busy at it dll 5.30. Before going to bed they had
to take another tum at the pumps. Thw they spent their special day (Ad.elaide

Obseraer 24May 788a p.7)

Boy 4: The only thing I think anyone in there would have dreamed of was getting

back on the outside world, having your freedom, being able to p to school like a

normal persorL hang out with your friends, see who you wanted, within reasory

and just get or with your life and show everyone else that you are not a loser.

Because that's pretty mudr how the workers treated you in there, as if you were

like a lose¡. You're nothing, we're he¡e to control you, you do as we say, and you,ll
get somewhere.

Manager: Do you want to look at the control room? That's basicatly a control room,

we'll go through here. All the electronic systems come home here to roost. So

Yartzek over there...staff carry alarms. If a personal alarm goes off we lqow
where it is. Yartzek can monitor the perimeter of the grounds. You noticed there
weren't any walls or bars or fences. we monitor things...electronically. At night
there's an electronic beam set up around the place. Not so that we know what boys

escape/ but mainly to know if anybody's trying to come in. I4/hat else is there?

Yartzek: The Home Detention system.

Manager: The Home Detention system is monitored here from five in the evening

to nine in the moming, through the night and or the weekend, when the Home

Detention officers are...the records of all the use of the electronic systems is
recorded in there... so, it's just a control room.
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Robb: Good.

Robb: Canwe p down now to the area whe¡e the documenb-relating to the hulk
Fitzjames are kept?

State Records Archivist: Certainly.

Robb: Good.

Archivist: ordinarily the volume lives just up there, on the top shelf. It share its
quarters with a lot of Lands Deparhent indexes, and funnily mough, a lunatic
asylum, box of lunatic asylum records.

Robb: Ok so can you describe the document that we have here?

Archivist: we've got here t}:re Register of Ad.missions to the Reformatory hulk
Fitzjames. It's a volume about th¡ee centimetres thick, by about forty centimetres

long. It's a hand-written volume. First entry in the book is for Alfred Stokes, age

ten. He's described as a native aboriginal. Late place of residence is given as the
far north. His parents are given as dead. He was sentenced to the Reformatory

hulk until he achieved the age of 1.6 for being found unlawfully wondering about,

having rp home or settled place of abode. Thereupon he was apprenticed to Mr.
Robert Best of...Normanville.

Mother 1: Since my sorfs discharge from the hutk he has conducted himself very
well indeed, and is sincerely sorry for the cause that obliged to be an inmate

of that institution. For two years he has been apprenticed to the carpentering and

joining business and is applying himself steadily and dutifully.

Mother 2: I have mudr pleasure in informing you that the determined discipline
he was subjected to during his confinement an the hulk had the desired effect cn

my son. From what he told me himself,I cannot term it strict and harsh discipline,

as a great many people believe that it is. He spoke well of the treatment he
received at the hands of the officers, and the jolly times all the boys who

conducted themselves properly had.

Mother 3: Charles has behaved himself very well up to the present time, and he
will never forget your kindness, and the kindness of others.

It was his first offence, and I think, by the way he is going oru it will be the last.

Mother 4: My scn is a real good boy, and working hard every day. (commission

xxii)

Manager: What I would like for boys when they leave here is to understand that
they do have options, and that they can think for themselves. To understand that
the ways that they've been thinking and acting in the past have meant that
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they've ended up in lock-up. And if they don't want to come back to lock-up then
they're going to have to make some decisions about thinking and acting
differently when they get back out there. we're about providing the care,

correction and guidance that will let them live in the community safely and

responsibly. We really are about that.

Joumalish Night-watch ør board. Being kept by two old mm from the Destitute
Asylum. They attend in tum to the ship's light. Note conc€rìs raised regards

paupers employed for training of children. The lads could be contaminated by
pauperising influences. For example: the oid man from the Asylutn, who left the
hulk, had been notorious at Po¡t Adelaide fo¡ his immorality. Again, the same

want of care was evident in the selection of a petty officer who had been

prosecuted for rape, and who was living an openly immoral life. (Commission

LXXr)

Boy 5: You wake up in the middle of the night and you got to harass someone,

literally harass them just to let you out to go to the toilet, you know, and when you

go to the toilet they follow you to the toilet. Do you count that as privacy? people

are walking past your room, they're checking to see if you are committing suicide

or trying something - shjne the torch inside the room to see what you are doing -
someone might want to flog it or something, and ttrey can't do that every that,s not

privacy.

Manager: we can tum the c¿uneras on if we're worried about aboy, and we do that
when we're worried about a boy, we don't have them operating all the time, so

the boy's know when the cameras are on in the camera room, they know why their
in there, they know why the c¿uneras are on- It's usually if they,re trFng to hurt
themselves, those sort of reasons. They've all got their or,rm roonìs. we don,t ever

double them up, they're always in their or,!n roonìs. you had a question about

sexuality...it's not a problem here, because they have their own roonìs, they,re
never asked to share. The Royal Commission into Aboriginal deatfu in custody,

recommended that Aboriginal boys have access to each other if they want to, and

this is a room that joirs into another room...a door. Boys are checked at night,
through the night to see that they're ok. so that's the room. The boy,s like them,
they painted them themselves. They've all got a window with a view. Let,s p
through here this is the living aÌea...
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Boy 5: Yeah well I'm a person r go crazy if I don t have my freedom and that was

what it was like - I was starting to go crazy - that's what I was thinking about

all the time. You look outside your window during the night, ánd you see the stars

and you tlúnk 'I wish I was out there' you know, 'not in here.'

Joumalist A¡e there lads on the hulk who committed the offence for which they
are committed with the tacit consent if not the actual irstigation of the parents?

Mother 3: There were two lads living near Port Adelaide who I heard of where

the father and mother brought them once or twice to the Department with the
desire to get them sent to the hulk. They were told that because the lads had

committed no crime, they could not be sent there. A short time afterwards the lads

werebroughtup for stealing. The magistrate refused to commit them to the hulk
and ordered them to be whipped. And then a second time they were brought up for

stealing something that was no use to them, simply bits broken timber fittings
from an old immigrant ship. That's when they both got sent to the hulk. For

things they had stolen which were perfectly valueless to young children.

Joumalist Then the inference you draw is that the mother and father, for the

sake of being relieved f¡om the cost of the children, indeed for getting them m
board the hulk, induced them to commit the crime?

Mother 3: I think they either allowed them, or else told them to do it, yes.

(Commission 101)

Joumalist Do you think the term 'hulk', as applied to a reformatory instifutiory

carries with it a wrne that is associated with deep criminality and perhaps

calculated to carry an injury to its inmates?

Mother 3: I do not lnow that there is a good name for such a place.

Manager: Boys are over-represented in goal by ten-to-one compared to girls.

Hugely over-represented. we're really hard on our boys I think. what is natural

behaviour in boys is often seen as threatening or scary and we funrp or boys for it.
we make assumptions about boys that they're doing something wrong, when

really, you lnow, they're hanæng around, flexing their muscle. Why is it that
we're so hard cn adolescent males? They are not - especially at the age that
we've got them, at the age of 16 or so - they are generally not as destructive as we

believe they are. we believe that they're a hell of a lot worse than they really
are. br fact, you've read the reports, the victims of violence are usually yortrrg

males. They're more likely to be victims than perpetrators.
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Robb: Do you think there was ever a time in your life when you had the chance to
sort of like not go the way that you went?

Boy 3: oh yeah I've had heaps of chances. I just keep coming back to crime.
Robb: What is it about crime that's attractive do you think?

Boy 3: It's just fun. Easy to get away with. you can do it whenever you want. It,s
always there. If you want to do something you can always do it.

Robb: so this place isn't really doing much for you...in terms of...I guess I mean this
place is trying to tell you...trying to tum you into someone who doesn,t want to do

crime. Now how successful do you think üÌis place is in doing that?

Boy 3: I don't want to do crime when I get out. I don't want to come back. some

peoplels'posedon'twanttodocrime when they get out, some do. Just depends. If
you've got a long Do [Detention order] you've got time to think about it. Just
ftink. Could be on the outside going to parties and shit like that.

Mother 6: During our lad's incarceration in the hulk much difficulty was put in the

way of his seeing us. At the hutk we were told that he could not be seen without an

order; at the office of the Deparfrnent that no order was necessary; when we made

a joumey to the hulk we were not allowed to see him for want of an ord.er, and
when an order was given it was most limited. And further, when the boy had
served little more than half his term, it was determined that he should be

apprenticed, this being done without any inquiry as to our character or wishes. Mr.
Humby, my husband, and the boy's father, hearing what was intended, and
lcrowing the effect would be to keep our scnr from our home for 6 years longer,

determined to appeal to Mr. Reed, the superintendent. He met him cn the North
Terrace yonder, and he said'I want an inten¡iew with you.' 'what is it?, he said.
'Iu¡rderstandyouare goingto remove my boy from the hulk. will you kindly tell
me where you are going to put him?' 'No, he says. ,Well,, says my husband , ,I am
his father and I want to know', and Mr Reed says 'I cannot help it., And that was

it. Our son was taken to the Yorke Peninsula where he was to be apprenticed fo¡ 6

years. In a salt mine. (Conmission CÍ{)

Manager: This is called a'cabin', we call them 'cabins.' It's monitored. If a boy is
out of control, if he's not able to control his behaviour, if he,s fighting then they
comein here until they can cool down and control themselves. when they,ve got

the ability to say 'yeah I can æ into my bedroom, it's ok I'm alright now,, then
they go. The use of this cabin is very infrequent. I don,t think once a week we use

it. But we keep a record of all the use, how long a boy's in here. And they can,t
stay in here longer than...the Youth workers can only keep them in here for one
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hour, they need to get permission for any longer than that from me, any longer

than eight hou¡s I have to æ to my director, but usually boys are in here ten

minutes, just till they can get hold of themselves.

Robb: And when they're ready to come out they press the intercom button?

Manager: Yes, or somebody's in here. Yeah. so when they're ready to come out

they tell. All the intercom is recorded and all the use of those is recorded, so the
intercom buzzes not only in the unit, but at the f¡ont control desk, so itbuzzesin two
places, if it's not answered in the unit then the control roorn answers it. It,s
important because if anything happens to a boy we need to know, what happened,

what led up to it, you know if the¡e's a Coronial inquiry...

Robb: What do you think you are missing out on by being here?

Boy 3: The outside world, everything. Everything's changing. Like when you're

here time stays still. Same thing every day but when you are on the outside things

change, things get built, things move, shops move and that. shops get built. your

f¡iends move. In here it's the same every day, time stands still.

Work Cited
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PREFACE

I have a confession for you, dear ¡eader. I have found myself attracted to the facts

before you as a means of being moved to pity and awe; of experiencing, in my

imagination at least, the thrall of darkness that alighted upcn us when we were

young-to experience once again the terror of power; the terror of separation, of

cruelty that we could not conceive. And my confession is to say that I take pleasure

in this ter¡or. As one wor¡ld with a gothic romance, or like minded trash: rubbish

that we as modem souls take great shame in admitting to. But I cannot hide
myself behind this. I enjoy the misery of others. I errjoy the crimes of the state. I
enjoy the unþt punishment of the innocent. I am haunted by myself as a child. I
am reminded of a fear so great that I am moved to resolve and flee it all at once. I
follow these feelings, which are precious to me, artd am led there by an

intersection of this history and my body. I have ftights of fancy where I feel
myself soar and exalt. And these flights take wing on the misery of others. I crwh
thousands i. *y wake. They exist i^ my mind. and m this page, and perhaps,

even, within you too dear reader.

I happened upcm the hulk at the city library, an institution to which of late I
have been rather drawn. I will tell you no\ / that I am of a wandering soul. one

that drifts. So it was that I came upcr a certain volume that pricked me with its
títle: Commission Appointed To Report on The Destitute Act, LBBS.It was the
memory of personal destitution that drew me to an otherwise hefty tome,

approximately one foot long and one and half wide, printed in ten point palatino,
I believe.

It was in this volume that I first came upon the existence of the hulk Fitzjames.

I have spent much time poring over the contents of that vessel. Leafing through its
upper and lower decks, and through its leaky hold. The volume was fulsome and

extensive in its blueprint of the ship. It was drawn from interviews made with
sundry officials and the rest, all of whom had interests in the care and correction

of young boys. The hulk c¡eaked forth from every deposition. Only it lacked in one

important point. It had rn boys aboard. I say there were rþ boys meaning that
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they were not present to the reading eye. I searched hard, over every page, but I
saw only the traces or shadows left behind by them. It were as if they had fled

before this inquiry, or rather, seeing that the inquiry was approaching, the boys

were stowed away beneath some enoÍnous canvas, or to push a point, an €nonnous

pile of paper.

It was a ghost ship then that I had before me, of boys who uttered not a single

word whose words were dead. And I felt the want to reconstruct them. I am a

Person of some imagination/ some would say a sickly excess, nevertheless I felt a

strong desire to build a whole boy.

I supply this narrative to you, dear reader, for your edification and astonishment.

I wish to enrighten you in the hope that our future govemance of the young may be

more to the point of their emancipatiorL from ignorance and suffering, as well as

our own.I quote the original volume not only in the hope that it may reach a

wider audience, but also that it may shed immediate light or the style of

thinking and speaking that appertained to the conditions surrounding these poor

boys. Our past, it seems to me, often shines brightest by its own light.

So now I have been straight with you. I can tell you that this is rp clean-cut

narrative. These boys have life in gteater and lesser motives. I have conf used,

somewhat, the origin and cause of the hulk. I have at times been unable to

Progress without some fabrication. Indeed I am all fabrication at times, and would

not want it any other way. I can say, i^ *y defence, that these base progressions

are examples of the original story moving through the humours of a modem man

like yoursell and that I am admitting to nothing other than the generative means

of any so-called history.
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[The author's narrative describes his encounte¡ with a former superintendent m
the hulk and reproduces, in part, the journal of the superintendenÇ written
while serving on board the hulk. -SRl

He was working at the rear of the shop. I saw him just as he was putting doram

his plane. He wiped his hands upcn his apron and stood still. Then he looked

my way.

'What would you want from me?'he said.

'I am writing of those who were aboard the hulk Fitzjames. I had some

information that I may find such a person here.'

I may just as well had been a thief of souls as an author to this man. His

apprehension was palpable, as if he had been through many interviews before

this and had not liked them much at all.

'What kind of writer might you be?'he asked.

'I am an honest one, I believe.'

'Yes, but how is it that you write?'

'I am guided by some principles. At other times I give free rein to my

hand. I fashion information into a narrative, and that nar¡ative is structured

around a desire to come close to my reader, feelingly. Above all my want is to
instil within them some feeting that life can be worthwhile.'

'So you write romantically?'

'I hope not.'

'I think that you do. Now arìswer me this, what is it about the hulk that
draws you?'

'It is its blackness. It is as if for ten years some dark thing from fiction was

afloat in the material world. It is the fact of boys being imprisoned cn a thing of

dark fantasy. The feelings that it touches lie too deep. They are too hard to
bring to the surface. I feel these things and I feel very close to being there, in
some strange way.'

'You want to use me to get these feelings out? Do you believe I want to be

used in this way? Do you even know who I am?'

'I would like to know.'
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'I am John Redman, one time superintendent on the hulk.'

Feelings of great joy and foreboding swept through me. To appear calm

and rational, I concentrated my energies or the materiality of the scene. On the

fact of two bodies speaking in the present.

The thrall of the past and its imaginary power, putting this to one side, I
asked him if he would talk with me...

'With all due respect, you strike me as being too naive. Heightened

sensibilities are useless for these times. What we need today is analytical

na¡¡ative. I do not see it in you.'

There was a silence then that could have meant the end of my inquiries.

Mr. Redman was in two minds,I could sense that. After some time he walked

towa¡ds the ladder at the rear of the workshop. 'Come with me upstairs. I have

finished here for now. You can ask me what you want about the hulk. Whether I
will answer is another thi^g.'

tl

M¡. Redman spoke at last, breaking the dreary silence.'I have led you to believe

that I will talk with you about my time upor the hulk. But I have had enough

with boys. Therefore, I am sorry to say that I shall not take up the opporh:nity

to have an interview with you.'

His statement left me feeling rather flat. He had been rather badly

treated by the Way Commissiorç I do believe, and still felt the soreness of the

wound. I had heard that there was something of a conspiracy of one class against

another in it. I suggested as mudr to him, but there was only an uncomfortable

movement of his hands from place to place, and the awlcr¡vard beginninp of some

indecipherable reply.

And then Mr. Redman fell silent. And it was a silence that began to fill the

room/ as if it leaked out from him. It was a coldness that I felt. He stared at a

picture hangtng from the wall opposite, which depicted, I noticed for the first
time, a carpenter's workshop. In the workshop was a sturdy man and a youtg

boy. The nun w¿¡s demonstrating something to the boy. A way of shaving or

refining a piece of rough wood. The boy was all attention and willingness to

leam. His eyes were open and wide to any lesson that he may pick up. I took the

picture to be an exemplar of tutelage, of the delights of apprenticeship between

a master craftsman and a youth. Mr. Redman seemed to be quite lost to the rest of

the room. The word 'sentimental'came to mind. It was a great discomfort to me to
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wibrcss Mr. Redman in this state. I was about to excuse myself from his company

when he spoke.

And it was a voice that agonised about its retum to this world. It was the
voice of a near-drowned man roused back to life.

'I will show you where one boy lives,' he said. But before we left he

informed me that he had something to give me...

I waited in the strange room, wondering if he would retum at all. when he did
re-appear/ it was with a large bound book.

'Take this. I no longer want it. use it as you will. Be sure to be fair with
your treahnent of it. I do not want to be made to look a fool again.' with that he

handed me a book. As I leafed through its pages, I became aware that this book

was in fact a joumal, kept whilst cn board the hulk. This was a sensational

discovery for me, but before I could say a word he had already begrm his descent,

down the steep ladder, and out towards the boy...

we're walking some way down the streets of Alberton when Mr. Redman takes

my arm and points across the road.

'That's where he lives.'

'Who' I say.

James Bums'says he.

M¡. Redman stands next to me, quite close, and I feel the warmth of his
body, almost pressing, but not quite, against me. I feel his urging to go forward.

'Are you not curiow,'he says,'don't you wish to go inside?,

I am hesitant. It is a pleasant enough place and I am wanting so dearly to
p inside. I nod my head slowly arid dreamily in reply. My legs I find are

carrying me across the road and through the gate. I pass red geraniums and

purple agapanthus. I larock and, as I dq find the door to be ajar. There is

something strange here. I go inside. It is almost empty. There are sEong stale

smells. There's ¿rn aqua-marine wall, and a hole in the floor-boards stuffed with
newspaper/ that has become yellow. And wet. That's the smell. wet yellow

paper. I walk down the hallway. I look up and see, slowly floating down, pieces

of cream paint. Also, there are €nonnous cracks in the comices. Giant cobwebs

hang from the ceiling. Now I'm in his bedroom. I'm sur€ of that. It is an almost

empty room with a bed against the comer of the far wall. I feel a certain

immoral feeling here. As if the bed were dangerow. The covers are unmade.

They do not want to be made. old and woollery I thirnk, some kind of purple with
woven knots. There is as well a large bound volume lying on the bed. It is at that
instance that I am chilled by another being present. I am struck by it. I tum
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slowly to see. It wavers before me, revealing a morc defined, essential shape, of

some soldier, leaning on the barrel of a gun. He is strong and handsome. He has a
good smile. I am certain it is James Bums. I walk around stupidly. Keeping my

distance f¡om him. I want to open the window. I am transfixed, yet I cannot resist

the large bowd book that lies upon his bed. I t¡emble towards it. I take the
volume in -y hands and see that it is a scrap-book. It has pictures tom from

magazines, also, there is much handwriting here. I'm reading the writing, next

to the pictures. I'm reading and I hea¡ the door close at f¡ont. This is terror to my

soul. I grip the book and am frozen. I tum to see standing in the hallway, a dark

figure...

And then the fit came upon me. It is often at times of great stress that I suffer the
fit. It is a seizure of the brain and it takes me over entirely. I become quite dead

to the world. I can recall these physic joumeys sometimes, a¡td sometimes I am

all blank. A black thing without recall. only this time it was that I found

myself on fire. I was buming and suspended above some water. I let go my hold m
the sky and dropped fast into the wet dark cold. And then I struggled once more

into the night. hr the distance I saw the hulk. Black. Immense. Moving up and

down from the water's force. I wanted so much to be there. But I felt myself being

drawn, against my desires, away from the dark ship. This was a true agony.

Perhaps I was not yet prepared enough. or it was from some other cause that I
did not know. Either way I was carried towards land, northwards, to the end of

Lefevre Peninsula. Flat land bordered by mangroves. That also contained secrets.

And corpses. Bloated from fi¡st settlement. Just north-east of the hulk, I'm seeing

boy spirits, who have come here at night. I can see them vanishing into the
stars' Purposeful. Honest. Guiltless. Fratemal. I am moved by the graciousness of

their bodies. who have departed this incarcerating world. who move through

clouds of solar wind. hrcredible velocities flee the peninsula. A boy tells me that
he needs to come here. That he regrets having to retum to where he is hopeless.

To the dark ship and to the hopeless body. Adrift. Aimless. Secret. Fugitive.

He's vanished from my side. He's emersed himself in the sky. I see him
somersaulting above clouds of dust. I seem to have arrived at the errd of the
known ea¡th.

Abruptly from that place I am taken, i. *y dream body, back to Alberton,

escorted there by some unlmown boy. To my prone shell, lying empty cn the floor
of a stranger's house. As he departs I faintly hear him say: 'take the scrap-book

with you.'
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It was the hand of lv{r. Redman that next I felt upor me. Gentle slaps and

conciliatory tones greeted me as I ¡etumed to the conscious world. I looked a¡ound

the room. It had lost its hallucinatory glow. Then it began to dawn on me, that in
my heightened state, I had mis¡ead things once again.

'I believe I became disorganised and fretful about James Bums.,

'There was no James Bums present,'said Mr. Redman.

I looked again at the portrait.

'I am so foolish. I had taken this dreary portrait to be a spiritual
apparition.'

'It is time for you and I to go,'said he.

As we did so I recalled the admonition of the boy. I know dear reader that
I am revealing some unpleasant personal details here. That I am not only weak

and suggestible to feve¡s of the brain, but worse, am led on by this siclcress to acts

of petty larceny. Be that as it may, I took possession of the scrap-book.

'I see that you are a thief as well,' said Mr. Redman, 'make sure yotr

retum that text when you are done, it may be more prescious than you know.'

We stepped away from the portrait's gaze and moved swiftly to the

daylight outside...

[At some later date the author had copied fragments of the Redman joumal,

adding notes and commentary, indicated by brackets - SRI
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14th March, L883.

Ar¡ived to find school being led by a fourteen year old by the name of George

Higgins. He had been having a high time. On my insistence he demonstrated a

typical lesson. Made good a blow-hard master, standing before the blackboard,

with reader in hand, spouting latin and commanding obedience. Asked this

grand boy what he had been sent to the hulk for. He was quite straight with his

reply: 'forgery and uttering, Sir.' Higgins had been given the job by Mr. Alton,

the previous superintendent. Ctuious indeed. I am deterrrined to amend this
situation and to teach the boys all I can. Am most anxious about this, but it must

be done.

l5th March, 1883.

Mr. Alton seeuìs to have established a regular pattem for the boys. Must get this
clear for myself. Mr. Button is obliging me in this dictation. Boys rise at 6.30. One

squad is told off to make the beds or bring the bedding up for airing. Another

party is told off to clean the knives, forks and boots. Yet another group to wash

the main deck. Boys are thus occupied until breakfast time. Then prayers are

read. They kneel down and repeat the Lord's prayer. After breakfast half hour's

drill. Then the boys go into the workshop. School boys start lessons at 10 and

they æ until 11.30. Then again between L.30 and 3.30. In between times there

would be jobs around the ship to be done. I give the lessons. Think I can remember

that. úr my cabin at the long table. Cosy. Note: five or six boys from the

workshop to p ashore for provisions. From 12 to one there is dinner and play
time. Then workshop or school. Then supper at 5.30. After supper they play until
dark. They draw, paint, play drafts. Sometimes they have the magic lantern.

Then they go down below and read. Then at 8 they have prayers and bed.

(Mr. Redman mentions magic lantem slides. What were they watching? Boys

seem to be objects of a sdredule. I assume that they were experiencing this. That

they experienced life as an object of the authority exercised against them.

Without their consent, of course.

Things that are moved around and detained as sub-sections of the order of things.

Must look for indications, other than the incident of George Higgins, that they

acted in some contrary way.)

19th July-, 1883.
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wilhelm Cumme apprenticed f¡om hulk, going to farmer for 3 years. Had served

L7 months on board. Will be 16 at expiry of indentures. Good boy.

(He only supplies the building blocks for a bla¡d boy. Trust there is some othe¡

boy aboard.)

2nd August, L883.

Edwin Humby and James Mannoo. Both apprenticed from hulk, going to sart

manufacturer, Yorke Peninsula. Humby had served L3 months cn board.

Indentured for 3 years. Fair boy. Mannoo had served L9 months. will be 17 when

finished apprenticeship. Mannoo originally sentenced to Industrial School for

stealing four pounds of resin. Strange crime. Bad boy.

[There appears to be some gaps in the author's commentary - SR]

6th August, L883.

Fair day. slight wind. Bi¡ds some nuisance again. Received James Bums. Age 8.

Youngest boy on board, ever, I believe. Had absconded four times in just one week

from brdustrial School. Found wandering about in city. Looking for his home.

Father is deceased. Given up to Industrial School as an uncontrollable boy by his
mother just L0 days previous. Is an extremely sad boy. Has rp other family here.

I believe he feels very afraid. I feel the need to keep an eye out for him. Does not

Iook well or at all hopeful. Keeps saying that he is ready to p home to his
mother. I tell him that he cannot. That he is in my care now. Cried at this news.

other boys fell silent as they saw this. Remembered themselves, I believe.

ship's company fell silent, feeling as one. Remembering being abandoned and so

on. I tell them that I will help them all to be good chaps and to have some sort

of future. Some are heartened by this. I retum to the cabin. Melancholy. Do not

know if this is a such a good enterprise to be with.

(He seems here to be using the boy to appear to be a worthwhile fellow. Boys

used to construe author as being one of great empathy. Adding to the mystique of

leadership. Using boy's feelings to effect sympathy in the reader.

Is this for understanding the position of the boy, or for justifying the authority of

the man?)

ll,th November, 1883.
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Recieve threatening letters from Mr. Humby. States he wilI bum down the hulk.
Insenced about his son's apprenticeship to salt mine.

L2th December, 1.883.

Have two boys sent down for rape and indecent assault. Do not think these boys

should be here. or at least that some other way of keeping them cn board be hit
upon. They a¡e not a good influence. James Morris is only twelve yet he seems to

glory in his crime. He is a very bold boy and seerìs to encourage in others the
desire to do the same. Have asked the night wardens to keep a special eye out

for him. Immoral acts in the dormitories cannot be tolerated. Yet it seems

impossible to stamp this out. The dormitories, as at present arranged, aïe more

likely to encourage improper conduct than to check it. Boys and double bunks, I
feel, are an unsavoury admixture. Also, must be rid of partition that stops

warden from seeing whole of the boys at once. It is so u¡natural, all of this, I
despair for a solution.

(If Mr. Redman was a worldly man he would not use the boys in this manner. He

is simply afraid of that which we all lnow goes or between young boys in close

together. He is simply using them to appear more moral and lawful than all
else. Though he would need to construct things in this way. It was, and still is,

not possible to be too public about either the extent or even the existence of these

things. I think that the recent trial of M¡. wilde sent all of us a salutatory

lesson conceming the relationship between writing and the law. Despite that,
these boys come out from Redman's hand as licentious and wanton. But think of

another way around it. Boys would be experiencing themselves as objects of

moral surveillance. Th"y would feel then that some immoral interplay was a

way of being free.)

15th February,7884.

Have retumed f¡om one week in prison. Boys seem to treat me differently. Have

heard laughter behind my back. Gaol was a nighfnare. Unruly and rough.

worse than all my years at sea. Feeling ashamed. I hope these feelings pass.

(Author makes a remarkable admission. I do not lcrow why he was in jail, only

that the reason seen$ to not have been too serious. He seerns to be immune from

all irony. The c¡iminal in charge of the criminal. Expect rp stones to be thrown
from this point on. Silences in his writing l am doubly wary of now. would want
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to hide his own untenable position. Secondly, could not admit that the boys knew

him as a hypocrite of the first degree. Boys' spirits would soar from this
knowledge, I am sure. All aboard participants in epic jape. Boys given great

lesson in the ways of authority. A power of good towards their reform.)

25th April, 1884.

The way commission has been taking evidence from Mr. Reed cørceming

conditions onboard the hulk.I am to be called some time in August. I am worried

about my appearance there. The commissioners I have heard are out to get a new

man for superintendent. I am not prepared to let this job go lightly from me. I
have good wo¡k to do here, although it is trying, and I have of late felt
somewhat over-burdened by my duties.

9th May, 1884.

Peaceful autumn day. No wind. Boys seem well today. Received two more

transfers from Indust¡ial School. Herbert Dolan (age 13) and ]ohn Connell (age

11). warrants of transfer make interesting reading. Boys had acted together to

steal threepence. Heinous. Absconded f¡om Industrial School and later found to

be living with aboriginals. Sentenced to hulk for that crime. why do they do

this? Note: are these boys aboriginal? Have been having bouble with dark
presence reported by boys. Do not lqrow what to make of it. I am suspicious but

have had M¡. Button confirm that he has heard uncanny noises in hold at night.
WiIl investigate further.

(Is he referring to dark presence that is a fact or a fabrication of the boys? That
the boys may be fabricators of ghost sto¡ies is hardly surprising. That they
would use these stories to move their masters hither and thither is a little more

to the point. Evm more interesting is the confirmation by lvlr. Button. Perhaps

the boys were so determined about the supematural that they willed its
presence on board the hulk. or that they wanted fear to be there, manifestly so,

for the others to wibress. As if they were composing a memorandum:'here is a

manifestation of the fearful presence or board. It is fact. what are you to do

with it?')

13th May, 1884.

The Way Commission continues preliminary investigations. I have decided to
make a few changes to the diet. Give milk in the tea and cocoa twice a week,
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instead of tea at every meal. Also (another change) they get treacle every
evening and dripping for breakfast.

(Boys are taught another lesson. Food is not simply nutritiorç but is part of the
compact between the ruler and the ruled. Their health is subject to the feelings

that those who rule them have about their power, and so fortþ so that
generally, they have no certainty at all that they should live.)

22nd June, Sunday, 1884.

Surprise visit from Messrs. Adamson and Davis. Most unfortunate. was in my
cabin with seve¡ cold at time of thei¡ arrival. Mr. Button walking the poop and

the gangway sentry was absent. Most embar¡assing that they arrived without
any official welcome. Simply got on board amid great hubbub from boys. visitors
saw straight off four boys standing with faces to the cabin for misconduct. They
were rightfully punished. I see no harm in this sort of discipline. why do I
worry? Must remember to punish the sentry.visitors were eager to leam how
boys spent their sundays. Talked to one boy who was reading an old magazine

and another who had an old book. Mr. Davis stated to my face that these boys

were mise¡able. I stood my gound and flatly said that they were not. we
attended the service for the Protestant children held by pastor Bamber. Much

yawning and restlessness. Two boys stood up for misconduct during prayers. I-esson

to do with 'whoso breaketh an hedge a serpent will bite him.' Boys seemed. to
take this in. Am I the serpent? Mr. Adamson commented that it was a sensible

discourse, but mainly fired over the heads of the boys. Last hymn sung with
gusto. Mudr rejoicing at end. overheard one visitor say to the other that the
singtng was most wretched and miserable. Felt wounded by this. wanted so much

for the boys to be appreciated for their efforts. Feeble though they may be. They
do not have a cultivated voice, which is the privilege of the few, who would be

better using it to benefit, rather than condemn, others less fortunate. At the end

of service tou¡ed visitors a¡ound the vessel. I have great worries about the
outcome of this visit. Fear that they are agents for the way Commission and

want to do me in.

(Has the author any understanding at all? why would the boys want to indicate
that all was well, whery in front of witnesses, they had the chance to make a
fool of their superiors? That they are not fully obedient to the arts of singing, is
this not a way for them to still be somewhat free?)
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23rd June, 1.884.

Have received copy of letter sent by Messrs. Adamson and Davis to Destitute

board re. visit to hulk. They had said that there was a great need for new books

on board. I quote: 'we inspected those on board and think that if it was desired to

give the boys a thorough distaste to reading, it would be difficult to make a

better selection.' Have since then had donation of some new books. Thought

though that the British Workman and Band of Hope were quite adequate for

sunday reading. Boys seem pleased at addition of Boys own Annual. Have

received back-issues dating from 1.880.

(Mr. Redman seerns not to understand that there are those of us who would

rather be dead than be reading Band of Hop¿ . This is not a man who does mudr

good reading. His cultu¡ed guests had seen that at once. Boys would be

experiencing themselves, up until the addition of the new books, as characte¡s in

the most limited and banal of narratives.)

24th fune, 1884.

Am beginning to fear that some terrible retribution is coming. Have gone back to

my Bible but find more disturbance than comfort in it. Read Isaiah 27.1: 'in that
day the Lord with his great and strong sword shall punish leviathan, the

piercing serpent; he shall slay the dragon that is in the sea.'

30th June, 1884.

In preparation for the Way Commission. Have been going over, in thorough

m¿uìner, reasons for committal to hulk. List them here for future reference. Fo¡

every one hundred boys that we have had here the following figures are correct.

Neglected and uncontrollable...Twenty eight. Absconding from situation...Two.

Offences against property...Sixty six. Offences against the person...Four. I cannot

say that being uncontrollable or neglected is much of an offence. If the laws were

more forgiving of boys who suffer for no fault of their own we would see far less of

them incarcerated aboard.

It would cut a good third of the boys away from the vessel.

(Does he reveal that he has insight into injustice, or, that he uses those unjustly

t¡eated to prove the necessity of the incarceration of the guilty. Is that plain? It
were as if the incarceration of this boy was the fault of that boy. Must have been

that way. That some boys were looked upcn as being both a cause, and result, of
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criminal behaviour. That they carried a greater burden than thei¡ crime alone. I
think those boys would have experienced themselves as carriers of some

disease.)

14th August,LS84.

Suffered first day at Way Commission yesterday. I am their target, I lrrow this.

Made me say that, nq I had rrc training as a teacher, I was only ever a ship's

carpenter, and yes, the divisions of the boys into classes made no material

difference but still I would persist with it. I am their fool. Bad noises again

coming from hold. Went down to investigate, at night, with the watchman.

Could find nothing except usual creaks and leaks that one would expect. Still I
am uneasy. Watchman said he would prefer to not be there. Says that he too felt
uneasy.

21st August, 1884.

Yesterday spent at the Way Commission. Am still exhausted from this. Spent

troubled night and hardly slept. They seem to want to destroy me. Questions

seemed to be of a persecutory nature. Almost insane. Kept asking me about towels

and combs a¡rd tubs for the boys. Asked me how many combs were ot board ship,

as if I were superintendent of combs, above all else. Also, asked me if the combs

were used promiscuously by the boys. Felt obliged to reply that yes, they were. I
do not how they had gained intelligence of this. They bring up my week in gaol.

As if this made me unfit to hold my position. Does it?

27thAugust,L&84.

Another dreary day. Overcast. Slept late again. Having great difficulty in
getting out from my cabin. Have stopped giving lessons to boys. I am sad to do

this. Mr. Button is really not capable. He has ro training what so-ever but I
believe that he is kind. I do not have the energ'y to be with the boys.

Feel that I may collapse.

That would be bad. To just collapse in front of them.

29th August, 1884.

There is definitely something in the hold. I cannot name it but it is there. I am

anxious. Boys can see it on my face. Go less out of my cabin. For thei¡ own good.
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(It appears that the fear has manifestly moved from the hold to take hold of
Mr. Redman. It perhaps represents a shift of oppression away from the boys. or
at least, some terror has shifted its load and fallen upon John Redman.)

30th August, 1884.

Cannot sleep. Stay awake listening. Hea¡ some boys crJr out, for the first time.
Did not lcrow they did this. Cry myself about this. still hear ship groaning.

Cannot stand it.

31st August, L884.

Lifeless. Stay inside alt day. Think about my children. wife. what are they
doing? Do they miss me? Am too tired to think through this.

(Mr. Redman is about to have a bad dream. I wam you, dear read.er, that this
man has lost his mind.)

1st September, 1884.

Terrible dream last night. Feel the need now to get it down. It was dinner time. I
had roused myself from my cabin. Told myself off again for becoming

disorganised in my habits. or deck with boys. They move around. me as if I were
invisible. They have plates in their hands. one boy is sitting by himself.
Squatting actually, against some rope qr deck. He's holding his plate in one

hand and eating with the other. And tooking around. There is not much talk a t
this time. It is very orderly. unhappy. solemn. As if they are waiting for
something terrible to be announced. The death of someone loved, perhaps. I
think to myself that these boys are wotmded. And then I can see a d.ozen wounds

in front of me. That drip and ache. It is hideous to admit iÇ but I put my hand
inside aboy.Ifeel the pain. Touchthe walls of his cavity. I think I feel the
contours of destitution and poverty. It feels like blood and old mutton. Then I
part the tissue. Then I'm looking down into a ¡oom.I see toys. I see empty bottles.
I see an old armchair and behind it a man is touching a small boy. I am staring at
the scene of a man touctring a small boy. I do not want to do this. I am unable to
tear my eyes away. The man tums aror:nd and looks at me. He is snarling and I
think he is infected with some disease. I am su¡e he is infected with a d.isease.

Then I see his animal teeth. I see his i¡rsect wings. They,re stretching out. He,s
going to harm another boy. He's going to harm one thousand times. I,m yelling
out 'I want a doctor on board! I want a physic surgeon!,
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No answer

I look out to sea, at the horizon and it has become queer. It looks like it is tipping
over. As if there rpere a tidal wave, sitting cn the horÞon. It has gone all
perpendicular.

And that's when I start to vomit. And that was when I awoke. Exhausted. Very

anxious. Feeling that all this is coming to a close.

(It was socn after this time that Mr. Redman resigned from the hutk. I do not

know if it were the scheme of the way Commission to undermine him or if, as it
seems from the joumal, he was becoming somewhat unhinged, or if it were a

combination of the two. I have perhaps not beerr fair to Mr. Redman. But I have

been,Ibelieve, faithful to his desire for an analytical narrative. Be that as it
may, the joumal was to be only the begirning of my inexorable retum to the hulk
Fitzjnmes.)

llohn Redman resigned as superintendent of the hulk in september, l8ù1. He had

sen¡ed in that position for 18 months - SRI
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Took myself down to the Destitute Asylum. Grey and miserable day. The heavens

echoed the bleak and awful presence of that place. Entered the establishment

from Kintore Avenue. Passed what at first I thought was a chapel, but cn closer

inspection it became clear that the building was in fact a morgue. Saw a coffin.

Walked across a dreary sun-less courtyard towards the men's quarters.

Inside the stench of filthy flesh and garments. Adjusted my eyes to the dim and

dreary light. Began enquires with the former wardsman.

In a filthy condition. Black marks all across his face, and upon his arms and chest.

Left too close to the fireplace, apparently, or paralysed with something. Talked

about the dead house. The sunless day. The identity of the corpse.

Confirmed what I had hoped. Wardsman worked for years on the hulk.

Exchanged money for his correspondence. Felt ill with this. Something wrong. Bad

vapours passed by. The black form.

On leaving he took my hand and shook it firmly. Spoke into my ear, quietþ and

emphatically. Told me he was dying there by inches for want of someone to speak

a kind word to him.

Repulsive. Hideous man. Know now that this man was...what he was...I cannot

n¿une it. Odious fabricator. Cannot name the thing.

Discovered later he died and was buried in the pauper's section of the cemetery

WilI burn in hell until the end.

[The following represents the collected 'correspondence' of the unnamed wardsman

from the hulk. The letters are supposedly sent from boys incarcerated or the hulk,

from their parents, and from employers of the boys. - SRI
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Sír, I was one time sorry I eaer saw the Eitzjames but now I am glød, for it has

taught me a lesson, also how to behaoe myself, and a good many other boys that
has been there can say the same.

Dear bo¡ you have become a run now so you must remember @e-€eerets
tha++ve*¿d I made you stop crying I comforted you when rþ one was awake you

told me that you were glad to be

taught by a man ProPer happiness and that is my gift iffi
ftigh+.

Sir, the last I heørd of my son he had gone north and we haae not heard nothing of
him since.

Sir, the first I heard of your son was that he had the black mark and hjs feet were

clubbed. I got dust in me shoes and I got a disease so you are a lucky parent because

you are shot of him who walked a bad trail and was always at them who lrrew

better. Good riddance to the bad rubbish chitd.

Since my son's discharge from the hulk he has conducted himself aery well
indeed, ønd is sincerely sorry for the cause that obliged him to be an inmate of
thøt institution. For two years now he has been an apprenticed to the carpentering

and joining business and he is øpplying himself steødily d.utifully to become with
god's blessing, I trust what he will be a steady, honest and industrious young man.

Mother, yours was a steady boy

Deør Sir, I am sorry I haae caused you some ßnnoyance on my part, but in future I
hope I will be a good boy. I will støy with Mr. a as long as he wiII keep me, ønd I
know that he will keep me as long as I am a good. boy.

Dear boy,

Don't let that man be hard with you þt because you want to be a good boy.

Remember what I taught you about how being good

@so remember and think about that @
because men like boys to be good*o*emruhen
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with one exception my boy høs behaoed better since he has been home now. I
showed him the paragrøph in the paper about Rømsay, of Thomas plains. That
was the place he was put to, and he says he often got the bullock whip, ønd

perhaps he deseraed it; at nny rate he is a good boy now.

Miq

Sir and dear ftiend-it is with great pleasure that I sit down to write these few
Iines to you, hoping that they will find you ín good health, it leaaes me a t
present. I cannot refrøin from writing to you, you haoe been so kind to me when I
was on board. I send my best respects to the olficers and boys on board. I am working

at the wire-matrøss making in Ad.elaide. I am getting on uery well

Dear boy,

I will always be kind to you. I was always wanting what was best for you and your

future. You should be happy at the mattress factory because you lcrow the wap-of

@which I taught you god.

eomfortsan+tef.

My boy has been at working for me on the railway line, and is aery likely to haue
a permanent billet on that line. I haae no compløints to møke to you now. I belieoe

he will turn out a steady man.

Sir, your boy was always steady with me.

I would not be surprised if he
tums out a steady man.
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My dear Sir-in answer to your letter, asking me how my boy Frederick ís, I am

pleased to inform you he is working home, øt farm work, nnd does a little boot-

repairing some er¡enings, and. at other times spends hís eaenings in rcading. H e

øttends diaine seroice on the sabbath day, and is ø aery good boy, and I wish to

tender you my sincere thanks for your kindness to my boy. He speøks of your

kindness and your good adoice to him. I am thankful he wøs quite reþrmed when

he left your ship, and again beg to offer you my sincere thanks fo, the
improoement in my boy while under your care.-I am, €tc., f . B.

Dear IB, thankyou for a good lette¡. Your son's been on my mind for a time now. He

is always there in side it. He was a good boy indeed and you lorow that now.lle
ivas-aÉo€å,in8+€Flr the moming he would conæ over to me when I called him
because I Iiked him to do that. I urotdd tike to roam ny tdr8ue atl

âËlìifrHe would stand there and*a+eh and he was happy. And one moming,

when other boys they had gone to breakfast, he was standing there. ++eele+is

in

ni6ht*He was always like you said a kind boy. He would unde¡stand what I was

about ffiAnd I thought you might like to lnow that I think
allot about your boy and I hope he thinks about me too. I would like to come and

see him soon and take him on an holiday. Would you like that?

Sir, I am sorry to inform you my boy stopped home three months ønd rnn øway. H e

ís now in her majesty's at Yatala, where he got four yeørs. He høs promised to

reþrm when he gets free, when he will be twenty one years of age then.

I am sorry but your boy always was a bad one who could do nothing right he would

not be bound nor taught anything under me he has strength but he needs to learn to

buckle under he will be taught some in Yatala Sir.
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Deør Sir-I hope you wiII excuse my neglect in not answering your letter beþre this.
Many thanks for your kínd inquiries concerning my son wittiam. I am høppy to teu

you that he has been ø uery good boy since he came home, indeed he has profited

aery much from his stay with you. And I shall always feet thnnkful for it. He is

ølways talking øbout you nnd of going to see you. I shalt now conclud.e, joíned by

william in his best wishes to you.

My dear sir, william and I always had a good understanding together we were

always like that. You see the boys at night were in their bunla. That is what I
saw every night. And being a mother is hard as I lnow. so that when you get a

helping hand that is good. william would help get the boys quiet with me and

settle them down and pat them and stroke their fuirowed brows with me.

Wiiliam was a very good boy

from me. I taught him the profit of kindness at night when all are disturbed by the

fates.

aH#Ei€-william was good for me like you said he will tum out aright
for your profit.

NIy sris hanging around home and will not go away and. he doesn't goto work.

The police giae it as their opinion that the youngman ís not right in the head.

The other boy is a good steødy lad howeaer.

sir, my son's conduct has not been so good latety, and øt any time I haae to
complain about him I will write to you again. I hope you wiII telt him in answer to

this note, that you wíll giae him two or three ftoggings if you get him d.own again,

so as to frighten him and make him a good boy.
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Sir-

My son has turned up in england, after some narrow escapes. He was engaged as

stewnrd on board a aessel, and has reached london. His uncle, a leadíng baptist
minister, has written to me, expressing his surprise at the manifest sincerity and

Christiøn piety and his refinement of mannerq considering the compørntiaely

meagre education he necessarily receiaed. And his other relatiaes øIl write in the
same manner; and I am sure you will he gratified to learn that we attribute this
desirable change in the young man's tastes and manners to the mingled kindness

and firmness which you showed to him, added to the tact and discernment of
charncter which proaes to us that you are certainly in your right ptace in the
goaernment seroice, and. I cannot close this without wishing thøt, for the good of
the colony, you may long find such seraice congeniøl to your tøstes.

Dear S. T.,

Yes your boy was a good one for me he was always doing what was wanted. I took

hirn over to the small cupboard I had and I gave him my sweets and a bit of fruit. I
said to him that he would get a reward for being good to me and he did. FIe+ouIt

im. And he would bring me my brandy. And
cake. And he would say, here Sir is your refreshment @

he was very
Christian in his kindness because he would clean my shoes for me when I said they
looked dirty. He would bring me my tea and I would say I think my shoes are dirty
boy,you may like to clean them and*theæAnd he would. And I would give
himffisomemore fruit because he liked it. I would recommend

that boy's kindness and firmness to anyone who asked me. I think you were lucky
he came on this ship

s€me?r€p'erfiffifr€s€É I my self have always tried to give the boys the proper

tastes of life. He should be a good stewa¡d that boy because he has the history
here of manners.

I am yours in

Christian piety

The nightwatchman
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Sir, I haae much pleasure in informing you that the determined disciptine he wøs

subjected to during his confinement on the hulk had a d.esired effect on my son.

From what he tells me himself, I cannot term it strict and harsh discipline, as a

greøt many people belieae it is. He spoke well of the treøtment he did receioed at
the hands of the fficers, and the jolly times aII them boys who conducted

themselaes properly had.

Your boy liked to have a good discipline as a great marry do you see these boys

need sbong men and jolly times harsh times are soul building I a¡n a godly man

your son is a man too now if he wants more stricbress he c¿m come to the wardsman.

sir, I suppose you would like to knous how Alfred høs been getting on, since he left
the hulk. I am aery glød to say that alfred has suited me aery well and that I
høae found and stä find him a aery ciail and quiet boy and does his work welt. I
am going to raise his wages f-rom the frst of next month. He seems søtisfied to stay
with me and if he continues to do so, I will shortly teøch him to plough and mow

and then he will be of more use to me next season. I am going to fence in some more

lnnd and shall be oery busy and if you haae know of one I should like a boy

between thirteen ønd fourteen that I could learn to mitk and be useful about the

farm. I would prefer an orphan as I shall be in hopes that when the hís time is up

he will møke this his permanent home and I think he wiII be company for Alfred.

another one is impudent Sir

sir, I'm writing these few lines øsking how our boy is getting on. with the hulk.

lust to know if he is well and if he is troubling much or not. Because his mother is in
greøt trouble about him. And his mother, iust after being confined, she is not strong

to bear much trouble. It is affIicting her mind. please, oblige a føther who is oery
anxious to hear about his son. our boy has been gone so long now. we haae not

heard lrom him at all ls he missing them or does he speak of his father at all?
His mother and his father are coming doutn to see him and hope that he is wett. I
would like it if he could write doum a few lines for his mother, because she has
been øsking after him always. We are sorry, that is all.

Your boy is a good one you are lucky you are kind I like you

without blem'sh for the day and then he,s mine=
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Dear Sir,

Pøpø is not home or he would haae written you. Frank ís a nøughty disobedient

boy. Frnnk takes papø's faaourite horse. when he is not at home. Frank had her

awaythree days from her foal. Papa and Iare aery disappointed. He ans a nice

looking sharp little fellow and we liked hím aery much. Frank is not at home hatf

the time. He goes away. And won't work. Frank smokes and insists on carrying

matches loose in his pockets. The neighbours complained of the danger as he often

slept in their stables. Frank is more like a little wild animal than a child.

Frank, dear lady, was a blonde boy who was only cn earth for gmd times and a

short time so you don't know them likes who are doomed to die young tvlte¿Þtsfisr

Dear Sir,

I write to you to let you know about thomas bruce. I cannot get any good of him and

cannot do any thing with him he is getting more v controllable eoery day my

husband is not home he is away at work and he cannot be home I should do the

same for him if he was my own son but obey me or do one thing I tell him what to
do I don't løow as I haae tried I cannot punish him beþre he runs au)ay ú giaes me

further trouble I don't want him.

Ðear{ady,
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As you will recall dear reader,I happened upon the scrapbook of James Bums, one

time inmate of the hulk Fitzjames. I have read and re-read that scrap-book since

therç and arn no\M of the opinion that there is ro definite presence of the boy in
this book. I say that because I am uncertain of the authorship of its words. I am

inclined to believe, however, that it has the hand of one ]ohn Redman upor it. I
presume it is the work primarily of Mr. Redman because it was he who led me to

the book, it was he who knew its contents, and it was he who seems obsessed with
the br.¡¡dens of remembering. This is ro proper proof I lcrow, and it could be said

that Mr. Redman came to lsrow the scrap-book through other mea¡s. what I

believe is certain is that James Bums and Mr. Redman are in each other's

confidence. They share a mutual past and an interest in its remembering. I do

believe, however, that some of this writing may be the work of James Bums

himself. That writing which is awkward, clumsy and suffers from an ignorance of

learning. The writing which indicates that it is somehow copied badly from

another source, that writing too seems to indicate the possible hand of a naive

author. Again however, I mr¡st add, that these e¡rors of composition do not

themselves prove the presence of the boy. They may be merely the work of John

Redman, regressing, as it were, through the imitation of a child-like style, to his
time aboard the hulk.

+ * *

[Some of the writing here has may have been embellished by the author using

contemporary sources -SR]
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I'm following the aimless flow of memory. I follow it to its final point, to where it
flows forth inside another body, to its mouth, where waves of fresh and salt water

mix. It is at that point where sharks lurk and pace. I have seen the sky darken at
the mouth of the river and I have seen the mists that hide the water spirits, and I
have invoked, abused and conversed with these spirits, and I say that amid that
drift there is power and memory.

I should like the book to contain the recollections of my childhood. I should like it
to contain those things that resonate still, that I retum to, without cagse, as if
taken by surprise. These places, they seem to have a power that lingers even in an

actual object. A small toy, bad weather, the balcony of a poor dwelling. Feeling

there once was an experience, which has departed, which left for other parts, and

has not returned.

I grew up in an aÍnosphere where crime was just like second nature. I grew rry in a
pretty small town. You either was out of school or you were doing crime. My older

cousins and my olde¡ brothers they were pretty mudr into crime. I got lectures

about crime from my parents, but I don't hang around with my parents. It was a

small town.

There was nothing much else to do. There's either go to school or do crime

I'm not sure, it's all becoming dispersed again, remembering is set adrift.

I think the only thing I dreamed of was getting back on the outside world...having

your freedom...go to school...like a normal person...hang out with your

f¡iends...see who you wanted...within reason...and þt get cn with your life and

show everyone else that you are not a loser. Becawe that's pretty mudr how the
workers t¡eated you in there, like you were a loser. you are nothing, we are here to

conEol you/ you do as we say, and you'll get somewhere.

At the end where my remembering stops, where the sentmce mds, the horizon

appears perhaps to have vanished, or at least that it is everywhere, and as I tum

to salute my friend and companiory I see that the horizon is gushing also from his
heart.
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The memory of betrayal, it has many origins, and when it comes together, for the
sake of understanding, when it is pictured as a scene, it assumes a singularity that
speaks to all who remember. These objects, these phenomena, they're pieces of a

drifting time.

This place doesn't teach you discipline, just gives you somewhere to stay while
youdo your sentence. This is just somewhere where you live. It doesn't teach you

nothing. only way you are going to change is if you like change by yourself. you

need like an army camp or something. Doing all the discipline stuff like leaming

how to take orders and that. And do as you're told and things like that. And here

they don't treat us like young adults, they treat r¡s like little kids. orce you are

naughty you have to p to bed at 7 o'clock. If you are in a boot camp and you're

naughty you have to do push-ups. You'd have to show respect to the officer. Here

you don't really. You have to show respect but it's just not like a boot camp.

It's alright here, it just doesn't teach you nothing.

The single picture, recalling it it brinp together those who have been wounded

wrongly.It is the point at which the hulk sees itself at last floating in a tide of

wounds.Forgetting the dark pages. The slighted hand. The awful day. The dreary

prospect. The damp and stale air.

There are those bodies, inhabiting the earth, and they will orre day say goodbyø

they mr:st one day be not there, fo¡ there is both a going to and departing from

remembering.

No I do not want that, that thought which says there was something left behind,

that thought which says that I have not destroyed enough.

I was 13 years old and one day I just went and broke into the school.

I just felt like breaking into the school. And then I just got busted doing that. And I
got let off easy.

And from then on I just kept going and going.

Central at last to what it is that makes life sensible.
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After mum started going out with my brother's and sister's dad I started seeing my

real dad.I didn't see my dad for a while and then I started seeing my dad again,

when I was about L0 or lL. That made a difference. I had like a father figure. And

that was important.

My dad comes and visits me every now and then.

And then it would be that there was a knock at the door, and a letter is delivered,

about a sentence not served, about an incomplete sentence.

And mother looked out the window, out towards the horizorV towards the setting

sun, towards that place where sentences are served out, where the sentence serves

a dark and filthy hand...

To open sorrow to the eye, to make this drama, I repeat the painful sorrow of boy-

souls, the departure and arrival from love and to love, to those who are willing to

love you, to care for you, to embrace your slender body and softly comfort your

distress.

The expiry of all sentences, at the horizon of memory, it is that point which

draws me on, towards the time when all will be forgiven.

Sometimes I feel disgusted with myself because I can't believe I done some of the

things I did and inflicted so much pain on my family and on myself as well for only

a couple of minutes of pleasure. So sometimes I feel really disappointed,

sometimes disgusted in how I was so stupid to lead my life the way I did. And how

I could put my parents through that. Making them feel guilty. Thinking what

have they done wrong with my up-bringing. Leaving them with that thought.

When it had nothing to do with them.

It was just a path that I chose at the time.

The common heasure, cold pieces of it glow spent meaning.

I stay in my comer without moving, entranced with power, that is the power of my

own making. As if I were a notable destroyer, an agent of liberation.
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You come here and youle been taken away from your family and your family's

been taken away from you. That's what really 'matters to me. My family and the

one that I love. That's my girlfriend. And it hurts. Everyday of your life in here i t

hurts. It hurts so much. And you give up your life just to see your family, and just to

see your girlfriend not living through hurt. They're hurting out there and I'm

hurting in here. If I go out there now that would be the happiest day of my life
because I'll be re-united with my family and my girlfriend. People that I love.

It just hurts everyday. It just hurts.

Repeating this, it is a pleasure and it is most sensible, for it enables the past to

come to lcrow itself as being with a purpose and a position, instead of something

that is too terrible, too doomed to visit. And that is like a body in pain, isolated

and abandoned, and which is, and never has been cared for nor remembered, nor

loved in any particular way.

I have been to the horizorç and there is a point there where the beyond

materialises and draws nrc near the spirit. The horizon of remembering is like
that because it has no end. I hope that my book has presence at that point where

death is rn more, where suffering has come to a close, and where all sentences

have expired.

I consider rehabilitation is like a psychological thing.

Like they have to p out and do crime. They have to do crime for the money or

they have to do crime for the adrenalin, But I don't have to do crime. I can stop

crime whenever I want. I went through a phase where I just did crime for the hell
of it. And then I realised that its not benefiting anyone really. Myself, my family

or the society. So I þt realised that given a push in the right direction that ca¡r

deter me

From going back into that same f¡ame of mind.

Doorn leads me to further pain, the pain that underlies the feeling of doom, the

feeing of dread a¡rd foreboding that cornes with the repetition of the unending

sentence.
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úr the outside world everything's changing. When you are here time stays still.
Same thing every day but when you are cn the outside things change, things get

built, things move, shops move.

Shops get built. Your friends move.

In here its the s¿rme every day, time stands still

I can see the absence and quietude that comes at the end of the sentence.

Still waves. No wind. Nothing.

And she's welcoming, she's inviting me in and I walk down the hall, to the

kitchen where there's a fue burnin& and she wipes her hands, and pours the tea,

and offers us a bun and says the¡e have some of this boy.

FIere's drifting too.

If you want to do something you can always do it.

I've had heaps of chances. I just keep coming back to crime. It's just fun. Easy to get

away with. You can do it when you want. It's always there.

If you want to do something you can always do it.

But I don't want to do crime whm I get out. I don't want to come back. Some people

don't want to do crime when they get out, some do. |ust depends. If you've got a long

sentence you've got time to think about it.Iust think.

You could be on the outside going to parties and shit like that.

Although I have the desi¡e to face fear and to end the sentence.

This book wants to hide from a language that is overburdmed with portents of

failure, of past death. It is a gloomy aspect, my fretful memory which impales

and har:nts the page. I cannot bring my memory to full appearance, it will always

lurk and loiter, it can neve¡ come fully f¡om the night.
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In the intensity of loss, in the intensity of separation, at those momenb my tife
appeared like an entire story, with me at the centre, with my body being what
was essential to the completion of the unfolding.

Central at last to what it is that makes life sensible

The rules that these guys got here, and the way that we live on the outside - the
way most of us live on the outside - sometimes we don't even know we're breaking

the rules' Because it's just natural for us to do things like that. If someone wants to
fight, for most of us there's no way in the world that we'll say no, I don't want to
fight you, let's talk about it. we'll get up and we'Il fight straight out. And we'll
accept the consequences later. Or we won't even think about the corìsequences.

It's like psychological.

It takes more than some petty little rules to change a human mind.

I know it is aimless, and without purpose, this way of remembering.

Recalling the bows and scrapes and always the same old thing

what I can see is that they're trying to help people get in toudr with their
feelings and their thoughts, and make them con¡rect up with what they're
actually doing. Like with their physical being. Trying to influence us residents to

sort of think about what we're doing. And if we were going to æ out and get back

into crime, think about it first. whether its right or wrong. whether we should do

it or whether we shouldn't. what's going to be good for us. what's going to be good

for people around us. That's what they're trying to do. Just help us be better
within ourselves. Not to actually change us. Just be better within ourselves. That's
what I can see anyhow.

tt 
^y 

scrap-book jolly the sun.

Recalling the bows and scrapes and always the same old thing. Did he think
wrong dirty me?

The same old thing. Bad being.
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Like the time when you were takery without warning from betünd. Throttled fo¡
a minor error.

Wrong like that time when time was stolen.

Because the bad sentence hangs it.

And always the same old thing.

If you are fighting you get bke24 hours off association. That's a day in your room

and you get level three for a weeþ that's when you have to go to bed at g.30 and

you get no radio. If you're caught smoking you get 24 hours off association you get

level three for two weeks.

That's about it.

Correcting the drift, I cannot do this, and would not want it so. There is nothing to
be saved except the desire and belief in a memory fixed and un-movable in its
meaning' I have no faith in this beliel for I have sensed the pleasurable drift of
composition.

The mother, the home, the tea, floating, specific without reference.

It's drifting here it goes, the substance, without a constant sentence

There's nothing to break the boredom a¡rd break the routine.

when you're asleep they've got checks every fifteen minutes. If you've jwt gone to

sleep the lights gone off the light comes m you, wakes you r¡p again. Takes you a

while to get back to sleep. It makes me feel pissed off. Get sick of it after a while.
Sick of the same old routine. There's nothing to break the boredom and break the
routine.

Nothing you really can do.

Go by the routine or you get consequenced.

Because the bad sentence hangs it.
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Some of the workers are Ok. There's a few. Yeah, there's a couple. They just help

you out. Bring movies and that for you. Passes time. [Magic lantem's

finishedl...Time for tea.

Perhaps it is likewise an illusion that this is a drifting book, for the words are

finished and stuck upon this page, and they go nowhe¡e on there own.

Until that day, mudr anticipated when the sentence ended. Retuming what it
had stolen all that time. Secretly in its hands you had become another. Here then

caught hungry.

A book that drifts is very lonely. It visits places which belong to other people, it
goes r:nbidden there, becawe it is so lonely, and seeks comfort, in an imaginary

love.

To the time when I would be home with mother and father, and there is a fire

buming in the fireplace, and we are talking and laughing and remembering.

There was no prupose to us being in there at all. I mean the only thing the kids in

there wanted to do was to keep on escaping. Get their freedom back...because half
of them were in there fo¡ the same reason as me. You have to do what they say

whether it was right or wrong...there is no way to get through to them that what

you w¿¡s doing was nothing wrong.

At every tum, where I look down, I read signs of my own desire, which is so

powerful that it smoulders still, enanating strong meaning.

Theywant to go and arrest people, lock them up, and they are not going to teach

them anything, all you are going to leam is how to be more of a criminal. Better

ways to do things. It's ridiculous. They shouldn't æ and put all these people in

this gaol, you are paymg thowands tax payers dollars per person. It's ridiculous.

Why not with all that money they spend throwing people in gaol try and find out

the problem and fix it? It's like a bad dog, He keeps urinating on your carpet so you

are just going to chuck him in the room and lock him up, that's going to teach him

not to urinate cn the carpet? You got to get to the source and you got to find out,

well he's doing it because of this and I've got to teach him.

That's one thing the government is not willing to do.

a
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I lnow some quiet words, whispered in the dead of night. I have night shame. I
cannot live. Hate the hope for better things. Shame me.

It's the family that's the most important.

You dolt need to do anything for anybody or make anyone happy. you do it for

yourself. And now I'm going to school. Make my parents proud of me. That's the
way I want it. I want my parents to be proud of me. That's all I want now. Because

my dad's resented me from the first time I ever did crime. But now that I'm in lock-

up he lnows that I've leamt a lesson. He comes and sees me two times a week.

That's all we get here, two visits a week. And he sees me two times a week. And

he talks to me normally. Like father and son. Like I always wanted. He loves me,

and he shows that he cares. And he tells me that he loves me. And when I get out

I'll mor¡¡ the lawn for him. Anything that he tells me to do. I'll do it for him.
Because out there I took every day for granted. And ever since I cr¡me

here...everyday is like...I just want one day outside, with everyone else, in the
community, just to walk on the road.

I'll give up anything just for that.

The mother, the home, the tea.

This vanishes unless I repeat it, remember it, for it has no real substance, without
constant repetition.

I remember Mr. Humby, who was a father and sailor, and an upright man, who

had been shipwrecked and drowned and rescued by certain creatures, and nrng to

by others, Mr- Humby who was the saviour and hero of all boys, Mr. Humby who

had killed one thousand times, Mr. Humby who was the instinctual gentleman

and robber, Mr. Humby who would never be contentuntil he has restored to all boys

their natural rights and freedoms, Mr. Humby who had the largest heart and the
strongest legs who could nrr through walls and survive bu¡ied like a fakir, Mr.

Humby who had dorre battle with the devil and not been disgraced, that Mr.

Humby who arrived and set us all on fire...

Mine is a f¡etful book. It moves without vigour, you see it hangs limply at the
comers of the page. I cut and paste without enthusiasm I want the end.
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I enjoy the desbuction and culmination of my event, the process of surveying all

that I have corutructed. I am satisfied that the structure of defeat, of total

collapse, I am satisfied by its utter finality.

I go uazy if I don't have my freedom and that was what it was like...I was

starting togocrazy...That's what I was thinking about all the time...you look

outside your window during the night, you see the stars and you think I wish I was

out there, you know, not in here.

It drifts then, certainly. Having no home nor any sense of being that is permanent'

It is att¡acted to what it lacks: certainty; identity; peace of mind'

Because I had always sensed the existence of a secret, because there is a need and a

desire for destruction, and finally to annihilate pain.

I write that I want to destroy and that I want to live a life without pain.

In silence, identity and certainty take shape and become substance. They grow and

meander. I can never perceive this. The arbor, I can never re-visit it, and once I

become conscious, I am set adrift, expelled and forlorn'

There is a remembering of the forlorn and the lonely, and it finds an ally in the

remembering and reading which sets itself adrift from all that is fixed and

anchored. It is cast out f¡om the garden of identity, certainty and peace of mind'

There are astounding things, at the end of the world, at the foreshore where I can

see the absence and quietude that comes at the end of the sentence.

Although I want to kill, although I want to destroy, although all this is written

and recorded I am haunted by this remanent thought, which to be truthful is but a

string of words, hung rourd my necþ and lowering me, as garlic would an r¡ndead

corpse/ which I am not, and refuse to be.

I am not undead and ¡eft¡se to be so, although the sentence, that weighs so

heavily, that there was something left behind, there is something in this, some

thing that will not let me be.
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[The documerrb of Alfred Weippert, one time teacher aboard the hulk, are

reproduced in part here. The author notes that they formed part of the estate of

Alfred Weippert, retrieved by him from the Destitute Asylum, during his

investigations in the summer of 1898. They are, it appears, pedagogical notes and

personal reflections. Included also are stories possibly used in class. There are

other pieces of writing which, although in Alfred Weippert's hand, may be

copies from sources unJsrown. -SR]

r+ * rt

Sept. 1884

Sunday. Caught the train to Largs Bay. Early evening. Made my way to the errd of

the jetty. Met by Mr. Jefferson, ship's carpenter. Rowed to hulk by boys manning

oars. Boys rowed well. Went aboard the hulk at 5.30 pm. Dead calm. Reported

myself to acting superintendent (Mr. Thompson) at the Sangway. Stated my rurme

and was met warmly. Taken on tour by Mr. Thompson. Visited boys, who were then

engaged between decks reading, drawing, playmg draughts. Perfect order was

being maintained. Mr. Thompson introduced me. Boys seem well mannered enough.

Hope they are ready fo¡ me. Mr. Thompson tells me the boys are classified into

three divisions according to their good conduct. First and second division have

privileges in rank, diet and work ove¡ the ¡est. As it was tea-time they were

mustered in classes and marched to separate tables. Asked Mr. Thompson what

they had for tea. Was told the staple food was a piece of bread and an allowance

of treacle. The tea was without milk and sugar. These items having run short for a

week past. As one lad passed me I asked him (taking the liberty to do so) I asked

him if he had enough to eat. His reply was what might have been expected: 'some

do, some don't. You see some boys want more than what others do.' lnspected

dormitory. Clean and roomy though somewhat redolent of chloride of lime.

Visited boot and shoe workshop. Was told boys tum out about thirty pairs a week.

In the tailoring establishment some thirty boys were making shirts and so orr.

Clothes for the hulk boys and for the hrdustrial School. 'Sweat shop' thought I.

Went through the rest of the ship: superintendent's office; office; cook's
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departnent and private room. Finally led to school rcom and library. Mr.

Thompson informs me that the boy's behaviour is generally good. Stated as proof

that for months past the dark-cell had been unused.

Nov.1884

Notes for myself re. reading these boys'spirit.

1. These boys are too used to being read as being bad.

2. To read with hostility is to befriend the power of ignorance. It is to move

the eyes and focus the gaze without a taking in, without a movement towards an

emotional engagement. It is an inability to move the spirit, to become stuck and

fixed without hope, and confused, and fearful, thus to be su:rounded by that

which threatens sense making, to be sr¡rrounded by a lack of sentence structure, to

see before one's eye's an inaccessible realm of meaning making an impossible heap

of rubbish, an impossible cache of gold.

3. Reading goes forth from object to subject, ebbing in and out between these

two, and so it is that the body that reads becomes the body being read, becomes

the actual appearance of reading itself. Reading becomes stuck and immovable at

the manifestation and stench of a ce¡tain appearance. The appearance which

cannot be accommodated, that which must be t¡ansformed from a condition of

unknowing towards clarity and safety.

4. Reading adversely, it is in this manner of composition that ignorance and

fear make their appearance.

5. Being read in stilhress, surrounded by nothing, composed in fresh air, placed

together quietly, word upon word, is the life that takes place despite us, it is the

ever present flow and purge of language, surrounding still being like a halo,

dependent upon the body, and upon the actioru of the body, to not be still, to read

this flow as if it were the life blood of identity, rather than the ephemera of

commr:nity, the appearance of another's written composition, the reading of a

thousand million other departed souls.

6. Reading still, a still reading, it is without activity, it has no identity, it is
partaking of the next world within our own.

7. It is here at the mommt of reading that the boy appears. It is at that

moment that he is almost set free from the dark shadow, from the strangulation

and the night.

8. At the birth of the world, at the beginning of man, at the operring of God's

play, there at that moment when the world took shape, there upon the plains and

o¡chids and mountain valleys, appeared reading.
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10. It is to this singular fact, to the reading of. aboy, and the appearance of

reading, that all who teach must bow down and obey.

Have befriended Mr. Jefferson. Late at night he taps at my door and offers me a

tour of the hotd. Onour joumeywe passed over the great bed of silt which had

been placed amidships as ballast. Proceeded to a spot indicated by Mr. fefferson on

the btuff of the starboard bow. Examined the place. Water was running in as fast

as it would from a 2-inch tap. Mr. Jefferson took out his knife to try the soundness

of the timbe¡s. The blade went straight through the wood, showing it to be

thoroughly rotten. As the vessel rolled and lurched the timbers creaked dolefully.

The situation seemed rather dismal. Returned to my cabin. Thought about boys.

Herb Dolan is a houbled boy. Sent down for rape. Aged 12. Cannot take or any

lesson. Seems paralysed by idiocy. Ask him to work, like the other boys. Responds

by biting fingers. Hard. Puts whole fut in his mouth and bites down. Cannot spell

the simple words 'tea', 'stJgar','orrce'or'window'. Holds himself as well. With

the other hand. Clutches his genitals. Stamps his feet cn the floor. When set a

writing task he fills his book with scribble. Will frequently piss himself. Wild

looking boy. Cannot get any good from him. Have asked for transfer out of hulk.

Disturbs other boys. Talks incessantly of intercou¡se. Unbearable. Must leam to

love him.

Notes re. God's love of learning.

1. There is a certain substance in atl boys which is wanting to be f¡ee and to be

ecstatic with a sense of purpose and belonging.

2. This substance is a moral spirit. It is the spirit of His love.

4. Boys can love and smile and quake, yes quake with God's spirit. And I can

get that quaking. Arouse it with the right words. The right words will arouse a

sense of righhess in the boYs.

5. Love boys. Entwine them in your soul. Feel their sweet energies and guide

that sweebress toward the gushing fountain in the sky. Ecstatic thoughts, of being

entwined with love and youth.

6. The sentiments of love can be used for the betterment of boys'

7. It is the reforming of the self, of developing the self that I am put here to

carry out with love and tendemess and obedience to the long term spiritual

emancipation of those boys who are enslaved to a base materiality and who suffer

from the pain of too little love.
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8. Boys lack loving tutelage. Lack a loving encouragement for their better self

to come forward, and speak, and articulate and appreciate that this is a world

which is inhabited with a spiritual Presence.

9. This is a God-infested world, to be shorÇ and these boys will leam it.

læsson: forg:iveness.

When it was a cold winter's moming the contents of a large can of cold water were

emptied over Walter James' head. Although drenched and shivering, he went in

and sat through school. As the day advanced a bright red spot appeared cn either

cheek, his head bumed and the lagmg fever took him delerious, the fever raged

and his pulse continued increasing. A doctor was sent for and because he had a

naturally delicate constitution the doctor was full of the gravest anxiety and a

severe chill consumed everything. It was with a grieved, anxious expression that

the superintendent conducted service that evening. 'I have a few wo¡ds,' said the

superintendent.'I feel it my painful duty to say to you as you all krow someone is

now lying at the point of death. And the cause of his death lies at the door of ore

of you present here. I ask you now to come forward you, the boy who played this

mean trick because it is through your instrumentality that Walter James has

received his death-blow. So let me impress uPor you now this terrible time and

how near lies death to each of you, and so I beg of you to examine yourselves, to put

to yourselves, eadr one of you individually, 'am I ready to die?" Quite overcome,

the superintendent sat down, grieved and disappointed, and he looked n¡urd and

the boys mardred into the dark. The next day poor Walter James who was now

about to be snatched by the cn¡el hand of death lay with his hand clasped in

mine, and he said 'tell the boys to think of me waiting for them, over there, ask

them to come to me soory and promise me that nothing bad will happen to the boy

that did the crime; he only meant it as a joke.' The last words were feeble but

inaudible and his hand unclosed its clasp and his eyelids closed, and a convulsive

shiver ran through the boy's dead body. The superintendent at once sr:mmoned the

discovered wretched culprit boy to his cabin, and kindly, but sternly, pointed out

to dreadfuI things. The boy's heart was touched to the core that a dy g wish said

that he should not be whipped wretched. Carrying out the dyi"g request the

superintendent consented to let the boy remain confined and shackled him down

below for the remainder of the sentence. From that day he applied himself

diligently at his work and soon won esteem. Then one day he sent a petition from

himself and the boys for a small memorial window to the remembrance of Walter.

It is still to be seen in the starboard side of the hulk. It is the touching

representation of Ch¡ist suffering qr the cross, and the mocking scoffing at him
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from the shore, while beneath the window are written these words: 'Father,

forgive them, for they know not what they do.'

læsson: spelling.

1,. One spells the sentence in a manner that is pre-determined. One does not

spell a new ordet, one spells-out an order that is there.

2. One articulates a power that is latent. Olre gains entry to a certain power by

articulating, part by part, a ProPer order. The power which or€ may gain comes

out of respect to an in-alienable order; to partake in that, to have Power/ one mwt

spell-out the way it was ordained, by the higher orders, who want to bestow their

Power.

3. There is a power that waits.

4. Priests gained their power in part by reading out words from letter to letter.

They broke down the word of god into comPonmt parts, which could not be re-

arranged or tampered with. It was then that God appeared to those who heard

this, as an infinitely indivisible entity. And the secret to this particular idea,

was not that god came from letters, of their pronunciation (all creatures c¿une

forth thus) but that God was a unique and singular form of letters. He could not be

spelt out any other way. To bring God to bear upcn this earth, to make him

present, then there must be ProPer spelling. And when there is proPel spelling

then he is present.

5. It is a deformity of the highest order to mis-spell the word of God. It is an

abomination to invoke with God's letters, another form of being. The heart of

youth is as the page beneath your hand. So one must be su¡e when writing, that

the word of god partakes of a proper order, and that it does not dally with those

forces of perversion who, knowing the secrets of the power of spelling, wait at the

edges of your page.

9. There is a fearfulness gathering at the bo¡ders of each word, at the

differences between the proper and improper. A certain disintegration looms,

where there is disorder and miscegenation, that is where you may find the

excluded fellow.

1.0. There must be an exclusiory a keeping at bay the one, the singular, who

.belongs some place else, who may not wander into this PIoPer place. That fellow,

the one who must belong elsewhere, he too has a home and a duty to which he

needs place himself.

11. FearfuIness and disaster creep alongside every line you w¡ite. And each boy

has this demon tooking over him. Waiting fo¡ the mistake which will invoke the

wrath of order. Each boy, at the verge between the pen and paper, is dealing with
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the difference between disaster and success. He has a chance to make good himself

there.

12. On the surface of the page is inscribed the outlines of the fate and character

of each and every boy.

Mr. Jefferson wakes me again. Find myself unable to decline his offer of late-night

joumey. We walk silently through the hulk. He points to weather side of the

ship. Suggested I take note how it is decaying under the effect of the elements.

Takes me once again down into the hold. He speaks incessantly about the

condition of the boat. How rotten it is. How it will soon sink and kill us all.

'You see here Mr. Weippert, the caulking below the copper is very bad. In

several places the oakum is completely decayed, being so bad this ruler here, I can

push it through the back of the seam to the copper, leaving only the copper and

churram to keep the ship afloat.'

As he spoke he demonstrated that fact with great vigour.

'As yott can see here there's water over the ceiling m the port side. Over

here, on the starboard side, I've been cutting away some timber to see if there was

a leak there too. But I could not make my way in.'

'Why was that?' I asked, as much as to keep some semblance of sanity amid

the gloomy darkness. The ship was still lurching. I felt it down amid the

darkness, that certain fear. I felt it deep within me.

'See all that timber? When she was a quarantine vessel they just tossed i t

dornm here without mudr thought. It's forming a well-consolidated heap,

calculated to strain an old ship riding in a seaway. And rpw it can't be got at. It's

too dark in there. Always. The lights I bring don't ever show enough to see at all.

Come onhere I got to sound the pumps.'

With that I followed him along the dark passage, covered over, as I said

before, with silt. We finally emerged, passing by the night-watchman.

Retumed to my cabin, disturbed in mind and body.

I look down upcn myself, sitting at the table, unable to bring words to bear upon

this matter, aware that the matter of a judgment looms, that there may come a

knock at the door, and with that the forced entry of a dark presence, who leows

all that I have done. He lorows all that I have done and takes my hand, and

guides it to write. I am forced to write against myself, as though the¡e were some

abuse occurring here, of a sordid nature. I am being stripped by a malign hand that

travels down iruide me. There itbrings up words which work against me, there, it
has my hand clenched within its own Now I write that I am bad, that I am
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doome{ that I have ro hope at all. That I will always be so. I become nalrow,

tiny, slender and almost impossible.I hold cn only slightly to my body, which is

the target of a hostility, a rage not of my own making.

Iæsson: reflection.

The superintendent in grating tones said 'see that you make an impression cn that

boy's back. And have the ¡emaining boys tum up for punishment.' In obedience to

the zummqr,sthe boyscnthe quarter-deckwith awe-stricken faces looked cnat

the dread scene.

'Very good Mr. Thompson!' said the superintendent, knitting his brows;

'tum out a good cat to your mates.'

'The best I've got in store, sir' replied the gruff man amid profound silence

broken by the wind whistling and the sobbing of a wave through the hulk's

rigging.

The boy was brought dejected who had been kept under close ar¡est cn the

deck, sullen to where stood a $ate firmly lashed to the ship by the carpenter.

And the mate held lug the dreaded cat-o'-nine-tails in his fist whilst the doctor

would report to the superintendent should the boy faint at the terrible punishment

during its infliction.

The superintendent, in a loud tone, with reference to the offence of which

the boy had been guilty and the sentence folded the paper up, made a signal to the

mate who ordered the delinquent to strip off his flannel. And his wrists and

ankles were lashed to the grate and the superintendent in firm and grating tones,

said'do your duty.'The mate who held the cat, stepped forward and took position

up behind the culprit, who, naked to the waist, cast a furtive glance in dread

expectation of the powerful man rolling his sleeve. Displaying a great, hairy,

arm, and grrirrg the cato'nine-tails a flou¡ish in the air cn the culprit's bare back

he began emphatically. The marks became instantly visible of several incisions.

Clearing the cat with his fingers in orthodox fashion with every blow the

boy writhed like a serpent. The culprit's back was seamed and lacerated, blue-

and-red, and the boys' gaze tumed unable any longer.

As the blows stmck home the superintendent add¡essed the boys saying

that this cruel punishment and these severe punishments have frequently been the

cause of a complete breakdown.

'Know then that a punishment has become a thing of fear of the cat no doubt

acting as a deterrent to the evil-disposed.'
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At length the two dozen lashings were cast and the boy in a fainting

condition was led down below and the superintendent ordered the boys to 'pipe

dowry' dispersing them below to reflect on the sentence.

Mr. Button discovered myself and Mr. Jefferson in the boy's dormitory. Were cn our

way to the hold again. Stopped by to look at them sleeping. Restful. Calm.

Hammocks swaying. Lingered too long. Upset extinguished lamp. Found out by

wardsman. He called Mr. Button down. Taken to office for interrogation. He

suggested that my position would be reviewed. Has heard some unsavoury

rumours. Was going to ignore them, but this matter has changed his mind. Am

ti¡ed of him.

Dreary man. Upstart. Uncultured.

I cannot dis-avow the sickness in me.

What is that forces this confession?

I am a manifestation of the hand which forces and abuses, that is connected to the

night, and to the forces of evil and black desire. Hands come to me at night, and

desire to take me to the cell, where children have been tumed to bone, where some

stilt hide beneath rocþ where the shadows of a tragic disappearance flitter

across my eyes.

The candle has blown out. The cell drips blood.

I want judgment to cease its interminabte grinding of yor:ng flesh. The judgemmt

machine incinerates conscience. It desires the death of conscience. It desires to

make all conscience its own so that its terrible grinding can rule this flat sea.

Mr. |efferson at me again. Enters my quarters. Raving.

'I am of the opinion Si¡, that the hulk, to make her tight and sea-worthy, ought

to be placed cn the patent slip, ballast taken out, copper stripped off, all
defective planks and fastenings renewed, caulked from keel to covering board, and

churammed and sheathed with yellow metal. Probable cost of repairs I make to be

three thousand five hundred pounds.I am further of the opinion Sir, that she may

open out at anymoment.'
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Told the man that I had other things on my mind at PIesent. Refused to hear more.

Told him that I sought redemption.

The night. Dark and a little glimmer from the moon w¿ìs covered over by clouds.

Heard the roar of the sea. Seemed like a mountain. Crossed the deck and walked

towardsthe farthermost part of the hulk. Heard the wheels of the carriages

away in the di¡ection of the shore. Found my head running on the story of the dead

boy. Seemed to see the gipsy kneeling cn the pauper's chest. Cutting his throat

with a pocket knife. Said out loud I won't be frightened I won't. There aren't any

such things as hosts. Dead boys don't walk about. A hanged wooden figure can't do

me harm. I haven't anything to steal. Coming to the dead boy was the worst part

of the way. Feared seeing that ugly form. Tried to fix my mind cn a girl whose

dress I had tom while we danced. Why was she so ñrgqy with me?

Then I saw it quite plain the dark form. It stood out and my heart jumped. Heard a

hundred thinp come up from the grave. Trembled all over. The dark figure stood

up and began to move about.

And it saw me and kicked and tugged at his chain. He whined' Oh what I saw

was a donkey tied by a chain to the post of the Prow. I laughed till my sides split.

Then the donkey laughed too. He lifted up his head and hee-hawed.

Awoke before I felt the ass

Notes for self improvement.

1. I have pain in my olrn life and I have disaster waiting for me and I have

doom casting shade over my wind-swept horizon.

2. I am so vulnerable, fragile and liable to dissipation.

3. I am a third-rate man.

4. I do un-manlywork.

5. I am confined,like a wom¿m, with children and their education.

I take sr this womanly role, for want of something better, for want of some

manliness which was never my inclination nor lot it seems.

6. I avert my eyes f¡om most mm aboard. We seem to all share a similar

shame. To be those who care for boys.

7. I have the lowest rank. The one who deals not with brute force or Power,

but with soft immaterial and delicate matter, as would a woman, with fine lace,

which was sewn, with invisible threads at night.
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Must remember to refuse Mr. Jefferson's advances. I þdge myself and find it
wanting.

Note: I cannot give in to this siclaress (again)

I take myself apart at the moment of judgment. To take the eyes perhaps, from the

skull, they do not stare so know. To take away the lips, that do not frown so no\^¡.

Also, I want to take the hands apart from their arms, to place them down upon the

floor. And the brain too, that must come forth from the skull, and sit quietly with

those other body parts. There it is then, judgment taken down a peg or two, placed

on a tray on the floor. I pick each piece to locate exactly where it is that there is a

force. Where the force that holds me lies. Where is it that I am, in this bloody

array. I hold and examine each in tum, and imagine myself held in those hands

and held in those eyes, which hold nothing now. My corpse holds nothing except

an absence. In my imagination those hands and eyes hold me down. The picture of

myself being held down keeps me fearful. I am my fearful presence.

Need appears at the beginning of every boy's sentence, and it is at that point

where there appears a great need fo¡ good writing. For the appearance of a

sentence which can re-structu¡e need and transform its poverty to some correct and

proper purpose. The painfuI sentence suffers a paucity of sfucture, grammar and

direction. It lacks words like'comfort,''welcome' and'love.'

There is a writing which is beyond, which cannot ever be touched and there is a

beyond to all writing, the objects of which are never present. Material

qualifications, they belong to the material realm and not to good writing.

There is always an identity beyond or at least there is a presence, in its
inessential essentidity, in its formlessness and mystery.

I have put myself whe¡e crime has taken place, I place myself there, at the place

where the dark shadow falls, where light has fled, where doc¡m strikes, where

the last letters fall beneath the sea without sound. The slow strangulation of the

blood and of the breath, the inabilify to communicate and to serrd a message, it is
so isolating, this condition of being adrift. This loneliness that is so complete,

that has begirnings but no way of ending or completion.

Mymouth. The sentence.
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[The following are the author's notes concerning an'interview'with Thomas Reed,

who was chairman of the Destitute boa¡d until his resignation sometime in 1888.

The destitute board managed the affairs of the reformatory }:rulk Fitzinmes, as

well as the Industrial school and the girls' reformatory at magill. Thomas Reed

was therefore the man ultimately responsible for the management of the hulk

between 1880 and t887, after which time the management of the hulk was taken

over by the state children's council. The notes were found with accompany:ng

annotations suggesting a draft copy. The peculiar nature of the textual notes

(sometimes critical, sometimes playful), and the chaotic structure of the

'interview', suggest that the author was going through a personal struggle with

the contentof the material. Secondly, the facts suggest that the interview was the

dramatisation of previously published information pertaining to the hulk, and

that the interview itself was entirely fictional. -SR l

¡f :+ ¡+

Return yet again to immoral conduct.

'The advantages were in far greater subordination and discipl[es of the

night]ine, and smart[ing]ness in various duties that pertained uniquely to ship

life. It is a belief that was shared in every place in the empire.'

[remember the bath answering the purpose of a urinal at one point']

Yes it was.

'Was it the plan that the first act cn the boys rising was to have a [urine]

bath?'

'Or a thorough wasþ yes.'

'They were then under þeneath] prison conditiors?'

'It was only used for that PurPose at night.'

'And it was used as a bath during day time ?'

'They did not[often]. They washed on deck[often]. A number of buckets were

suplinelplied with plenty of water, and they washed in them on the PooP.'

lPooP?l
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[Simpty a sluice with their hands in a bucket?]

lpoopl

'Not as a rule.'

'Was the arrangement of the dormitories calculated i^ a.y way to check

any immoral conduct that the lads may have indulged in?'

'They were certainly [they were certainly able] unable to abscond from the

reformatory ship.'

'Describe the man[who looked]ner of surveillance used when the boys were

in the dormitories at night [?]'

'At one point the a[rse]fter part of the vessel which was set apart for

closets and urinals did afford every facility for boys of bad conduct and character

to avail themselves in an immoral manner, and so these were destroyed as well.'

'What became of Mr. Weippert?'

'He u)øs a young person who had the appearance of an educated man.'

'And how was Mr. Weippert previously employed?'

[I know his writing he was there he was in my hand too. He brought some

writing.l

'He was working as a cønaasser. P¡ior to that he was an inmate of the

Destitute Asylum.

[Go down, have been down, I know them, I am. Don't say it.

Was young and had an appearance who taught now dead.]

'Were there ever any medical opinions given on this matter?'

'At one point a doctor summoned bread and tea and treacle for breaKast and

said it was sufficient for growing lads.'

[And dripping?]

'Yes; he never suggested anything mo¡e than that.'

'What punishment was inflicted upon the uncontrollable boys?'

'Corpor[e]al.'

'With respect to the parents of Sheldrake the circumstance of his committal

declared their personal unfitress. You must disregard bad character; weakness of

character; other defects in the home. I say therefore, that once a parent declares

his inability to control, ldeclares his need to be controlled] he has altogether
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forfeited his rights to possess[a child]ion as a parent. Father begged the state to

take his place. Object of the committal: the boy should be controlled by another

body. [Laws of the state determine liquidation of intent and context] it is the

parents who make life most difficult. It is prudmt when administering to [the]

poor [people]to be or guard against habitual dependenry and deceit. [Remember

that to your historyJ. C¡" hulk boy in fact whose parents were seeking his retum,

said to me,'I am happy here [the hulk is good]; I don't want to go home. Main

poinfi parents should not be allowed to interfere in the disposal of their boy until

that boy, through placing out, has become morally independent of former adverse

influences. As you well lcrow, parents who, after discovering the addresses of

their sons in situation, will write and unsettle the [settled] mind[s] of the child,

inducing them to abscond. I have met with numbers of cases where children in fact

refuse to go back to their parents. My father and mother are wicked. Get drunk.

[Insert boy re. family chained by father to the floor of the house.]

[I remember they painted and made boats in the evenings.]

I remember the books in the library on the hulk.

'Indeed.'

'What was the nature of the library?'

Iyeaming]

'Is it not true that there is nothing that has sudr debilitating effect cn the

constitution of the lower classes as immoral conduct? Is it not the cause of

disorders-insanity, epilepsy, and other derangements of the system?'

[And so] 'Were all cases [always in lower] of immoralig or board the hulk

reported to you?'

'There may have been sorne cases of insubordination that went

un[der]reported.'

'Retum of a boy at the end of the sentence to the parents meant not only a retum to

old associations,but a casting-off of the restraint imposed during the interval at

the hulk. A position of responsibility should intervene between therefore at the

md of the sentence and the þeginning of the next] retum to the parents and a

situation the boy is in a position of trust where he can gain self-govemance and

self-reliance. Consequences: have a good fling at home as formerly.'
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[remembering two boys]

'Yes. John Wallace and David Dee committed u¡natural offences or the

park lands together, previous to their admission to the hu1k. They exhibited

strange and eccentric behaviour which was certainly associated with constant and

repeated self-abuse. David Dee was subsequently diagnosed as being epileptic,

and sent from the hulk to be com¡nitted to the lunatic asylum for treaünent.'

[Where he is.]

'Why were boys removed from their parents?

'It depended on the arrangements [of past time ] and who was in charge.'

'I received [boy's cries, one or two] intimations of this kind some time in the

early years of the hulk. Boys are [were] punished accordingly.'

'But you did have a boy as young as eight on board.'

[How it was principled, the night.]

'I think the youngest boy on board the hulk was about ten years of age.'

[he cannot see what I mean]

'Where is the meaning?'

[When in the berths at night. Mixed together. Not classified mingled in

the night or kept separate.l

'Did you condorre the practice that admitted the mixing together of yor:ng

lads who were hardly answerable for their own actions with other and older lads

who are hardened criminals?

Perhaps, [he] cannot recall[him].

'I think there was a number of boys or board the hulk who although rþ

doubt uncontrollable, were there through the sin and the fault of their parents.'

'I had them all removed because of the evil likely to occw from sudr close

contact.'

He brought a letter of recommendation from a reverend.

'Did you at any stage consider that the immoral conduct engaged in by the

boys, coupled with the probability that the boys would have had only bread and

tea, without milk, for breakfast, did you not consider that this must have had a

very injurious effect on them, both mentally, physically and morally?'

[Why are lower classes deprived of privileges?]
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'He taught but was not a certified teacher.'

'There was a teacher who had spent time in the Asylum?'

[Dreary memories. Or the hulk. Life there. What was it. Better than the grey

duy'l

He visits hulk. Inspects sleeping arrangements. A¡xious about immorality. Finds

there were five rows of five hammocks strung up side by side in a row and touching

each other. So that a lad of tender age, say eight or nine years old, and simply

uncontrollable, would have mingled with hardened boys of twelve or fourteen

years of age, who have been convicted of crime.

[Recall the door at the rear of the warden's rooÍr installed so he could enter his

room in secret. Quietly. The quiet eye. Without the knowledge of the boys.l

'The wardsm¿rn was in his dormitory at about 7 o'clock every evening until

he went to bed, during which time his duty was to frequently look at the boys-

unseen by them [except for the eye in the hole in the door]- and he said he [iked
that andl did so.'

[The name hulk, It has an affect. It has me affecting. The echo of an affect from

these conversations.l And so'didldo] you ever think that the very name 'hulk'

had[has]a demoralising tendency?'

'I always thought the name was unattractive.'

'Other than the accomplishment of total isolation, what was it that the

hulk achieved for the boys?

[Except for these pages of writing that well-up against it without I am without

sovereignty although despite what has bee¡r levelled at the hulk I believe the

best evidence I cannot assail it the reformative powers of sentencing.]

'[Is] Reading is [was] spiritual instruction.'
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Dear Sir,

I think you should know this story why boys run away or get caught up in

crime. This is ø good thing to haae in your book for people to know. This then is

the story of why lohn Reid escaped from the hulk. This is the story thøt he told

me himself and I hope that you wiII remember this when you write. He needs good

ftiends and I know you could be one to him thøt is why I send it to you knowing

that. It was written down ø few yeørs preaious but ít is true nonetheless and I can

imøgine you cøn improve on it ns I was not able to. It might seem taII but it is not

and you will know that this is how boys liaed their life and that they all want to

be happy that's all So wiII you read it and publish it as part of the hulk

histories because this story was a part of that time. Did you need any other stories

I haae them too and it will be ø ¡nutual adoantage perhaps if you ask me for
them. I haae many stories for you about boys øt the time I was close to them ønd

how they were liaing. Now they are dffirent times and so I suppose these old

stories are what you are interested in then. TelI me if I am interesting you in whøt

I am writing.

I am Sir

Yours truly

Friend of John Reid

John Reid had been a boy who got into t¡ouble. He was first at the Industrial

School for I can't remember what. He got away f¡om there as often as he could he

said he shouldn't have been locked up for not liking school and I agreed with him.

That's why he got sent to the hulk originally. For absconding from the Industrial

School. Then he was licensed to Mr. Collins in mount Bryao and it w¿¡s a terrible

hard lot and it was dry country with sheep and he was treated bad and buggered.

He got retumed for misconduct. Now that I remember it, that was the second time

after he was sent to a farmer at Second Valley, but he was retumed for misconduct

from there too. Then about when he was about L4 he and another boy, it was ]ohn

Ramage, who I have met and who is not good at all, they absconded from the hulk

together. And they both got caught and the local magistrate who is a sodomite he
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ordered them to be whipped and they were. Ramage got L8 and John he only got

12. Then they went back to the hulk after they were whipped. |ohn was having a

bad time of it and so he went over again.

When he was about 15 he absconded and they never found him as you already

lcrow.

On the lirulk Fitzjames Jobn Reid put both his hands cn the shoulders of his

mother who had come to the hulk for one of the visits the superintendent gave.

John loved his mother and she smiled through tears but why was it especially

heavy upor her at that moment? There was things troubled Mrs. Reid, and

whitened her hai¡.

'Is it Vincent ?'he said.

'Oh, John ! If your brother would only come home for his birthday!'

'Otr, he'll come back'said John. 'Why are you troubled?'

'Hark!'said Mrs. Reid. The sound of bells came full and clear over the sea.

'They rang like that the night he left us,' said |ohn.

'Oh! John,'his mother said, 'that was two years agol'

She sank down and she covered her face and she wept freely.

'Don't fret mother,'he said. He kissed her.

His mother said 'you are a good boy,' and she cried all the way home to her

house.

It was an amazing thing but that same day there was a letter come for John and i t

was the mate who gave it to him saying 'this is from your brother Vincent.' John

opened it and he could hardly believe it but he managed aright and it went like

this...

'Dear ]ohn, I want you to meet me to-night at half-past twelve or the

swamp.I will tell you why I must see you at that time and at that place when you

come. If you tell anybody a word about this letter, or bring anybody with you, you

won't find me there. You must come by yourself, and without anybody loowing if
you ever want me to come home again. You will be surprised but you will
understand it whenyou get there. Hoping to seeyou downby the old gate at half-
past twelve tonight.

I am,

Your affectionate brother,

Vincent Reid.
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This is not my handwriting, as you will see. I have hurt my finger and can't write,

and a friend has written me. If you wish me to meet you there and æ home with
you not a word of this to anybody.

So that is why John Reid absconded, because he was needed desperately by his

trusted brother who was in trouble. And you know how he did it norn¡ I will repeat

what happened next to him.

It was the darkest night with the stillness in the oppressive swarnp/ he was

feeling the loneliness and the strangeness of the escape in the 'witching hour of

night.'Young Reid, however, w¿ìs not daunted now that he had made up his mind.

Now and again the breeze went sobbing over the hill-top, and ever and anon the

hoarse and solemn roar of the distant sea c¿une swelling through the darkness.

Down into a valley now, and across a slight wooden bridge spanning a brook whose

swollenwaters rumbled and gurgled as if catching the far-off thunder of the sea.

Another nar¡ow field and John had readred what was perhaps the most

formidable part of his joumey - a narrow lane, or rather fooþath, through a

coppice. Maty a time had he be€n in the middle of a field in the darkness, with
his mother exploring mo6sy dells, following her before out at midnight. But

certainly never had he seen inside the course of the streamlets that bubbled

through it, or sat on some fallen tree as nor ¡ and watched the gambols of fire. He

had crept stealthily dolvn the back staircase of rabbits, across the open spaces

amid their houses, had drawn back the somewhat ponderous clustering fems and

the masses of bluebells. Alasf How strange the place looked and what clouds were

scudding! As if there was bolts and bars on the outer door, and he stood beneath it,
cn a spot in the midnight stars. Aqoss clear frosty light that was teeming with
pleasant memories. How still and solemn those stars looked at the dead hour.

And low on fully the old door creaked out. He pushed open the creaky old gate and

hinges. As the boy stepped into the wood, how weird and strange and nervous it
was, it must be confessed. That nar¡ow path he knew not echoed by old winter

church clocks.It then began to boom out the midnight hour! The night had never

known it was the dead of night it was shrouded in a winding-sheet of mist.

He was on the point of emergence and was beginning to congratulate himself that

his brother must be now within a very short distance, when clear above the rustle

of the breeze came a short, sharp whistle, and the whistle he had heard a signal

to him over at the quarry, and the next minute a tall obscure figure moved into the
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pathway. For a moment the boy's heart seemed to stand still. It could be Vincent

who had corre to him, his throat and lips were terribly dry, and he stood for a

moment as if paralysed. But it occurred to him this might be orre of his brother's

stealing comparrions, who was not more than a gunshot from where he stood. He

put a bold-front cn and because it may be onty an honest wayfarer. But his knees

shooþ an instant after he had come up fairly in front of the first burly form, a

second one hove in sight, he felt some serious mischief in his hand.

fohn met two rough men in the dark and they took hold of him roughly and he was

aftaid of them. He said what do you want and they said they wanted him but he

didn't lorow what they were about. John said he wanted his brother and if they

krew about him. They said they was sent by him and he had to do what they

said. They were mean and you can see that he would be afraid as it was dark in

the swamp. And they wanted him to steal and rob his family for them. But John

Reid was not about to do that because he wanted Ìo get away from that life and

because the hulk was waiting for him again, you see. He did not want to be cn the

hulk and he wanted to be with his brother.

Swift as a crushing thunderbolt and a flash of lightning, he lcrew the poor lad

that he had been made the cruel victim of a hoax. There would be rn retuming his

brother, no restoration of his mother's peace and happiness and then he would be

back at the hulk for no good at all. He had braved the peril of the swamp and the

bitter cold and he had come with a heart full of love for the wanderer, and

beating high with the hope of bringing him home, and you see nolv it appeared

that the letter from that wanderer was merely heartless bait to get him in the

power of ruffians and burglars!

John Reid was a manly boy but for one moment he looked upon the man with a look

of pale and speechless agony, and then bu¡st into tears.

'Come, come!' said one of the strangers,'there's ro need for any o' that. You

needn't be afraid. You have only got to-'

'AÍraidt' blazed out the boy, with passionate vehemence. 'I am not cqang

because I am afraid. Don't you think it!'

'Well, what then?' growled the fellow.

'Why why - I thought my brother Vincent had -'
He could get no further, and again put an ¿ìrm across his face and cried

bitterly.
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'Look here!' said one of the men, shaking him by the shoulder, and

speaking in a rough, threatening tone, 'we've no time for this. Tell r¡s what we

want to know, and then you canblubber us long as you like.'

'D'ye think I'm going to help you rob my unde and my mother?' broke out

the young captive, drawing himself up, and quivering with desperate defiance in

the fibre of his body.

The two men exchanged glances. Villains they were impressed by the

valorous bearings of John Reid who had taken whippings before and was not

scared of no man. The look they gave each other would have said as mudr, if the

twinkling stars had thrown more light on the black night.

'Very well,' said the man, 'we have only to go and walk in by the door, and

get the plate, whether you tell us whe¡e it is or not. But unless we lcrow jwt where

to drop on it, it'll take r.rs some time to rummage, and if anybody was to interfere

with us while we are at it they night get hurt. D'ye see? You wouldn't like your

unde or your mother to get a crack with a crowbat, would you? If we l,now just

where'tis, we can go and get it and have done with it, and nobody's be hurt, and

you can go ¿rs soon ari you like in the mom.'

John Reid had a bad choice and he did not want to hurt his mothe¡ and he did not

want them to be hurting her so you see this is how boys get into trouble. They have

no choices but they are made to be bad and then they get sent away.

'Now then,'said the criminal fellow who was an escaped man too, gr i.g a rough

shake to the shoulder he held. 'What's it to be? Are you going to tell us?'

John Reid clenched his fist, drew himself up, and looking straight into

what of the criminal face could be seen, he said, 'you shall kill me first!'

'Now, look here, young man,' said the fellow who held John Reid by the

shoulder, and who gtipped him viciously as he spoke, 'we don't mean to stand rn

nonserìse, and we've got no time to spare. You larow what this is I dare say?' he

continued, and he cocked a pistol inJohn's mouth. 'I'll give you about fuck nothing

seconds to think about it, and if you don't do as we wants you then I'll blow your

brains out.'

John Reid visibly shrank from the te¡rible thing. I had not seen the gun but I would

have not liked it. [t was another thing that made John have rp choice. But he

thought he did in that he cor¡ld die. So you see that is another good choice for

boys, eh Sir? You can die or be part of crime that's what. And he escaped to do
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good and save his brother but wherever he goes he has got pain and torment and

that is how I see it too.

There is nowhere for like us to go who make the choices and they kill us or send w
out to crime and then onto a ship that is like the dead night with no stars shining

in it.

'I shall not think about it' he said, 'I am not going to help you rob my uncle. If you

murder me, you must.'the man scowled upon him, and levelled the weapon at his
eye. The boy shrank back again, and th¡ew up his arm as if to shield his face, but

never a word could his torturer wrest from him. This was very awkward. They

would have liked to have shot him because he was a criminal boy any way and

not good even as a dog. But they did not and the mer held a brief consultation in
whispers, and then one of them said, 'you'll be sorry for this before long my fine

fellow,' he growled, and as he spoke he stroked the face of the boy who stood

breathless and trembling at the edge of the precipice.

You may think that the boys were used to violent things like this but they
weren't. I knew some of those boys and they were not there because they were

violent. There was boys who were there because all they did was steal something

useless or some small thing because they had nothing and they might want a

saddle or a bird of someone. Or something to eat. But before they might be

uncontrollable and why was that? Those boys they didn't lcrow how to read or

nothing and so theyplayed a¡ound and would you too?

'Now, I'll tell ye what we're going to do,'said the criminal man,'and then you can

think about it.'

'My mate's gøre off to fetch sorne more oÍ 'en., and if you donrt out with
what we want we're going to pitch you over the cliff into the sea.'

A bitter cry of anguish broke from the parched and ashy lips of the young

captive, and he clasped his hands.

'I shouldn't think God would let you do that'he said.

'You wouldn't think god let poor m€n starve, but he do thouglu, ejaculated

the criminal.

'If I were a man like you I'd rather starve ten times over than serve a poor

little chap like this.'

Tears again relieved the lad's heart hotly. Th"y streamed down f¡om

beneath his bandage, and his sobs, which he wot¡Id have repressed if he could,
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perhaps softened the rugged and brutal nature of the smuggler. Then he spoke

somewhat less harshly, persuading the boy that all he had to do was to comply

with the demand made upon him, and he needn't be afraid. He would be quite safe

if he would tell them where to find some valuables.

'I won't! I won't! I won't!' again broke out the boy, with the fiercest yell.
'What sort of a boy'd I be to go home and find my unde and my mother away and

murdered, and know that I had helped to do it! I never will. Even if God lets you

throw me into the rocks,I tell you I won't do it!'

As if the incident had been part of a dream, being told that he would have to die

soon or tell, it was then all was oblivion till he opened his eyes and found some

one bending over him.

'John, John, old boy! Don't be afraid, it's Vincent.'

In an instant the two locked in a fond and fervent embrace.

'Are they going to do it, Vincent ?'John Reid asked, in a hoarse whisper.

'To do what, John?'

"Io rob our house.'

'The villains! The dastardly villains!'broke out the brother.

'Are they going to kill me?'whispered ]ohn Reid.

'I don't know,' answered Vincent. 'I don't know what they are about.'

'Oh, Vincent, my dear old Vincent, did you send that letter to me? And

what did you send it for? Did you really mean that perhaps you would come

home?'

'What letter, John ?'

'A man brought me a letter,' said John, sobbing cn his brother's shoulder.

'The letter asked me to meet you in the swamp at half-past twelve tonight, and i t

said perhaps if I did you would go home with me.'

Vincent Reid groaned, pressing both his hands to his forehead. 'Oþ John,

old boy! I wish I had never come away from home. I didn't think they were

villains. What did they do it fo¡?'

One of the men who stood near, with a face partially concealed by masks,

said to John Reid'don't you know anything about your brother?'

'Go back again, Vincent, 'said John, rising to his elbow, and speaking with
all the eagemess of his soul, 'go back again to mother. Oh, wouldn't we have a

birthday! Go, Vincent ! Do!'

Vincent Reid shook his head sadly. 'Mothe¡'d be ashamed of me.,

'Why, Vincent, our dear old mother ashamed of you! Why she's always

praFng that you may come back, and cries about you, and her hair's all tumed
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$ey, Vincent, and only last night when the bells were ringing they put her in

mind of you, and when I looked up she was crying ready to break her heart, and

she said, 'oh, if Vincent would only come home to his birthday!' Come ory Vincent,

why, she'lI be half frantic with joy!'

Vincent listened to John 's impassioned ouþouring with a face full of

amazement, and then tears stole down his keen, sin-marked, visage.

'I thought my mother would have given me up/ John. God bless her, old boy!

But I can't go bacþ Jotm.'

'Why not, Vincent ?'

The wanderer shook his head.

'I'm too much mixed up with 'em,' he said. 'I never me¿mt to be, John. I

didn't mean to be as bad as I have been, but when you begin to p bad you never

know when you're going to stop. You should know about that. I thought it was only

a bit of stealing they were up to, and some folks think there isn't so mudr harm in

stealing. But they're a bad loÇ John, and now I'm one of them. I can't break from

'em now. They'd shoot me if I did.'

'Let 'em shoot' said John, stoutly. I'd rather they should shoot me fifty
times than be one of them.'

The opinions of most of the compant as expressed in whispers and mutte¡ed

curses/ was that it was no use going any further, and one or two began discussing the

expediency of killing ]ohn Reid.

It was then that Vincent at last spoke with his true heart:

'I am dumbfounded, both at the terrible display of villainy qr the part of

you men and at the splendid boy whom I had been wont to think of as a thug. I see

the craft and wickedness of the scheme, and well how the threats to shoot you

John and to fling you down the rocks have been made. ]ohn, you have withstood

all their violence! Thrice this night you have faced death rather than do a single

act of wrurg to the good old man who is father to r¡s both, and to mother whose

hair has tumed grey with our waywardness and wickedness. I larow my conduct is

so wretchedly ignoble and degraded, so utterly contemptible and unworthy.'

And a sensation flashed through his mind with startling force. If these

villains should really rob his uncle and he were apprehended, who would believe

him, though be should swear that he knew nothing about it? He had been reckless

and wild, but he was not wholly hardened, and he stood aghast at the thought of

appearing as an accomplice in so heartless a crime-plundering the old gentleman

and mother.

Jotur, ' he said, 'you're the noblest and best and bravest boy I know. I don't a

bit deserve what you've gone through for me. Forgive me.'
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'VincenÇ 'said John, 'I am here to set you free. So I say to you and to your

companions, exdrange me for him. L€t Vincent go and I will tell you all!'

It was an incredible turn of events but that is what happened.

Vincent Reid went home to his mother a¡rd unde and they were all weeping and

he said 'aye, mother, a bad fellow can come good. It was the bravery of ]ohn who

set me free and helped me see how wrong I was.'

But for John Reid he could never go home and he was always cn the n¡r from his

home and is it justice that such a boy should have suffering like that?

The robbers did not get to his house and take the possessions because John Reid

foiled them at the last moment.

That is what sort of boy he was.

That is the end of the story of John Reid, who was an inmate of the hulþ who was

not a bad boy at all and who should be remembered as he had told me this story of

himself as one, like all the other boys, who suffered because they had no choice.

And because there a¡e bad men all around us.
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